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EDITORIAL  
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protection of industrial property rights under the Industrial Property Act, No. 3 of 2001 and the Trade Marks 
Act, Cap 506 of the Laws of Kenya.  
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WIPO standards 

INID CODES  

 
INID is an acronym for ‘Internationally agreed Numbers for the Identification of (bibliographic) Data’. The 
codes are used on the first page of industrial property documents and in gazettes to identify the 
bibliographic data without knowledge of the language used and the industrial property laws applied. The 
following INID codes are used in this Journal: 

 
Standard ST.9 and ST.80 for Patents and utility Models and Industrial Designs 
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(15)  Correction information 
(19) WIPO standard ST.3 code of the office or organization publishing the document 
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(72) Name(s) of Inventor(s) 
(730) Proprietor 
(740) Name and address of Agent or address for service 
(85) Date of entry into national phase for PCT applications 
(87) PCT Publication data 
 Standard ST. 60 for Marks 
111 Registration number 
180 Expiry Date 
210 Application number 
220 Filing date of application 
300 Data relating to Application under the Paris convention 
442 Date of advertisement 
511 International classification and/or list of goods and services 

526 Disclaimer 
540 Reproduction of the Mark 
566 Translation of the mark or words contained in the mark 
15 Amendment/Correction information 
591 Information concerning colours claimed 
730 Name and address of the/proprietor 
740 Name and address of the agent or applicant 
791 Name and address of Licensee/registered user 
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1.0 Patent 

1.1 PCT National Phase 

 
(21) KE/17/02650 (PCT/EP2015/075622)  
(22) 03/11/2015  
(54)  SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MONITORING A 
TRANSPORT OF A PERSON-TRANSPORTING DEVICE 
OR OF A TRANSPORT UNIT 
(71) INVENTIO AG 
(85) 10/05/2017 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/17/02651 (PCT/IB2015/002488)  
(22) 15/12/2015  
(54) USE OF ENZYMATICALLY HYDROLYZED 
VEGETABLE PROTEIN IN BREWING FERMENTED 
BEVERAGES 
(71) CORN PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT, INC 
(85) 10/05/2017 
……………………… 

 
(21) KE/17/02659 (PCT/GB/2015/053451)  
(22) 13/11/2015  
(54)  FIRE FIGHTING FOAMING COMPOSITIONS 
(71) ANGUS HOLDINGS SAFETY GROUP LIMITED A 
BRITISH COMPANY 
(85) 12/05/2017 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/17/02660 (PCT/CN2015/080478)  
(22) 01/06/2015  
(54)  CHARGING CIRCUIT AND MOBILE TERMINAL 
(71) GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD 
(85) 12/05/2017 
……………………… 

 
1.2 Patents granted 
 
(11) Patent Number: KE 761 date of grant: 27/04/2017 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2014/2108 (22) Filing Date: 17/07/2014  
(30) Priority: None  
(73) Owner(s): JOSPHAT LANGAT KIPNGETICH of P.O. BOX 86, KERICHO, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) JOSPHAT LANGAT KIPNGETICH, P.O. BOX 86, KERICHO, Kenya   
(74) Agent/address for correspondence:     
(54) Title: MECHANICAL REVOLVING MASSES & SPRING ENERGY ENGINE 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: F 02B 75/00, 75/04, F 03G 1/00, 7/00  
(57) Abstract: T he present invention related to the energy production using renewable energy. It particular 
pertains production of electrical energy as a consequence of use of these two forces. The principal use of 
the invention is the production of mechanical energy for the production of electrical energy. The concept 
use is to set the two forces-revolving masses and the Tensile compressional spring to pertains slight balance 
which when disturbed it will bring about continuous rotational motion as these two forces try to attain 
balance which it was previously set or position on.  
.............................. 

 
(11): KE 762 (45): 19/05/2017 (21):2014/2070 (22):06/12/2012 (30):2011/0722  15/12/2011  BE  
(73): CARDIFF GROUP, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP of Bruinstraat 70, B-3520 Zonhoven, Belgium (72):  
STANDAERT, Geert Norbert R. and VANDEBRIEL, Imar  
(74): CFL Advocates, P.O.BOX 23555-00100, Nairobi (54): COMBINATION OF A CONTAINER FOR A LIQUID 
FOODSTUFF AND A QUANTITY OF PROPELLANT AND USE OF A PROPELLANT  
(51) Int.Cl.8: B 67D 1/04, 1/08, 1/12   
(57): Combination of a container (1) for a liquid foodstuff and a quantity of propellant (2) to put the 
container (1) under pressure in order to make the foodstuff flow out of the container (1) via an opening 
(11), characterized in that at a temperature of 5% degrees Centigrade the propellant (2) has a vapour 
pressure greater than 115 kPa and at a temperature of 25 degrees Centigrade has a vapour pressure of less 
than 1000 kPa. 

.............................. 
 

(11): KE 763 (45): 19/05/2017 (21):2013/1810 (22):31/10/2011 (30):61/408,622  31/10/2010  US; 
61/409,335  02/11/2010  US; 61/416,249  22/11/2010  US and 61/434,379  19/01/2011  US  
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(73): NAPO PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. of  201 Mission Street, Suite 2375, San Francisco, California 94105, 
U.S.A. (72):  BORTEY, Enoch; KING, Steven; FORBES, William and CHATURVEDI  Pravin (74): COULSON 
HARNEY ADVOCATES, P.O. BOX 10643-00100, NAIROBI, KENYA. 
(54): METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR TREATING HIV-ASSOCIATED DIARRHEA 
(51) Int.Cl.8: A 61P 1/12   
(57): Presented herein are methods for treating diarrhea by administering to a patient in need thereof, an 
inhibitor of chloride-ion transport in an amount sufficient to treat diarrhea. Treatment of diarrhea includes 
the treatment of the diarrhea as well as the pain, abdominal discomfort and other symptoms associated 
with diarrhea. In one embodiment, the inhibitor of chloride-ion transport is crofelemer. 

.............................. 
 
1.3 Patents published 

 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2015/2319 (22) Filing Date: 11/08/2015 
 (54) Title: Process and production of Catha Edulis based alcoholic beverages ad non-alcoholic beverages 
(72) Inventors: Muchangi Kevin Nthiga, P. O. BOX 770-60100, Embu, Kenya 
(73) Applicant(s): Muchangi Kevin Nthiga, P. O. BOX 770-60100, Embu, Kenya  
(74) Agent: None  
(57) The disclosed invention involves value addition of Catha edulis shoots/twigs also known as ‘Miraa/Khat’ 
by means of wine and beer production and juice production from the said plant. Alcoholic beverage 
production entails value addition and preservation of these active chemical components in a less polar 
solution i.e. ethanol (relative to water). Two phases i.e. alcohol and a little lipid are used to attach 
Cathine and Cathinone respectively, Cathinone —a ketone and being more lipophilic, will adhere to the 
lipid phase. Cathine will hydrogen bond with alcohol. An emulsifier keeps the two phases in solution 
without separating. Juices are made in a similar procedure but omitting fermentation. Two phases are also 
incorporated; water and a little lipid. A variation can be made where the lipid phase is deliberately omitted 
so that only Cathine is present in the juice with traces of Cathinone. This is done to capture different 
markets. The invention can be used industrially to produce ‘khat’ juice concentrates (dilute to taste) 
juices, ready to drink ‘khat’ juices and fruit flavored ‘khat’ juices as well as ‘khat’ based wines and beers 
with khat being an important ingredient of brewing.  
………………………………………….. 
 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2015/2365 (22) Filing Date: 26/10/2015 
 (54) Title: ELECTRICITY CURRENT PRODUCTION/GENERATION 
(72) Inventors: NJOROGE PAUL KANGETHE, 17755-20100, NAKURU, Kenya 
(73) Applicant(s): NJOROGE PAUL KANGETHE, 17755-20100, NAKURU, Kenya  
(74) Agent: None 
(57) It is known that electricity production /generation in an ordinary automobile alternator is by rotation 
of electromagnets inside a set of coils. During this rotation the battery powered electromagnets subject the 
coil to changing electromagnetic flux hence inducing an electric current on the coil. My invention relates to 
producing an electric from stationary electromagnets and stationary coil. A stationary coil or set of coils is 
subjected to alternating electromagnetic influences from a stationary electromagnet or subjecting the coil 
to a single electromagnetic interruption, hence inducing an electric current on the coil. The 
electromagnets are powered by a electric power source via switching device. The electric current so 
produced will be used to power electronic and electrical appliances. The principle objective of my 
invention is to produce electricity efficiently, pollution free and that is reliable.  
 ………………………………………….. 
 
1.4 Patents renewed 
 
(11)/(21) 186(KE/P/2002/240) 
(71) Goodricke Group Limited   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
30/05/2018 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 428(KE/P/2007/689) 
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y    
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/05/2018 
………………………… 
 

(11)/(21) (KE/P/2012/1714) 
(71) SANOFI   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
06/06/2018 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 735(KE/P/2013/1979) 
(71) NOVOZYMES A/S   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/06/2017 
………………………… 
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(11)/(21) (KE/P/2013/1982) 
(71) GENZYME CORPORATION   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/06/2018 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2014/2168) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON(PUBL)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
7/05/2018 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2014/2169) 
(71) HAMLET PROTEIN A/S   

(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
15/05/2018 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2014/2187) 
(71) ISHIHARA SANGYO KAISHA, LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 27 
June 2018 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2016/2499) 
(71) WINFIELD SOLUTION   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
9/06/2017 
…………………………

  
 
 
 
 

2.0 Industrial Designs 
 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the Industrial 
designs advertised herein may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a notice of 
opposition on form IP 36 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5, 000/= (local opponent) or US$ 250 
(foreign opponent). 
 
The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Managing Director as he deems fit 
and upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the Managing 
Director to reach him before the expiry of the period allowed. 
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the 
applicant to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the 
notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in considering any 
application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the applicant. 
 
Representations and samples of the designs advertised herein can be seen at the Patent Registry, Kenya 
Industrial Property Institute, Weights and Measures premises, Popo Road, off Mombasa Road, Nairobi. 
 
2.1 Designs registered 

 
(11): 906 (45): 05/05/2017 (21): 2017/1669 (22): 24/01/2017  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):09-01 (54): BOTTLE  
(73): DANIEL KABIRO MAINA, P.O. BOX 10206-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya (74): None 
The features for which novelty is claimed is the pattern and ornamentation of a bottle characterized by 
patterns of helical depressions or grooves covering the lowermost parts of the bottle, circumferential 
groves around the uppermost parts of the bottle which are the generally cylindrical, the middle portion of 
the bottle; which is narrow in comparison to the bottle and a neck which has helical depressions or grooves. 
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……………………………….. 

 
(11): 907 (45): 16/05/2017 (21): 2016/1654 (22): 28/10/2016  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-01, 07-02, 07-07, 
09-03 and 09-07 (54): FOOD CONTAINER (73): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED, P.O. BOX 39926-
00623, NAIROBI, Kenya (74): None 
The novelty of the design is in the shape, configuration and ornamentation as shown in the representations. 
All writings appearing on the representations are disclaimed. 
 
 

 
 

……………………………….. 
 
(11): 908 (45): 17/05/2017 (21): 2016/1655 (22): 28/10/2016  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-01, 07-05, 07-99 
and 19-02 (54): TRAY (73): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED, P.O. BOX 39926-00623, NAIROBI, Kenya 
(74): None 
The novelty of the design is in the shape and ornamentation as shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 909 (45): 17/05/2017 (21): 2016/1656 (22): 28/10/2016  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-05, 07-07, 07-99 
and 19-02 (54): The novelty of the design is in the shape, configuration and ornamentation as shown on the 
representations. (73): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED, P.O. BOX 39926-00623, NAIROBI, Kenya (74): 
None 
 

 
……………………………….. 
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(11): 910 (45): 17/05/2017 (21): 2016/1657 (22): 28/10/2016  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-01 (54): GLASS 
WITH HANDLE (73): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED, P.O. BOX 39926-00623, NAIROBI, Kenya (74): 
None 
The novelty of the design is in the pattern appearing on the vertical side of the glass which comprises of 
combination of horizontal and vertical lines with half circles unique pattern engraved on the vertical outer 
side of the glass. The Ornamental aspects include the shape of the handle which is roughly half oval with a 
flat section on the underside.  

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 911 (45): 17/05/2017 (21): 2016/1658 (22): 28/10/2016  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-01 and 11-02 (54): 
GLASS (73): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED P.O. BOX 39926-00623 NAIROBI, Kenya (74): None 
The novelty of the design is in the pattern appearing on the vertical side of the glass which comprises of 
repeated circles on the vertical side of the glass. The outside of the vertical side of the glass is smooth but 
the circles are imprinted on the inside of the glass and protrude from the main line of the vertical side.  

 
……………………………….. 

 
 
(11): 912 (45): 19/05/2017 (21): 2016/1637 (22): 19/08/2016  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):06-08 (54): SHOES 
HANGER (73): MARGARET WAMBUI TUMBUTI, P.O. BOX 837-00100, NAIROBI, Kenya (74): None 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration as shown in the 
representations. 
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……………………………….. 
 
(11): 913 (45): 22/05/2017 (21): 2015/1553 (22): 11/11/2015  (30):002699025  12/05/2015  EM  
(51): (Loc (6)):28-02 (54): LION SHAPED SOAP BAR (73): UNILEVER PLC, Unilever House, 100 Victoria 
Embankment London, EC4Y 0DY, United Kingdom (74): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates, P.O. BOX 40111-
00100, NAIROBI, Kenya 
The novelty of the design resides in the shape and configuration of the articles as shown in the 
representations. 

 
………………….. 

 
(11): 914 (45): 22/05/2017 (21): 2015/1554 (22): 11/11/2015  (30):002698944-0001  12/05/2015  EM   
(51): (Loc (6)):28-02 (54): ELEPHANT SHAPED SOAP BAR (73): Unilever PLC, Unilever House, 100 Victoria, 
Embankment, London, EC4Y 0DY, United Kingdom (74): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates, P.O. BOX 40111-
00100, Nairobi 
The novelty of the design resides in the shape and configuration of the article as shown in the 
representations. 

 
………………….. 

 
(11): 915 (45): 22/05/2017 (21): 2015/1555 (22): 11/11/2015  (30):002698993-0001  12/05/2015  EM  
(51): (Loc (6)):28-02 (54): TEDDY BEAR SHAPED SOAP BAR (73): Unilever PLC, Unilever House, 100 Victoria, 
Embankment, London, EC4Y 0DY, United Kingdom (74): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates, P.O. BOX 40111-
00100, NAIROBI, Kenya 
The novelty of the design resides in the shape and configuration of the articles as shown in the 
representations. 

 
……………………………….. 
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2.2 Designs published 

 
(21):2013/1323 (22): 28/03/2013 (30): None  
(73): SANDY EAST AFRICA LIMITED, P.O BOX 1621-20100, NAKURU, Kenya (74):  None 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 19-04 (54): READY MADE EXERSICE BOOK COVER 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. All words appearing in the design are disclaimed. 
 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2014/1406 (22): 29/04/2014 (30):29/471,221  26/10/2013  US  
(73): Envirofit International Inc. 109 North College Avenue, Suite 200, Fort Collins, Colorado 80524, U.S.A. 
(74): J.K. MUCHAE & COMPANY ADVOCATES, P.O. BOX 60664-00200, Kenya 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 07-02 (54): STOVE 
The design relates to a stove substantially as shown in the accompanying representations and the features 
of the design are those of shape and/or configuration, but those features illustrated by dashed or broken 
lines are shown merely for illustrative purposes only, do not form part of the design and are disclaimed. 
Also claimed is the ornamental design for a stove, as shown and described. 

  
………………………………………………. 

 
((21):2017/1717 (22): 08/05/2017 (30): None  
(73): MANELTA INVESTEMENTS LIMITED, P.O BOX 33254-00600, NAIROBI, Kenya (74): None 
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-01 (54): BOTTLE 
The novelty of the bottle resides in the shape, configuration and ornamentation, where in the pattern of 
the twist runs round the top of the shoulder of the bottle to the bottom of the waist. 
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………………………………………………. 

 
2.3 Designs renewed 

 
(11) Design Number: 696                  
(22) Filing Date: 05/04/2012 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):08-06, 08-07 and 08-09 
(54) Title: PAD BOLT 
(73) Owner(s): SALESIO NYAGA NJUE, P.O.BOX 5272-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 05/04/2022 
…………………………………….. 
 

 
 
 
 

3.0 Utility Models 
 
3.1 Utility Model published 

 
(21) KE/U/2015/578 (22) 13/11/2015   
(73) KONNECTOR LTD of  P.O. BOX 58432-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  RASTO KIPLANGAT and CLARE MUNGAI 
(54) SYSTEM CONNECTING MOTORCYCLES, CARPOOLING, BACKLOADING, TAXI, TICKETING, GROOMING AND 
DELIVERY SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH CLIENTS 
(51) G 06Q 50/00, 50/10, 50/28, 50/30  
(57) A system comprising coded applications capable of connecting clients with service providers on a 
mobile phone with USSD or Internet connectivity (7) is disclosed. The applications are downloaded from 
Google play or Apple Store and are crafted to locate, identify and connect clients (2) with specified service 
providers comprising motorcycle operators (3), space sharing carpooling operators (4), empty truck 
backloading drivers (5), taxi operators (11), shopping stores and stalls (10), grooming, salon and barber 
dealers (8) and goods or mail delivery service providers (6). The system further comprises a central 
management server (1) with a couple of databases of registered clients, service providers, location, 
insurance and regulatory status of the operators on a cellular handset as shown in Fig 1 below. Also 
disclosed are methods of executing technical functionalities of the applications within the system for 
ordinary phones, smart phones and internet provider.  
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.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2016/636 (22) 25/04/2016   
(30) Priority: 2015/00577  10/11/2015  KE  
(73) KIMANI MURIITHI of  P. O. BOX 1563-00100,NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72)  KIMANI MURIITHI, P.O BOX 1563-00100, NAIROBI, Kenya   
(54) THE DETACHABLE/FOLDING RIDER RACKS 
(57) Two strong bars that are well spaced. The space in between the bars should fit the tyre of the bicycle, 
motorcycle or tuktuk. The bars are fixed on the ground. The fixed bars can be raised from the ground or 
pavement when the rider wishes to park. One end is fixed to the ground while the other end is movable 
only up and down. When the rider is done with the parking, the rack is well folded to the ground or 
pavement. 
.............................. 
 
3.2 Utility Model registered 
 
(11) Registration no.: 141 (45) Date of grant: 28/04/2017 
(21) Application no.: KE/17/00751  (22) Filing Date: 07/03/2017 
(31) Priority: 2014/2155  10/10/2014  KE  
(73) Applicant(s): KIPLELGO TIMOTHY KEITANY, P.O. BOX 13688-00400, NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: KIPLELGO TIMOTHY KEITANY 
(74) Agent: None 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: G 06F 17/00 
(54) Title: CROWDSOURCED SECURITY 
(57) Crowd sourced security is a system aimed at reducing insecurity through pulling information together 
and making such information publicly available. This help to deter sellers of stolen item and inform 
potential buyers of an item about its status. Through inquiry the system can track lost or stolen items 
therefore assisting in recovery. With verification of items through the use of agents, employment is 
generated and integrity and credibility of the system is upheld. Verified items that are on sale will be 
placed on the portals' online market creating a secure online market with genuine sellers of items. 
……………………… 
 
(11) Registration no.: 142 (45) Date of grant: 19/05/2017 
(21) Application no.: KE/15/00578  (22) Filing Date: 13/11/2015 
(31) Priority:  None 
(73) Applicant(s): KONNECTOR LTD., P.O. BOX 58432-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: RASTO KIPLANGAT and CLARE MUNGAI 
(74) Agent: None 
(51) Int.Cl.8: G 06Q 50/00, 50/10, 50/28, 50/30 
(54) Title: SYSTEM CONNECTING MOTORCYCLES, CARPOOLING, BACKLOADING, TAXI, TICKETING, GROOMING 
AND DELIVERY SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH CLIENTS 
(57) A system comprising coded applications capable of connecting clients with service providers on a 
mobile phone with USSD or Internet connectivity (7) is disclosed. The applications are downloaded from 
Google play or Apple Store and are crafted to locate, identify and connect clients (2) with specified service 
providers comprising motorcycle operators (3), space sharing carpooling operators (4), empty truck 
backloading drivers (5), taxi operators (11), shopping stores and stalls (10), grooming, salon and barber 
dealers (8) and goods or mail delivery service providers (6). The system further comprises a central 
management server (1) with a couple of databases of registered clients, service providers, location, 
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insurance and regulatory status of the operators on a cellular handset as shown in Fig 1 below. Also 
disclosed are methods of executing technical functionalities of the applications within the system for 
ordinary phones, smart phones and internet provider.  

 
……………………… 
 
 
 
 

 

4.0 Trade Marks 
 
 4.1 Applications accepted for registration 
 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the trade marks 
advertised herein according to these classes may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge 
a notice of opposition on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) 
or US$ 250 (foreign opponent).  
The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar as he deems fit and upon 
such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the Registrar to reach him 
before the expiry of the period allowed. 
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the 
applicant for registration to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense 
of preparing the notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in 
considering any application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the 
applicant. 
 
Representations of the marks advertised herein can be seen at the Trade Marks Registry, Kenya Industrial 
Property Institute, Weights and Measures premises, Popo Road, off Mombasa Road Nairobi. 
 

(210): 54310 (220): 19/03/2003  
(300): None (511): 32(Fruit drink and fruit juices.) (526): Registration 
of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'Fruit' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The mark is 
restricted to colours ‘blue’, ‘orange’, ‘green’ and ‘white’. (730): TWIN 
OAKS LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated in Kenya of 
P.O. Box 7080-006000, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 68475 (220): 21/06/2010  
(300): None (511): 25(Polyester knitted fabrics.) (526): None (730): 
MIDCO TEXTILES (EA) LTD. Textiles manufacturers of P.O. Box 18160-
00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None  

TACTEL 
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(210): 73372 (220): 01/12/2011  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer software including software for use in 
collating, storing, analysing and comparing business and statistical 
information.), 35(Business information, evaluation and appraisal 
services; conducting of salary surveys; collation, storage, analysis and 
comparison of business information and statistical information, 
including remuneration levels.), 36(Insurance; financial services; real 
estate agency services; building society services; banking; 
stockbroking; financial services provided via the internet; issuing of 
tokens of value in relation to bonus and loyalty schemes; provision of 
financial information.) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
computer programming; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer software; computer consultancy services; design, drawing 
and commissioned writing for the compilation of web sites; creating, 
maintaining and hosting the web sites of others; design services.) 
(526): None (730): PRICE WATER HOUSE COOPERS of 2 Eglin Road, 
Sunning Hill, Johannesburg. 2157, Private Bag X36 (740):  Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

Remeasure  
 

210): 76303 (220): 01/10/2012 
(300): None (511): 29 (Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; 
preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.) (526): 
Registration of this Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words "NAUTILUS" and "SEAFOODS" each separately and apart from the 
Mark as a whole. (730):WANANCHI MARINE PRODUCTS (K) LIMITED of 
P.O.Box 81841-80100, MOMBASA, KENYA (740):  Anjarwalla & Khanna 
Advocates of P.O. Box 200-00606, Nairobi, Kenya  
(210): 76897 (220): 26/11/2012  
(300): None (511): 33(Whiskies, spirits and liqueurs.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'BLUE' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
Pernod Ricard of 12, place des Etats-Unis 75016 Paris, France (740): 
Gichachi & Co Advocates of P.O. Box 79659-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

IMPERIAL BLUE  
 

(210): 79418 (220): 26/07/2013  
(300): None (511): 7(Generators, water pumps, motors, engines, 
agricultural and forestry machinery and parts.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘POWER’, 
the device of a ‘tractor’ and a ‘human being farming’ each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole (730): BMG HOLDINGS LTD., 
importation and distribution of Bamburi Road, Industrial Area, P.O. Box 
18184-00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 80296 (220): 08/10/2013  
(300): None (511): 1(Control solutions used in conjunction with blood 
glucose monitoring devices), 5(Test strips used in conjunction with 
blood glucose monitoring devices) and 10(Medical devices for diabetes 
care, namely blood glucose monitoring devices and kits containing 
blood glucose monitoring devices, test strips, control solutions, lancing 
devices and lancets used in conjunction with blood glucose monitoring 
devices) (526): The Arabic characters forming the mark translate to 
ONETOUCH INVUE. Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'ONE' and 'TOUCH' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): JOHNSON & JOHNSON (a corporation 
organised and existing under the laws of the state of New Jersey, 
U.S.A) of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 
08933, U.S.A. (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 81113 (220): 19/12/2013  
(300): None (511): 12(Automobiles, wagons, trucks, vans, sport utility 
vehicles, buses, recreational vehicles (RV), sports cars, racing cars, 
lorries, fork lift trucks, and towing tractors (tractors), and structural 
parts and fittings therefor; tractors; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; 
adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires all included in 
international class 12.) (526): None (730): Nissan Jidosha Kabushiki 
Kaisha (also trading as Nissan Motor Co., Ltd.) of No. 2 Takaracho, 
Kanagawa-ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan (740):  Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

redi-GO  
 

(210): 81990 (220): 28/02/2014  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.) (526): Registration 
of this Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"Technologies" separately and apart from the Mark as a whole. (730): 
HARVEY ENGINEERING LIMITED of P.O. Box 78101-00507, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Wambugu & Muriuki Advocates of P.O. Box 15470-00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 82489 (220): 11/04/2014  
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment services, production and 
provision of programs for distribution via television or other multimedia 
platforms, on-line broadcasting and interactive services; providing 
information on a variety of topics such as news, sports and 
entertainment via a global computer network.) (526): None (730): 
Cable News Network, Inc. of One CNN Center, Atlanta, Georgia 30303, 
United States of America (740):  Gichachi & Co Advocates of P.O. Box 
79659-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

GO THERE  
 

(210): 84349 (220): 03/09/2014  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps including toilet soap; shampoos, perfumes, 
colognes, fragrances, essential oils, cosmetics, toiletries including skin 
creams, gels and lotions, bath oils, cleansing creams and oils, skin 
emollients; deodorants and anti-perspirants; preparations for the care 
of the hair; dentifrices.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'M', 'A' and 'C' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Make-Up Art Cosmetics Inc. 
of 767 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10153, United States of 
America (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-
00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

 

(210): 85077 (220): 24/10/2014  
(300): None (511): 9(Batteries, electric, batteries for lighting, battery 
boxes, battery chargers, chargers for electric batteries, light-emitting 
diodes, batteries, television apparatus.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "Solar”, 
“One” and “Degree (and sign)” each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): One Degree Technology Limited of 1 Degree 
Inc, 1755 York Avenue, Apt 25H New York, NY 10128, U.S.A. (740):  
Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 85873 (220): 13/01/2015  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products and food or diet 
supplement products.) (526): None (730): BIOPLUS LIFE SCIENCES 
PRIVATE LIMITED of No. 10-1A, Hoodi Village, K.R. Puram Hobli, 
Bangalore 560 048, Karnataka State, India (740): Gichachi & Co 
Advocates of P.O. Box 79659-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 86052 (220): 27/01/2015  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'ZINC' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GALAXY PHARMACEUTICAL 
LIMITED of P.O Box 39107-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ZINCOMPLEX  

(210): 88039 (220): 29/06/2015  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications.) and 41(Education; 
entertainment; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities.) 
(526): The English translation of the vernacular Luhya word 
'MUNUNJIRO' is 'IN THE POT' (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 7468-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MUNUNJIRO  

(210): 89110 (220): 14/09/2015  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarrillos, 
cut tobacco for pipes; smokers' articles, namely ashtrays, cigar-cutters, 
matchboxes, cigar cases; matches.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'T' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CORPORACION HABANOS, S.A. 
of Carretera Vieja de Guanabacoa y Linea del Ferrocarril Final, 
Guanabacoa, La Habana, Cuba (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 89148 (220): 15/09/2019  
(300): None (511): 4 (Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust 
absorbing, wetting and binding compositions, fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants, candles and wicks for lighting.) and 37 (Building 
construction, repair; installation services.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MATATU' and 
'TURBO' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The mark 
is registered in colour red but deemed registered in all colours. (730): 
ORYX ENERGIES KENYA LIMITED of 9 West, 5th Floor, Corner or Ring 
Road Parklands and Lower Kabete Road, Westlands, P.O. Box 12403 – 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  AXIS KENYA of P.O. Box 764 – 00606, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

 

(210): 89522 (220): 14/10/2015  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
deposit-taking services, money transfer services, payment services, 
debt collecting services; real estate affairs.) (526): Translation into 
English of the Kiswahili word ‘Faidika’ is ‘Benefit’ or ‘Be advantageous’ 
(730): LETSHEGO HOLDINGS LIMITED, a company incorporated in 
BOTSWANA of Plot 22, Letshego Place, Khama Crescent, Gaborone, 
Botswana (740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 89530 (220): 14/10/2015  
(300): No. 86597155 14/04/2015 US (511): 9(Scientific, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; calculating machines, data processing 
equipment, computers; computer software; house mark for computer 
hardware and software; data processing apparatus; computers; 
computer hardware; computer servers; network servers; Internet 
servers; computer networking and communications hardware; computer 
network hubs, routers, controllers, switches and wireless access points; 
computer storage hardware; computer storage servers; computer 
storage area network (SAN) servers; computer network- attached 
storage (NAS) hardware; computer and communications hardware for 
storage area networks; disk backup hardware; disk drives; disk drive 
arrays and enclosures; redundant array of independent disks (RAID) 
controllers; host bus adapters; data storage systems comprising 
computer hardware, computer peripherals and operating system 
software; integrated IT systems comprising converged computer, 
storage and networking hardware and software; modular IT systems;  
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computer peripherals; digital signage; magnetic tape units for 
computers; blank tapes for storage of computer data; memory chips; 
semiconductors, printed circuit boards, integrated circuits and 
electronic components; computer software; computer operating 
systems; computer software and firmware for operating computer 
hardware and peripherals; server software; network software; cloud 
software; database, data center and data warehouse software; storage 
software; visualization software; computer software for configuration, 
provisioning, deployment, control, management and virtualization of 
computers, computer servers and data storage devices; software for 
computer network operation, management, automation and 
virtualization; computer software for software-defined networking; 
local area network (LAN) operating software; wide area network (WAN) 
operating software; computer software for connecting disparate 
computer systems, servers and storage devices; software for cloud 
infrastructure management and automation; computer software used 
for running cloud computing based applications; cloud computer 
software for use in enterprise applications, database management, and 
electronic storage of data; computer software for monitoring cloud, 
web and application performance; computer software for information 
technology (IT) management, IT infrastructure management, remote IT 
infrastructure management, IT asset management and inventory, IT 
process automation, IT device lifecycle management, IT security, IT 
reporting and forecasting, IT infrastructure fault and performance 
monitoring, and IT service desk and help desk software; computer 
software for data protection and data security; computer software for 
providing security for computers, networks and electronic 
communications; application and network security software; computer 
software for monitoring computer network access and activity; 
computer software for assessing application security; data and 
document encryption and decryption software; cryptography software; 
computer user authentication software; software for information 
security compliance monitoring, reporting and analytics; IT security 
intelligence and risk management software; data backup, recovery and 
archiving software; computer software for data deduplication; 
database management software; computer software used to read and 
evaluate content located on global computer networks, databases 
and/or networks; computer software for application and database 
integration; search software; computer search engine software; 
software for searching data bases; computer software for creating 
searchable data bases of information and data; computer data 
warehouse operation and automation software; data center operation 
and automation software; computer software for data transmission, 
storage, processing and reproduction; computer software for accessing, 
querying and analyzing information stored in databases and data 
warehouses; information and knowledge management software; 
business intelligence software; computer software that provides real-
time, integrated business management intelligence by combining 
information from various data bases; business and big data analytics 
software; computer software that automates the processing of un-
structured, semi-structured and structured information and data stored 
on computer networks and the Internet; business process insight 
software; customer relationship management (CRM) software; 
enterprise resource and risk management software; project 
management software; records management software; e-commerce 
software; software development and deployment tools; software 
development tools for the creation of mobile Internet applications and 
client interfaces; application testing and delivery software; application 
and device lifecycle management software; software-defined 
infrastructure (SOS) software; computer software that provides web-
based access to applications and services through a web operating 
system or portal interface; software to automate and manage utility  
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industry services, operations and billing; software for managing 
software licenses.), 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; business management consulting 
services; business consulting services in the field of information 
technology (IT); business consultation services in the field of business 
process improvement and outsourcing; business consultation services in 
the field of enterprise architecture; IT outsourcing services and 
employment staffing for information technology projects; business 
process outsourcing; IT strategic planning services; IT asset 
management services; compilation and systematization of information 
into computer databases; database management services; on line retail 
store services and ordering services featuring computer hardware, 
software and peripherals; business services, namely, assisting others in 
the negotiation and development of business partnerships and business 
alliances; marketing and promotional program services in the field of 
information and computer technology; customer relationship 
management services; electronic commerce services; taxonomy 
services, namely, classification and organization of data for records 
management purposes; providing a website featuring an online 
marketplace for sellers and buyers of computer and IT goods and 
services; business knowledge management services; business data 
analysis.), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; purchase 
financing and lease financing services; processing, management and 
administration of employee health and welfare benefit plans; providing 
credit card transaction processing services for others; providing 
insurance claim processing services for others; financial analysis and 
consultation services for the orqanization and administration of banking 
and financial operations; financial asset management; billing 
services.), 37(Building construction; repair; installation services; 
installation, maintenance and repair of computers and computer, 
networking and telecommunications hardware.), 38 
(Telecommunications; telecommunications services, namely, 
transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video by 
means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication 
networks, and the Internet; information transmission via electronic 
communications networks; providing secure real time electronic 
communication over a computer network; providing virtual private 
network services, namely, private and secure electronic 
communications over a private or public computer network; consulting 
in the field of communications and telecommunications; providing 
online chat rooms, bulletin boards and forums for transmission of 
messages among users in the fields of computers, software, information 
technology and general interest; streaming of audio and video material 
on the Internet; voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) services; file 
sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of data via global 
computer networks.) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
house mark for computer services, software services, cloud services 
and information technology services; computer services; computer 
systems analysis, planning, integration and design; integration of 
computer systems and software; integration of computer systems and 
networks; computer system administration for others; rental and 
leasing of computer hardware and computer peripherals; computer 
consulting services; advice on designing, selecting, and using computer 
hardware and systems; computer software consultancy; consulting 
services for others in the selection, implementation and use of 
computer software; consulting services in the field of software as a 
service; Internet consulting services; information technology (IT) 
consulting services; consulting in the field of IT and applications 
transformation, integration, modernization, migration, design, 
development, implementation, testing, optimization, operation and 
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management; consulting in the field of cloud computing and big data; 
consulting in the field of cloud infrastructure; consulting services in the 
fields of datacenter architecture, public and private cloud computing 
solutions, and evaluation and implementation of Internet technology 
and services; consulting in the field of information security, governance 
and compliance; consulting in the field of computer and information 
security and IT risk management; consulting in the field of IT mobility 
and workplace services; consulting in the field of unified 
communications hardware and software; consulting with respect to the 
IT aspects of business processes; consulting in the field of IT solutions 
for customer relationship management, finance and administration, 
human resources, payroll and document processing; consulting in the 
field of application delivery management; consulting in the field of 
marketing optimization; consulting in the field of converged IT systems; 
consulting in fields of IT converged and hyper-converged IT 
infrastructure; consulting in the field of utility industry services, 
operations and billing; consulting in the field of environmental and 
energy efficiency; scientific and technological services, namely, 
research and design in the field of computer networking hardware and 
computer datacenter architecture; technical consulting services in the 
field of datacenter architecture; providing temporary use of on line 
non-downloadable middleware for providing an interface between 
software applications and operating systems; providing temporary use 
of on- line non-downloadable cloud computing software for use in 
database management and electronic storage of data; computer 
hardware and software design and development; computer 
programming services; developing driver and operating system 
software; software application development, modernization and cloud 
integration; software installation, maintenance and update services; 
testing the operation and functionality of computers, networks and 
software; business technology software development and consultation 
services; computer programming services for others in the field of 
software configuration management; computer software development 
in the field of mobile applications; updating and maintaining cloud-
based computer software through on-line updates, enhancements and 
patches; technical support services; service desk, help desk and 
troubleshooting services for IT infrastructure, computer hardware, 
computer software, computer peripherals and computer networks; 
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer 
software problems; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting 
in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; 
technical support services, namely, migration of datacenter, server and  
database applications; technical support services, namely, monitoring 
of computers, network systems, servers and web and database 
applications, and notification of related events and alerts; technical 
support services, namely remote real-time computer and network 
monitoring services; technical support services, namely, remote and 
on-site infrastructure management services for monitoring, 
administration, and management of public and private cloud computing  
IT and application systems; information technology (IT) services; 
providing website hosting services, website development and 
customized online web pages for others; cloud computing services; 
cloud hosting provider services; hosting software applications for 
others; cloud hosting of electronic data bases; web, cloud and 
computer infrastructure hosting services; providing servers of variable 
capacity to others; rental of computing and data storage facilities of 
variable capacity to third parties; infrastructure-as-a-service (laaS) 
services, namely, providing computer hardware, computer software, 
computer peripherals to others on a subscription or pay-per-use basis; 
client virtualization services; integration of private and public cloud 
computing environments; remote and on-site management of  
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information technology (IT) systems and software applications for 
others; cloud computing featuring software for use in database 
management; computer services, namely, hosting, managing, 
provisioning, scaling, administering, maintaining, monitoring, securing, 
encrypting, decrypting, replicating and backing up databases for 
others; management of data centers, IT security, cloud computing, 
workplace technology, computer networks, unified communications 
and enterprise IT services for others; database services; data center 
and data warehouse services; database development services; data 
mining services; data backup and data restoration services; data 
migration services; data encryption and decryption service s; cloud 
computing featuring software for use in database management and 
data warehousing; electronic data storage; electronic storage of digital 
content, namely, images, text, video and audio data; software-as-a-
service (SaaS) service; application service provider (ASP) services; 
platform-as-a-service (PaaS) services; infrastructure-as-a-service (laaS) 
services; temporary use of non-downloadable software; temporary use 
of non-downloadable software for computer and network operation, 
management, automation, virtualization, configuration, provisioning, 
deployment, and control; temporary use of non-downloadable software 
for information technology (IT) management, IT infrastructure 
management, remote IT infrastructure management, IT asset 
management and inventory, IT process automation, IT device lifecycle 
management, IT security, IT reporting and forecasting, IT 
infrastructure fault and performance monitoring, and IT service desk 
and help desk functions; temporary use of non-downloadable software 
for data protection, data security, and computer application and 
network security; temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
information security regulatory compliance; temporary use of non-
downloadable software for monitoring computer network access and 
activity; temporary use of non-downloadable software for data 
encryption and decryption, cryptography, computer user 
authentication, and information security compliance monitoring, 
reporting and analytics; temporary use of non- downloadable software 
for data backup, recovery, archiving and deduplication; temporary use 
of non-downloadable software for cloud infrastructure management 
and automation; temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
cloud, web and application performance monitoring; temporary use of 
non-downloadable software for database and database management, 
data warehouse operation and automation, data center operation and 
automation, application and database integration, data transmission, 
storage, processing and reproduction, and for accessing, querying and 
analyzing information stored in databases and data warehouses; 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for business intelligence, 
business process insight, data analytics, information management, 
knowledge management, customer relationship management, and 
enterprise resource and risk management; temporary use of non-
downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking, and analyzing 
business data; temporary use of non-downloadable search engine 
software and software for project and records management; temporary 
use of non-downloadable software for software development, 
deployment, testing, delivery and application lifecycle management; 
temporary use of non- downloadable software for converged IT 
systems; temporary use of non-downloadable software-defined 
infrastructure (SOS) software; temporary use of non-downloadable 
software in fields of converged and hyper-converged IT infrastructure; 
Software as a Service services, namely, hosting cloud and datacenter 
infrastructure software for use by others for use in database 
management and application development; temporary use of non-
downloadable software for automating and managing utility industry 
services, operations and billing; temporary use of non-downloadable  
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software for managing software licenses.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'H', 'P' and 'E' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
HPHEWLETT PACKARD GROUP LLC a Delaware limited liability company 
of 11445 Compaq Center Drive West, Houston, TX 77070, United States 
(740): Messrs J K Muchae & Company Advocates, P. O. Box 60664 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 90092 (220): 23/11/2015  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicides, herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

ABASI  

(210): 90096 (220): 23/11/2015  
(300): None (511): 5(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry / biological nutrient / botanical organic foliar fertiliser / soil 
conditioner / trace element fertilizer / agricultural wetter) (526): 
None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, distributor, 
dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

AntiTrans  

(210): 90097 (220): 23/11/2015  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicides; herbicides and insecticide) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters ‘E’, ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘L’ each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, 
agent, distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

EABCL VISION  

(210): 90274 (220): 08/12/2015  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides; fungicides, herbicides and 
insecticides) (526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, 
agent, distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

WALABI  

(210): 90275 (220): 08/12/2015  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry/ biological nutrient/ botanical organic foliar fertiliser /soil 
container/ trace element fertilizer/ agricultural wetter) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
numeral '3' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EAST 
AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, distributor, dealer and retailers 
of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HUM3  

210): 90740 (220): 27/01/2016  
(300): None (511): 3(Cosmetics, soap and perfumery.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word ‘TIBET’ and the device of a ‘human being’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KOHINOOR CHEMICAL COMPANY 
(PRIVATE) LIMITED of Tibet Centre, M.A. Jinnah Road, Karachi-74400, 
Pakistan (740):  Mwale & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 
(210): 90822 (220): 03/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; 
preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams; compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ‘GOOD’ and ‘CHOICE’ each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): Musim Mas Holdings Pte Ltd a Singapore 
company of 150 Beach Road, #15-01, Gateway West, Singapore, 189720 
(740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya  

GOOD CHOICE  
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(210): 91052 (220): 19/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 31(Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products 
and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; 
malt.), 35(Advertising; business management; business administration; 
office functions.), 39(Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel 
arrangement) and 41(Education; providing; of training ;entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''ANIMAL', 'NUTRITION', 
the devices of the 'poultry', 'fish', 'chicken' and 'cow' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 239-01000, Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 91127 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

SHOCK  

(210): 91129 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BIOMYSIS  

(210): 91132 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BIOPSEUDO  

(210): 91133 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BIOTRICHO  

(210): 91134 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BIOBACI  

(210): 91135 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BIOVERT  

(210): 91136 (220): 24/02/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide; fungicide; herbicides and insecticides) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent, 
distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BIOPACE  

(210): 91247 (220): 02/03/2016  
(300): None (511): 16 (Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.), 35 (Advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions.), 36 
(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.), 41 
(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities.) and 45 (Legal services; security services for the protection 

ANJARWALLA & 

KHANNA 
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of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by 
others to meet the needs of individuals.) (526): None (730): 
ANJARWALLA & KHANNA, a firm of advocates practising in the Republic 
of Kenya of P.O. Box 200 – 00606, SARIT CENTRE,NAIROBI, KENYA (740):  
Anjarwalla & Khanna Advocates of P.O. Box 200-00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

 
(210): 91321 (220): 07/03/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
"AVUMOXI" is an invented word and has no meaning in the trade, 
geographical significance or any language to the best of the Applicant's 
knowledge. (730): Merck KGaA (a corporation with general partners) of 
Frankfurter Str. 250, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany (740):  Hamilton 
Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

AVUMOXI  

(210): 91415 (220): 11/03/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) (526): 
None (730): THE HERSHEY COMPANY, a limited liability corporation 
organised and existing under the laws of Delaware, United States of 
America of 100 Crystal A Drive, Hershey, Pennsylvania 17033, United 
States of America (740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

REESE'S FAST 

BREAK  

210): 91648 (220): 01/04/2016 
(300): None (511): 1 (Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; 
adhesives used in industry.) and 4 (Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; 
dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.) (526): None 
(730): SOLVOCHEM EAST AFRICA LIMITED of Eden Square, Block 1, 2nd 
Floor, Chiromo Road, P.O. Box 656 – 00606, Sarit Centre, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Anjarwalla & Khanna Advocates of P.O. Box 200-00606, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

LOCKHEED 

(210): 91701 (220): 06/04/2016  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink; temporary 
accommodation) (526): SRegistration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters "S" and "L", the words "Lodges" and "Lake 
Naivasha", the device of an "acacia plant" and "the lake" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NAIVASHA COUNTRY HOTEL 
LTD of P.O. Box 211, 20117, Naivasha, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 91933 (220): 25/04/2016  
(300): None (511): 21(Housewares and glass, namely, mugs and coffee 
cups), 25(Clothing, namely, sweatshirts, t-shirts and caps), 30(Glaze 
f1avors; coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee; doughnuts, doughnut holes, 
pies, cakes, buns, bagels, pastries of all types; doughnut mixes.) and 
43(Providing of food and drink; restaurant services specializing in the 
provision of doughnuts, pies, cakes, buns, bagels, pastries, coffee, 
juices, cocoa, and beverages.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Crispy' and 'Cream' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HDN Development 
Corporation of 370 Knollwood Street, Suite 500, Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina 27103, United States of America (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema 
Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 91934 (220): 25/04/2016  
(300): None (511): 21(Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not 
of precious metal or coated therewith); glass-ware, porcelain and 
earthenware not included in other classes; mugs and coffee cups.), 
25(Clothing, namely, sweatshirts, t-shirts, and caps.), 30(Glaze f1avors; 
coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee; doughnuts, doughnut holes, pies, 
cakes, buns, bagels, pastries of all types; doughnut mixes.) and 
43(Providing of food and drink; restaurant services specializing in the 
provision of doughnuts, pies, cakes, buns, bagels, pastries, coffee, 
juices, cocoa, and beverages.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'CRISPY' and 'CREAM' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HDN Development 
Corporation of 370 Knollwood Street, Suite 500, Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina 27103, United States of America (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema 
Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

KRISPY KREME  

(210): 91971 (220): 26/04/2016  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
water; machines and appliances; air bags; anti-skid chains; anti-theft 
alarms for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; automobile chains; 
automotive chasis; automobile tires; automobiles; axel journals; axels 
for vehicles; baby carriages; balance weights for vehicle wheels; bands 
for wheel hubs; bells for bicycles, cycles; bicycle brakes; bicycle chains; 
bicycle frames; bicycle handlebars; bicycle pumps; bicycle rims; bicycle 
spokes; bicycle stands; bicycle tires; bicycles; brake linings for vehicles; 
brake pads for automobiles; brake shoes for vehicles; brakes for bicycles, 
cycles; brakes for vehicles; caps for vehicle petrol tanks; carrier 
tricycles; luggage carriers for vehicles; chains for bicycles, cycles; 
vehicle chasis; spoke clips for wheels; clutches for land vehicles; torque 
converters for land vehicles; crankcases for land vehicles components 
other than for engines; direction signals for vehicles; driving chains for 
land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; gearboxes for land 
vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; horns for vehicles; hubs for vehicle 
wheels; jet engines for land vehicles; luggage nets for vehicles; mirrors; 
mopeds; motorcycles; electric motors for land vehicles; motors for 
cycles; motors for land vehicles; mud guards; adhesive rubber patches 
for repairing inner tubes; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; 
reduction gears for land vehicles; reversing alarms for vehicles; rims for 
vehicle wheels; saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles; saddles for 
bicycles, cycles or motorcycles; shock absorbers for vehicles; vehicle 
wheel spokes; vehicle suspension springs; tires for vehicle wheels; 
traction engines; transmission chains for land vehicles; transmission 
shafts for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; tricycles; 
tubeless tires for bicycles, cycles; turn signals for vehicles; 
windscreens.), 25(Clothing, clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of 
leather; coats; collar protectors; collars; gloves; jackets; jerseys; 
jumpers; knitwear; outerclothing; overalls; overcoats; scarfs; scarves; 
shawls; shields; shirt fronts; shirt yokes; shirts; shoes; shoulder wraps; 
skirts; skorts; caps; masks; slippers; suits; tee-shirts; topcoats; trousers; 
uniforms; veils; vests; waistcoats; wristbands; footwear, boots; boot 
uppers; boots for sports; inner soles; tips for footwear; welts for 
footwear; headgear; hat frames; hats; headbands; helmets; sun visors; 
top hats.), 35(Administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising; 
advertising by mail order; advertising material; dissemination of 
advertising matter; rental of advertising space; cost price analysis; 
business information; business inquiries; commercial information and 
advice for consumers; commercial or industrial management assistance; 
presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; price 
comparison services; compilation of information into computer data 
bases; compilation of statistics; systemization of information into 
computer databases; demonstration of goods; direct mail advertising; 
distribution of samples; marketing; marketing research; marketing 
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studies; sales promotion, on-line advertising on a computer network; 
opinion polling; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organisation of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; outdoor advertising; production of advertising films; 
publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; radio commercials; 
rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication 
media; telemarketing services; television advertising; television 
commercials.)and 39(Transporting people or goods from one place to 
another by road and services necessarily connected with such transport; 
services connected with the hiring of motor cycle transport; courier 
services for messages or merchandise; delivery of goods; escorting and 
transport of travellers; guarded transport of valuables; parcel delivery; 
passenger transport; transport rescue operations; street transport; taxi 
transport; towing services; motor cycle breakdown assistance, rental of 
motor cycles) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'SAVY' and 'RIDERS' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): KIBO AFRICA LIMITED, a company 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 26366-00504, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Mwale & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 92049 (220): 29/04/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications.) (526): The English 
translation of the vernacular Kikuyu word 'MBURUGUTO' is 'throw fast' 
(730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 7468-00300, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

MBURUGUTO  

(210): 92080 (220): 03/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities.) (526): None (730): EXTREME SPORTS 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 35026- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

REPRESENT YOUR 

NEIGHBOURHOOD  
(210): 92182 (220): 11/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Biological nutrient / botanical organic foliar 
fertiliser / soil conditioner / trace element fertilizer / agricultural 
wetter / chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry) and 
5(insecticide fungicides herbicides antiseptic, disinfectant) (526): None 
(730): OSHO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD, manufacturers, importers and 
distributors of agricultural imputes, industrial chemicals, veterinary 
products and public health of P.O. Box 49916-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

GrinGRO  

(210): 92229 (220): 13/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, Coffee-based beverages, Instant coffee, 
Artificial coffee, Cappuccino, Instant coffee mixes; Chicory; Tea, Tea 
based beverages, Tea leaves, Instant tea mixes, Flavoured tea mixes; 
Cocoa, Cocoa-based beverages, Instant cocoa mixes; Chocolate; 
Chocolate-based beverages, Cereal-based beverages, Instant cereal 
mixes; cereal preparations) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Tea' separately and apart 
from the ark as a whole. (730): Future Enterprises Pte Ltd. of 31 
Harrison Road, #08-01, Food Empire Building, Singapore 369649, 
Singapore (740):  Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MacTea  

(210): 92231 (220): 13/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical) (526): None (730): DISCOUNT 
HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P.O. Box 6397-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

DISMONT  

(210): 92332 (220): 24/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advisory services relating to business social 
engagement risk management; business advisory services in relation to 
social risk assessments, social strategy and/or community engagement; 
business advisory services in relation to reputational and public 
relations issues; implementation of social risk management policies and 
strategies; bench marking of social risk management policies and 
strategies; business consultancy relating to the supply of quality 

minerva 
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assurance of corporate social responsibility strategy and policy; 
benchmarking of corporate social responsibility strategy and policy, 
consultancy advisory and information services related to the aforesaid 
services; advising re-integration of social risk strategy into general 
business strategy.) (526): None (730): Minerva SRM Ltd of C/o AMS 
Accountancy Ltd, Delta 606 Delta Office Park, Welton Road, SW1NDON, 
United Kingdom SN5 7XF (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. 
Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 92601 (220): 06/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Photovoltaic installations for the transformation 
of solar energy into electricity; photovoltaic apparatus for converting 
solar radiation to electrical energy, namely, photovoltaic solar 
modules, inverters, which convert electricity from DC to AC; current 
converters, solar charge regulators; solar energy driven loading units 
being recharges for loading batteries and accumulators; batteries; 
accessories for aforementioned goods, namely, electric cables, electric 
cable carriers, intermediate current meters; solar batteries; 
photovoltaic modules for generation of electricity; monitoring 
equipment for photovoltaic installations, namely, voltage and current 
monitor modules; monitoring equipment for current converters, 
namely, voltage, current and frequency monitor modules; data loggers 
and recorders for voltage, amperage and power measurement for 
photovoltaic installation; data loggers for voltage, amperage and power 
measurement for current converters; solar panels for converting solar 
radiation to electrical energy; electrical apparatus and instruments for 
the positioning of solar cells, solar modules and solar panels that are 
moveable in horizontal and vertical directions, namely, directional 
light sensors, and remote controls for electrical motors; light sensors, 
and remote controls for mechanical actuators, all for controlling the 
orientation for solar panels used for the generation of electrical 
energy; light sensing devices, namely, light sensors, and remote 
controls for motors, for manipulating the position of photovoltaic and 
solar cells photovoltaic and solar modules, and photovoltaic and solar 
panels used in solar energy plants.) (526): None (730): SolarEdge 
Technologies Ltd An Israel Corporation of HaMada 1, Herzilya Pituach, 
Israel 4672505, Israel (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 
10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

SOLAREDGE  

(210): 92623 (220): 08/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education, training, sporting & cultural 
activities.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'HUB" separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): DEHUB of P.O. Box 657-10100, Nyeri, Kenya (740):  
None 

 

(210): 92728 (220): 15/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry/biological nutrient/botanical organic foliar fertiliser/soil 
conditioner/trace element fertilizer/agricultural wetter.) (526): None 
(730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, agent distributor, dealer 
and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-00100 Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BIORIAZ  
 

(210): 92768 (220): 17/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities.) (526): None (730): THE NEST ARTS 
COMPANY LIMITED, a limited liability company registered in Kenya of 23 
Gatundu Road, P.O. Box 51870-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  KN 
Associates LLP Advocates of P.O. Box 27547-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 92801 (220): 22/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 20(Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not 
included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker,  horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum 
and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, in class 20) and 
35(Advertising; business management; business administration; office 
functions, in class 35) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'HOME' and 'URBAN' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Marina Gulf 
Trading Co. LLC, Emirati Company of P.O. Box 3276 Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-
00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 92819 (220): 23/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; 
adhesives used in industry.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BIO' and 'FOLIAR' as prefix 
and suffix to another word. (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. 
LIMITED, agent distributor, dealer and retailers of P.O. Box 29024-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

BIOFOLIAR  
 

(210): 92862 (220): 29/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 11(Paper fitting manhole cover.) (526): None 
(730): DKING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL CO. LIMITED of P.O. Box 37397-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 92872 (220): 30/06/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Stationery, printed matter, bookbinding 
material, instructional and teaching materials, photographs, artist 
materials, printer's type.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the device of the 'dove' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE 
CONFLICT RESOLUTIONS of State House Road, P.O. Box 27687-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

   

  
 

(210): 92908 (220): 01/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the numbers '1' and '0' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 7468-00300, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 92924 (220): 01/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the numerals '8' and '0' and the 
letters 'W', 'D' and 'G' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): HIGHCHEM MARKETING LTD. of P.O. Box 30467-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ACCORD 80 WDG  

(210): 92927 (220): 01/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Kenya', 'Pyrethrum' and 
'Dust' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
HIGHCHEM MARKETING LTD. of P.O. Box 30467-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

Kenya Pyrethrum Dust  
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(210): 92928 (220): 01/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Kenya' and 'Pyrethrum' 
and the letters 'O' & 'R' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): HIGHCHEM MARKETING LTD. of P.O. Box 30467-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

Kenya Pyrethrum OR  

(210): 92929 (220): 01/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Kenya' and 'Pyrethrum' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HIGHCHEM 
MARKETING LTD. of P.O. Box 30467-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

Kenya Pyrethrum Pale  

(210): 93001 (220): 11/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages included in the class (except 
beers).) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'OLD' and 'BARREL' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): NOBLE SPIRITS (PTY) LTD., A 
Corporation duly incorporated in the Republic of South Africa of Noble 
House 42 Chilwan Crescent Cape Town, 7140 Western Cape, Republic of 
South Africa (740):  Simba & Simba Advocates of P.O. Box 10312-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

OLD BARREL  

(210): 93002 (220): 11/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages included in the class (except 
beers) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'SILVER' and 'BARREL' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NOBLE SPIRITS (PTY) LTD., A 
Corporation duly incorporated in the Republic of South Africa of Noble 
House 42 Chilwan Crescent Cape Town, 7140 Western Cape, Republic of 
South Africa (740):  Simba & Simba Advocates of P.O. Box 10312-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

SILVER BARREL  

(210): 93037 (220): 14/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Confectionery) and 33(Alcoholic beverages) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letter "B" and the word "BRANDS" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): BUZZBRANDS LIMITED, Wholesale/Retail of 
P.O. Box 1510-00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 93100 (220): 15/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages included in the class (except 
beers) (526): None (730): KGV ENTERPRISES (PTY) LIMITED A Company 
duly incorporated in the Republic of South Africa of NOBLE SPIRITS 
(PTY) LTD. of Noble House 42 Chilwan Crescent, Cape Town 7140, 
Western Cape, Republic of , South Africa (740): SIMBA & SIMBA 
ADVOCATES, Finance House, 6th Floor, Loita Street, P. O. Box 10312, 
00100, Nairobi 

OAKBERG  

(210): 93111 (220): 18/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): None (730): ROYAL 
MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 7468-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

CITIZEN INSPEKTA  

(210): 93112 (220): 18/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): Translation into 
English of the Kiswahili word 'ROGA' is 'enchant' (730): ROYAL MEDIA 
SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 7468-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CITIZEN ROGA  

(210): 93114 (220): 18/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) 
(526): The English meaning of the Kiswahili word 'RAUKA' is 'wake up 
early in the morning'' (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 
7468-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RAUKA GOSPEL  
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(210): 93115 (220): 18/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) 
(526): 'INOORO' is a Kikuyu word meaning 'whetting stone'' in English 
(730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 7468-00300, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

INOORO HOSANNA  

(210): 93120 (220): 19/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 3(Milking Jelly) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Menengai', 'Milking' 
and 'Jelly' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
MENENGAI OIL REFINERIES LTD. of P.O. Box 2918-20100, Nakuru, Kenya 
(740):  None 

Menengai Milking Jelly 

(210): 93240 (220): 27/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Spagheti) (526): None (730): Hanse Impex Co. 
Ltd. of P.O. Box 39212- 00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 93241 (220): 27/07/2016  
(300): None (511): 32(Energy Drink) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter "X" and the words 
"POWER", "ENERGY" and "DRINK" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): HANSE IMPEX CO. LTD. of P.O. Box 39212-
00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

210): 93354 (220): 02/08/2016 
(300): None (511): 30 (Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and, sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, 
baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; 
ice.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words ''ICE'' and ''CUBES'' and the "CUBE" devices each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The registration of the 
mark is in the colours in which it appears, that is Raspberry 
pink,(Pantone 227), Pool blue (Pantone 311) and Bluebonnet (Pantone 
2685) and Black (Pantone 412 U) but without limitation as to colour so 
that it is deemed to be registered in all colours. (730): SHIVA MOMBASA 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 90216-80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  Anjarwalla 
& Khanna Advocates of P.O. Box 200-00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 93374 (220): 02/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Dried and cooked fruits and vegetables) (526): 
None (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-01000, Thika, 
Kenya (740):  None 

NOURISHA  

210): 93427 (220): 02/08/2016 
(300): None (511): 9 (Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 35 (Advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions.),38 
(Telecommunications.) and 42 (Scientific and technological services 
and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word “Solutions” separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ALLADIN GROUP HOLDING LIMITED of P.O. Box 
1716 Village Market, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Anjarwalla & Khanna 
Advocates of P.O. Box 200-00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

AL-BIZ SOLUTIONS 
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(210): 93480 (220): 05/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; 
dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, pesticides.) 
(526): None (730): TWIGA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, a limited 
liability company incorporated and registered under the laws of Kenya, 
Manufacturers and Distributors of Agro-chemicals and Animal Health 
Products of Ol-Kalau Road, Off Nanyuki Road, Industrial Area, P.O. Box 
30172-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Daly & Inamdar Advocates of P.O. 
Box 40034-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TWIGA - EPOX 

(210): 93484 (220): 05/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; 
dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, pesticides.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the numerals '1', '0' and the symbol '%' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): TWIGA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated and registered under 
the laws of Kenya, Manufacturers and Distributors of Agro-chemicals 
and Animal Health Products of Ol-Kalau Road, Off Nanyuki Road, 
Industrial Area, P.O. Box 30172-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Daly & 
Inamdar Advocates of P.O. Box 40034-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TWIGAZOLE 10%  

(210): 93550 (220): 09/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities; competitions (organization of-----
){education or entertainment} gambling; organization of competitions 
{education or entertainment} (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'CHAPAA' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. ‘WAHI CHAPAA’ are Kiswahili words meaning 
"get money" (730): NATION MEDIA GROUP LIMITED of P.O. Box 49010-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of 
P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

WAHI CHAPAA  

(210): 93560 (220): 10/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): None (730): 
Takeda GmbH of Byk-Gulden-Str. 2, 78467 Konstanz, Germany (740):  
J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

RIOPAN  

(210): 93562 (220): 10/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None (730): 
Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited of 1-1,Doshomachi 4-chome, 
Chuo-ku, Osaka 540-8645, Japan (740) J.K. Muchae & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 60664-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

EDARBI  

(210): 93687 (220): 18/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Retail store services) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "Farmer" and 
the devices of "human beings" each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): FARMERS PRIDE LIMITED, general merchant of P.O. 
Box 91- 00519, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 93715 (220): 22/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 3(Soap) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the device of ''soap bubbles'' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AKETA (K) LTD of P.O. Box 
72670-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 93760 (220): 23/08/2016  
(300): No. 86/945,553 of 18th March, 2016 in United States of America 
(511): 12(AIRPLANES) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters '0', 'A' and the numeral '8' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): L-3 
COMMUNICATIONS INTERGRATED SYSTEMS L.P., a limited partnership, 
organized under the laws of Delaware of 7500 Maehr Road, Waco, 
Texas, United States 76705 (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

OA-8 LONGSWORD  

(210): 93764 (220): 23/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting services) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''BET'' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RAMBO RESOURCES LTD of P.O. 
Box 2178-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BETMANIA  

(210): 93816 (220): 26/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Printed matter), 35(Advertising, business 
management, office functions) and 41(Education, providing of training) 
(526): None (730): FEDERATION OF KENYA EMPLOYERS, employer 
organization of P.O. Box 48311-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None      

(210): 93817 (220): 26/08/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Printed matter), 35(Advertising, business 
management, office functions) and 41(Education, providing of training) 
(526): None (730): FEDERATION OF KENYA EMPLOYERS, employer 
organization of P.O. Box 48311-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 93917 (220): 05/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Online and televised live stream application 
services.) (526): Translation into English of the Swahili word ‘MKONDO' 
is 'path or stream'. (730): RIQ KONZERT PRO LIMITED of P.O. Box 298-
00517, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MKONDO  

(210): 93919 (220): 05/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply 
and sanitary purposes. Accumulators (heat -); accumulators (steam);air 
conditioning apparatus; air conditioning installations; air cooling 
apparatus; air dryers; air filtering installations; air reheaters; air 
sterilisers; air valves for steam heating installations; alcohol burners; 
anti-splash tap nozzles; aquarium filtration apparatus; bath fittings; 
bath installations; bath linings; bath plumbing fixtures; bath tubs; bath 
tubs for sitz baths; heaters for baths; spa baths; beverage cooling 
apparatus; bidets; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; boilers, 
other than parts of machines; brackets for gas burners; central heating 
radiators; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations; 
cooling appliances and installations; cooling installations and machines; 
cooling installations for liquids; expansion tanks for central heating 
installations; faucets for pipes; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; 
filters [parts of household or industrial installations]; fittings, shaped, 
for furnaces; fittings, shaped, for ovens; chimney flues; flues for 
heating boilers; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; gas 
boilers; gas burners; brackets for gas burners; gas condensers, other 
than parts of machines; gas lamps; gas lighters; regulating and safety 
accessories for gas pipes; gas scrubbers [parts of gas installations]; gas 
scrubbing apparatus; heating apparatus; heating apparatus, electric; 
heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating boilers; 
heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical purposes; heating 
elements; heating filaments, electric; heating installations; heating 
plates; extractor hoods for kitchens; hot air apparatus; hot air bath 
fittings; hot air ovens; hot plates; hot water bottles; humidifiers for 
central heating radiators; hydrants; pipe line cocks - spigots; pipes; 
taps for pipes; faucets; thermostatic valves [parts of heating 
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installations] (526): The colours white, green and brown are claimed 
(730): I.P.S. S.A.I.C. Y F., a limited liability company incorporated in 
the Argentina of Calle 70 No 4467 San Martin, Buenos Aires (C.P.: 1650), 
Argentina (740):  Mwale & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 93920 (220): 06/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply 
and sanitary purposes. Accumulators (heat -); accumulators (steam-
);air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning installations; air cooling 
apparatus; air dryers; air filtering installations; air reheaters; air 
sterilisers; air valves for steam heating installations; alcohol burners; 
anti-splash tap nozzles; aquarium filtration apparatus; bath fittings; 
bath installations; bath linings; bath plumbing fixtures; bath tubs; bath 
tubs for sitz baths; heaters for baths; spa baths; beverage cooling 
apparatus; bidets; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; boilers, 
other than parts of machines; brackets for gas burners; central heating 
radiators; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations; 
cooling appliances and installations; cooling installations and machines; 
cooling installations for liquids; expansion tanks for central heating 
installations; faucets for pipes; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; 
filters [parts of household or industrial installations]; fittings, shaped, 
for furnaces; fittings, shaped, for ovens; chimney flues; flues for 
heating boilers; regulating and safety accessories for gas apparatus; gas 
boilers; gas burners; brackets for gas burners; gas condensers, other 
than parts of machines; gas lamps; gas lighters; regulating and safety 
accessories for gas pipes; gas scrubbers [parts of gas installations]; gas 
scrubbing apparatus; heating apparatus; heating apparatus, electric; 
heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating boilers; 
heating cushions [pads], electric, not for medical purposes; heating 
elements; heating filaments, electric; heating installations; heating 
plates; extractor hoods for kitchens; hot air apparatus; hot air bath 
fittings; hot air ovens; hot plates; hot water bottles; humidifiers for 
central heating radiators; hydrants; pipe line cocks - spigots; pipes; 
taps for pipes; faucets; thermostatic valves [parts of heating 
installations]; (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the numerals ‘0’ and ‘5’ and the letters ‘I’, ‘P’ and ‘S’ 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): I.P.S. 
S.A.I.C. Y F., a limited liability company incorporated in the Argentina 
of Calle 70 No 4467 San Martin, Buenos Aires (C.P.: 1650), Argentina 
(740):  Mwale & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 

(210): 93921 (220): 06/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible oils and fats) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "AFRI" and 
"FRY" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DARFORDS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 229-00204, Athi River, Kenya (740):  
None 

AFRI FRY  

(210): 93922 (220): 06/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible oils and fats) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "MEGA" and 
"FRY" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DARFORDS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 229-00204, Athi River, Kenya (740):  
None 

MEGA FRY  
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(210): 93944 (220): 07/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'Tea, and 'Laibon' and the device 
of the ‘tea leave' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘Laibon’ means ‘Medicine man’ (730): FRANCIS NJUGUNA MWANGI of 
P.O. Box 35637-00100, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 94013 (220): 14/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photograph, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; un 
processed artificial resins, un processed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; 
adhesives used in industry.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'C', 'E', the numerals '4', '0' and 
the word 'STOP' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): TWIGA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
incorporated and registered under the laws of Kenya, Manufacturers and 
Distributors of Agro-chemicals and Animal Health Products of Ol-Kalau 
Road, Off Nanyuki Road, Industrial Area, P.O. Box 30172-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  Daly & Inamdar Advocates of P.O. Box 40034-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

FUSTOP 400EC  

(210): 94029 (220): 15/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry; Fertilisers; Soil improvers; Soil additives; Soil conditioners; Soil 
amendments; Prepared soils; Soil enrichment chemicals; Soil 
conditioning chemicals; Soil improving material; Soil improving agents; 
Soil improvement substances; Manures; Synthetic manures; Manures 
containing antioxidants; Additives (Chemical -) for manures; Manures 
with added microorganisms; Diagnostic preparations, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; Biological preparations, other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes; additives for animal foodstuffs (not for 
medical purposes); additives (Chemical -) for fertilisers; Substances for 
preserving seeds; Substances for regulating plant growth; Substances for 
promoting plant growth; Plant-growth regulators; Plant hormones 
(phytohormones) and 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; 
sanitary preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; dietetic food 
and substances adapted for medical and veterinary use; medicated 
animal feedstuffs; vitamin preparations for animals; food supplements 
for animals; food for babies; plasters; materials for dressings; material 
for stopping teeth; dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides; herbicides; parasiticides; insecticides; pesticides.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of 
the word ‘TECHNOLOGY’ separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): ROTAM AGROCHEM INTERNATIONAL COMPANY Limited (a Hong 
Kong Company) of Unit 6, 26/F, Trend Centre, 29 Cheung Lee Street, 
Chai Wan , Hong Kong (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of 
P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

INSPIRED BY 

CUSTOMERS, 

EVOLVING WITH 

TECHNOLOGY  

(210): 94061 (220): 19/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Plastic sheets, sacks and bags for wrapping and 
packaging, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not 
included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; 
photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites 
(except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except 
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes); printers’ type; printing blocks) and 41(Education; providing of 
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): None 
(730): NATHAN & ARIANNA CO. LIMITED of P.O. Box 100928-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Kembi Gitura & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 45834-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 94087 (220): 20/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real 
estate affairs) (526): None (730): ABSA BANK LIMITED, a South African 
company of 7th Floor, Barclays Towers West, 15 Troye Street, 
Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa (740):  Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

ABSA  

(210): 94089 (220): 20/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real 
estate affairs) (526): None (730): ABSA BANK LIMITED, a South African 
company of 7th Floor, Barclays Towers West, 15 Troye Street, 
Johannesburg, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa (740):  Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 94117 (220): 22/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical products, namely, vaccines for the 
prevention of tetanus and diphtheria; ophthalmic drugs; analgesics; 
anesthetics; poison control preparations, namely, poison control 
antidotes and pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of poison 
ingestion; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of radiological, 
nuclear and chemical burns and exposures; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the treatment of rheumatologic diseases; pharmaceutical products 
and preparations, namely, inhalants, injectables, nasal sprays and mists, 
oral liquids, oral solids and topicals for sterile aqueous ophthalmic 
solutions; ocular anesthetics; ophthalmic solutions for the treatment of 
elevated intraocular pressure in individuals with ocular hypertension or 
open-angle glaucoma; sterile indocyanine green for use as a cardiac 
diagnostic aid, a hepatic diagnostic aid and as a retinal diagnostic aid; 
hypnotic sedative anesthetic compounds; mydriatics; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of respiratory conditions; oral analgesics; 
oral analgesics in solution or liquid form; analgesic preparations; spinal 
anesthetics; anti-diarrheal agents; schedule III prescription synthetic 
narcotics; anxiolytics; anti-seizure medications; topical anesthetics; 
pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of arsenic, gold and mercury 
poisoning and acute lead poisoning; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treatment of opioid dependence; antibacterials, namely, antibacterial 
cleaners, antibacterial hand lotions, and antibacterial pharmaceuticals; 
pharmaceutical agents for treatment of respiratory ailments, prevention 
of endometrial hyperplasia and secondary amenorrhea; corticosteroid 
formulations indicated for the relief of the inflammatory and pruritic 
manifestations of corticosteroid-responsive dermatoses and 
musculoskeletal conditions; antiviral agents; anti-infectives; vitamins; 
dietary and nutritional supplements; magnesium supplements; antacids; 
pharmaceutical preparations for relief of nasal congestion, sinus pressure 
and sinus headache, nasal sprays; topicals for the treatment of arthritis, 
joint pain, back pain, foot pain and muscle pain; preparations for the 
relief of pain; pain relief medication; arthritis and joint pain 
preparations; cough suppressants and expectorants; cough drops and 
syrups; preparations for relief of symptoms of common colds and 
influenza; tablets, swabs, nasal sprays and effervescent preparations for 
treating colds and flu; tablets, swabs, nasal sprays and effervescent 
preparations for preventing colds and flu; medicated foot creams, lotions 
and ointments; medicated skin creams and lotions, including anti-itch 
creams; medicated tinctures and ointments for lip and skin care; eye 
drops; lubricant eye drops; eyelid cleanser, skin care around the eyelid; 
eye nutrition; contact lens comfort drops, veterinary pharmaceuticals; 
veterinary pharmaceuticals and preparations, namely, xylazine, 
ketamine, and reversing agents and antagonists for use in horses; 
veterinary pain relief medications, anesthetics and sedatives; veterinary 
ophthalmics; veterinary eye wash; veterinary eye lubricants and eye 
drops) (526): None (730): AKORN, INC. a Louisiana corporation of 1925 
West Field Court, Lake Forest, Illinois 60045, United States of America 
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

AKORN  
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(210): 94138 (220): 26/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible oils & Fats) (526): Translation into English 
of the Kiswahili word ‘RAHISI’ is ‘easy’. Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "RAHISI" and "FRY" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DARFORDS 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated in 
Kenya of P.O. Box 229-00204, Athi River, Kenya (740):  None 

RAHISI FRY  

(210): 94144 (220): 26/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) 
(526): Translation into English of the Kiswahili word "NINAPOBANWA" is 
"when I am pressed" (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 
7468- 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

NINAPOBANWA  

(210): 94194 (220): 29/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Data storage devices, namely, hard disk drives, 
digital disk drives, blank digital storage media, hybrid drives, solid 
state drives and computer peripherals; computer storage devices, 
namely computer memory hardware and hard drives for computers; 
computer products, namely, data storage products in the nature of 
digital electronic devices for organizing, receiving, transmitting, 
managing, storing, securing, encrypting, centralizing, playing, 
streaming, backing-up, transferring, customizing, navigating, playing, 
viewing, accessing, sharing, synchronizing, modifying, reviewing, 
uploading, and downloading digital data including text, data, image, 
audio and video files, information, or media stored on, streamed 
through, hosted on or run on data storage devices, hard drives, disk 
drives, solid state drives, media players, Internet servers or cloud 
storage services; external housing for data storage devices; external 
cases and carrying cases for data storage devices; computer software, 
hardware and firmware for data storage, data retrieval, data access, 
data backup, data replication, data availability, data recovery, data 
translation and data conversion; data storage management software.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Drive' and the letter 'G' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): HGST Netherlands B.V., a company existing 
under the laws of the Netherlands of Herikerbergweg 238, Luna ArenA, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 1101 CM (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema 
Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

G-DRIVE  

(210): 94223 (220): 30/09/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers)) (526): None 
(730): THE GLENLIVET DISTILLERS LIMITED of Chivas House, 72 
Chancellors Road, London W6 9RS, United Kingdom (740):  Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 94238 (220): 03/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Software to enable uploading, posting, displaying, 
tagging, and sharing data and information on blogs provided over the 
Internet and other communications networks; downloadable mobile 
applications providing ongoing children's programs featuring a wide 
range of information on topics of interest to children and their parents 
and caregivers; and providing a website featuring information in the 
fields of education and entertainment for children.), 35(Advertising 
and promotional services; Advertising and promotional services on 
behalf of others; Consultation in the field of advertising; Promotional 
services in the form of; promotional services in the form of sharing of 
multimedia content via the Internet and other communications 
networks, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of 
others by providing hyperlinks to websites of others; Developing 
marketing plans and marketing campaigns; Business management; 
Business administration; Business consulting and information services; 
Office functions; Market research and information; Business monitoring 
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services, namely, tracking web sites of others to provide details about 
user click traffic or visits to the web site; Marketing research, market 
analysis and reporting online marketing activities of others.), 
38(Transfer of data by telecommunications; Audio, video and 
multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communications 
networks; Webcasting services; Electronic transmission of messages, 
data and content via the Internet and other communications networks; 
Providing online forums and chat rooms for the transmission of 
messages, comments and multimedia content among users in the field 
of general interest via the Internet and other communications 
networks; Electronic transmission of electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated 
content, audio content and information via the Internet and other 
communications networks; Providing online community forums for the 
sharing and transmission of information and electronic media where 
users may post, search, watch, share, critique, rate, and comment on 
videos and other multimedia content via the Internet and other 
communications networks; Providing access to computer, electronic 
and online data bases, and provision of information, and advice and 
consultancy services in relation to all the aforementioned services.), 
41(Education and entertainment services, namely, providing a website 
featuring audio clips, video clips, musical performances, musical 
videos, film clips, photographs, other multimedia materials, and 
information in the field of audio clips, video clips, musical 
performances, musical videos, film clips, photographs, and other 
multimedia materials; Providing online journals, namely, blogs 
featuring information on the subject of the above-listed user-generated 
website content; Publication of online journals in the nature of blogs 
featuring information in the field of electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated 
content, audio content and related information; Entertainment 
services, namely, conducting contests, and provision of information, 
advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforementioned 
services.), 42(Providing a video sharing portal, namely, a web site 
featuring temporary use of non-downloadable software allowing web 
site users to upload on-line videos for sharing with others for 
entertainment and educational purposes; Design and development of 
computer hardware and software; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software to enable uploading, capturing, posting, 
showing, editing, playing, streaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, 
tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, 
reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated 
content, audio content, and information via the Internet and other 
communications networks; Providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software to enable sharing of multimedia content and 
comments among users; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software to enable content providers to track multimedia content; 
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable analytics software, 
namely, software for calculating and reporting statistics about the 
behaviour of viewers of online \ videos, movies, pictures, images, text, 
photos, games, and other user generated content; Hosting digital 
multimedia content for others; Hosting digital multimedia 
entertainment and educational content for others; Hosting computer 
websites; Hosting databases on the Internet; Software as a service 
(SAAS) services, namely, enabling uploading, capturing, posting, 
showing, editing, playing, streaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, 
tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, 
reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated 
content, audio content, and information via the Internet and other 
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communications networks.) and 45(On-line social networking services) 
(526): The colours red, white and grey are distinctive features of the 
mark (730): GOOGLE INC. a Delaware corporation of 1600 
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California 94043, United States 
of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 94250 (220): 05/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide.) (526): None (730): AGRICHEM 
AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 27151-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HUNTDOWN  

(210): 94251 (220): 05/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide.) (526): None (730): AGRICHEM 
AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 27151-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MATCHETE  

(210): 94252 (220): 05/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide.) (526): None (730): AGRICHEM 
AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 27151, 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CAPTIVE  

(210): 94253 (220): 05/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide.) (526): None (730): AGRICHEM 
AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 27151, 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DECLARE  

(210): 94254 (220): 05/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide.) (526): None (730): AGRICHEM 
AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 27151, 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PERCEIVE  

(210): 94256 (220): 05/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.) and 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'GROUP' separately 
and apart from the mark as whole. (730): SEENA GROUP LIMITED, a 
limited liability company of 14694-00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Oseko 
& Ouma Advoates LLP of P.O. Box 47291-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

     

(210): 94281 (220): 06/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical Preparations) (526): None (730): 
Merck KGaA (a corporation with general partners) of Frankfurter Str. 
250, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MINART  

(210): 94284 (220): 07/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "ONE" and "REGGAE" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 
7468-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ONE REGGAE LOVE  

(210): 94310 (220): 11/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Tomato sauce) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'TOMATO' and 
'SAUCE' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): 
BABITO FOOD SUPPLIES of P.O. Box 91-00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

EXCLUSIVE 

TOMATO SAUCE  

(210): 94314 (220): 11/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 20(Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; unworked or 
semi-worked bone, horn, ivory, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; 
meerschaum; yellow amber) and 24(Textiles and substitutes for 
textiles; bed covers; table covers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'E' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): RICHBOND, a Moroccan Company of 
265, bd Moulay Ismail, Roches Noires Casablanca, Morocco (740):  
Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, 
Kenya 
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(210): 94318 (220): 11/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Software to enable uploading, posting, showing, 
displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic 
media or information over the Internet and other communications 
networks), 35(Advertising and promotional services; consultation in the 
field of advertising; promotional services in the form of online 
entertainment and education; promotional services in the form of 
sharing of multimedia content via the Internet and other 
communications networks; developing and providing marketing 
programs for advertisers, marketers, partners and content providers; 
business management; business administration; commercial information 
and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; office functions; 
market research and information; analysing Internet traffic, marketing 
research, analysis and reporting services in the field of online 
marketing; retail services, including on-line retail services of software 
to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the 
Internet and other communications networks; provision of information, 
advice and consultancy services in relation to all the aforementioned 
services), 38(Telecommunications; audio, video and multimedia 
broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; 
webcasting services; transmission of messages, data and content via 
the Internet and other communications networks; providing forums, 
chat rooms, journals, and blogs for the transmission of messages, 
comments and multimedia content among users in the field of general 
interest via the Internet and other communications networks; 
transmission of electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, 
pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, 
and information via the Internet and other communications networks; 
providing community forums for users to post, search, watch, share, 
critique, rate, and comment on, videos and other multimedia content 
via the Internet and other communications networks; providing a video 
sharing portal for entertainment and education purposes; providing 
access to computer, electronic and online databases; provision of 
information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all the 
aforementioned services), 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment and 
educational services featuring electronic media, multimedia content, 
videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, 
audio content, and related information via the Internet and other 
communications networks; weblog (blog) services (online publication of 
journals or diaries); publication of blogs featuring information in the 
field of electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, 
pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, 
and related information; publishing services; digital video, audio and 
multimedia entertainment publishing services; online digital publishing 
services; conducting contests [entertainment]; provision of 
information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the 
aforementioned services), 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable uploading, 
capturing, posting, showing, editing, playing, streaming, viewing, 
previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, 
distributing, publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic 
media, multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, 
photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the 
Internet and other communications networks; providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software to enable sharing of multimedia content 
and comments among users; providing temporary use of non- 

YOUTUBE GO 
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downloadable software to enable content providers to track 
multimedia content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
analytics software, that provides statistics about the behaviour of 
viewers of online videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, 
games, and other user generated content; hosting multimedia content 
for others; hosting multimedia entertainment and educational content 
for others; hosting computer websites; hosting data bases; hosting of 
software; hosting of weblogs; web portal services (designing or 
hosting); provision of information, advice and consultancy services in 
relation to all of the aforementioned services; providing a website 
where advertisers, marketers, partners and content providers can 
reach, engage, and interact with online users.) and 45(On-line social 
networking services) (526): None (730): GOOGLE INC., a corporation of 
the State of Delaware of 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, 
California, 94043, USA (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 
10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

 

(210): 94347 (220): 13/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 35(Advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions), 
38(Telecommunications), 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
industrial analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''music'' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. English translation of the word 
‘Songa’ is ''move''(730): RADIO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 74497- 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): CJW Advocates of P.O. Box 76103-00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 94360 (220): 13/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.) 
(526): None (730): SAUDI PERFUME & COSMETICS CO., LTD. of 
Industrial Area Phase 3, Street No 33/34, P.O. Box 17013, Jeddah 
21484, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (740):  Anjarwalla & Khanna Advocates 
of P.O. Box 200-00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

  

(210): 94368 (220): 14/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
entertainment; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of words "DIGITAL", "RADIO" and the device of the "globe" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ROYAL MEDIA 
SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. Box 7468-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 94393 (220): 17/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair additions, hair pieces and braids, weaves 
and wigs) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words ‘ABUJA’ and ‘TWIST’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole (730): STYLE INDUSTRIES LIMITED, 
manufacturers and merchants of P.O. Box 30682-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Gradus Oluoch & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 30682-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

ABUJA TWIST  

(210): 94484 (220): 25/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): SAI 
PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 66551-00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

OXYBUT  

(210): 94496 (220): 25/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities; entertainment services; sound 
recording and video entertainment services; concert musical and video 
performances; television and radio entertainment services; 
entertainment services by stage production and cabaret production of 
video and/or sound recordings; presentation, production and 
performance of shows, musical shows, concerts, videos, multimedia 
videos and radio and television programmes; recording, film, video and 
television studio services; audio, film, video and television recording 
services; publishing; music publishing; sound recording, film and video 
production and distribution services; arranging and conducting of 
seminars, conferences and exhibitions; publication of books, magazines 
and other texts; digital music (not downloadable) provided from the 
Internet; organizing and presenting displays of entertainment relating 
to style and fashion; organizing and presenting displays of 
entertainment relating to music; entertainment by means of concerts; 
live music concert amusement and theme park services; organisation of 
shows and concerts; music recording studio services; production of 
films, videos, radio and television programmes; booking agency 
services for performing artists; live band performances; audio and 
video recording services; education and training services relating to the 
music and entertainment industries; provision of recreation facilities.) 
(526): None (730): REAL WORLD HOLDINGS LIMITED of Mill LaneBox, 
Corsham, Wiltshire SN13 8PL, United Kingdom (740):  Gichachi & Co 
Advocates of P.O. Box 79659-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

WOMAD  

(210): 94515 (220): 27/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 31(Grains and agricultural, horticultural and 
forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; organisms 
for breeding; live edible aquatic animals; foodstuffs for animals.), 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; scientific and technological services and research 
relating to aquaculture; industrial analysis and research services; 
consultancy services relating to aquaculture, genetics and animal 
breeding; consultancy services relating to quality control; research 
relating to the breeding of animals; genetic research.) and 44(Breeding 
of animals; breeding of aquatic animals; advice in relation to the 
breeding of animals; genetic testing of animals for research purposes; 
veterinary services; clinical veterinary services; hygienic care for 
animals.) (526): None (730): Benchmark Genetics Limited of 
Benchmark House, 8 Smithy Wood Drive, Sheffield S35 1QN, United 
Kingdom (740):  J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664-
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

SPRING GENETICS  
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(210): 94516 (220): 27/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.) 
(526): None (730): ALTONA COSMETICS TECHNOLOGY SANAYI VE 
TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of Karamehmet, Mahallesi Avrupa Serbest 
Bolgesi 13, Sokak No:8 Ergene, TEKIRDAG, Turkey (740): J.K. Muchae & 
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 60664-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 94530 (220): 27/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 7(Woodworking machines) (526): None (730): 
Alamdar Trading Co. Ltd of P.O. Box 40956-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 94550 (220): 28/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 17(Vulcanized fiber not for textile use; Semi-
synthetic fiber not for textile use; Artificial wools not for textile use; 
Plastic fibers not for textile use; Synthetic fiber not for textile use; 
Synthetic fiber for false hair; Regenerated fibers not for textile use; 
Chemical fiber not for textile use.) and 26(Human hair; False hair; 
Pigtail ribbons for Korean hair style (Daeng-gi); Hair ribbons; Top-knots 
(pompoms); Hair supporters; Hair pins; Birds' feathers (clothing 
accessories); Hair pieces; Hair extensions; False moustaches; False 
beards; False hair for Japanese hair styling (kamoji); Hairpieces for 
Japanese hair styling (kamishin); Ornamental mustaches (beards); 
Ornamental beards.) (526): None (730): UNO & COMPANY LTD (a 
Korean corporation) of 158-15, Wanjusandan 3-ro, Bongdong-eup, 
Wanju-gun, Jeollabuk-do, Republic of Korea (740):  Iseme, Kamau & 
Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 94556 (220): 28/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco, Cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes; 
Match boxes; Lighters for smokers) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'M' and 'U' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GOLDEN 
LEAF{MACAU} TOBACCO'S MANUFACTURING LIMITED, a corporation 
organized and existing under the laws of MACAU of Rua Dos Pescadores, 
No 66, Bloco II, 3o Andar-A, Macau (740):  Kaplan & Stratton Advocates 
of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 94562 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
'PRENEURIN' is an invented word and has no meaning in the trade, 
geographical significance or any language to the best of the Applicant's 
knowledge (730): Merck KGaA (a corporation with general partners) of 
Frankfurter Str. 250, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany (740):  Hamilton 
Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

PRENEURIN  

(210): 94570 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Software, downloadable or pre-recorded via 
electronic communications network and wireless device, in the nature 
of a mobile application; downloadable software; downloadable 
applications for mobile digital devices; mobile phone application 
software; software for telecommunication devices; computer 
databases; computer software; smart phone applications and software 
relating thereto; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images or data of any kind; radio and television apparatus 
and instruments, all for reception and transmission; communications 
and telecommunication apparatus and equipment; telecommunications 
apparatus to enable connection to the Internet; mobile telephones, 
telephone apparatus, headphones and chargers; modems), 
35(Outsourcing services (business assistance); business process 

CCI 
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outsourcing services; outsourced administrative management for 
companies; outsourcing services in the field of business operations and 
business analytics; outsourcing services in the field of customer 
relationship management; outsourcing services in the nature of 
arranging service contracts for others; outsourcing services in the 
nature of sales services; employment of staff for hotlines and call 
centres; providing call centre and contact centre services for third 
parties; operation and management of telephone call centres for 
others; recruitment services; call centre services; call centre services 
provided for others, consultancy with regard thereto, including 
marketing studies, operation of information, dealing with complaints 
and providing and managing emergency hotlines; business analysis 
services; business consultancy and advisory services; business account 
management; data processing, data analysis and data management 
services; consulting and support services in the nature of providing 
marketing analytics; business consultation, namely, strategic marketing 
analysis, promoting the goods and services of others through a global 
computer network, computerised database management, direct mail 
advertising, telemarketing, and developing promotional campaigns for 
businesses; customer service management for others; customer account 
management for others; human resource management, monitoring, 
advice and consultancy; sales, advertising and marketing services; sales 
administration support services; management of communications 
networks; sales management services; lead generation services; 
provision of business information; compilation of information into 
computer databases.), 36(Financial services; banking services; 
insurance services; provision of information on insurance products; 
insurance renewal services; insurance claim assessment, processing, 
and administration; debt and payment collection services.), 
38(Telecommunications; electronic communications; renting of 
telecommunications equipment for hotlines and call centres; 
telecommunication services, including the provision of call centre 
services; communication of data (included in this class), in particular of 
offers and information by computer and means of electronic 
communication (telecommunications, computer, telephone, Internet 
and Intranet); online services, namely communication of information of 
all types providing Internet portals for third parties; Internet access 
services; provision of e-commerce platforms on the Internet; operation 
of chat rooms, chat lines, web chats and forums; provision of telephone 
services (fixed line and mobile); provision of email services for others; 
wireless communication network services; broad band services; 
provision of broad band telecommunications access; television and 
radio broadcasting services; streaming, transmission and delivery of 
audiovisual and multimedia context via the Internet; providing access 
to movies, videos and television programmes to viewers on- demand 
and near on-demand; audio visual communication services; data 
communication services; quadruple play services; all of the aforesaid 
services being provided for third parties.), 41(Training services; 
providing training of call centre personnel), 42(IT support services; 
providing IT and communications infrastructure; disaster recovery 
services.) and 45(Services for monitoring and ensuring compliance with 
financial insurance regulations) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'C' and 'I' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CCI GLOBAL {MAURITIOUS} 
LIMITED of Level 2 Alexander House, Silicon Avenue, Ebene Cybercity 
72201, Mauritius (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 
11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 94571 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Software, downloadable or pre-recorded via 
electronic communications network and wireless device, in the nature 
of a mobile application; downloadable software; downloadable 
applications for mobile digital devices; mobile phone application 
software; software for telecommunication devices; computer 
databases; computer software; smart phone applications and software 
relating thereto; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images or data of any kind; radio and television apparatus 
and instruments, all for reception and transmission; communications 
and telecommunication apparatus and equipment; telecommunications 
apparatus to enable connection to the Internet; mobile telephones, 
telephone apparatus, headphones and chargers; modems.), 
35(Outsourcing services (business assistance); business process 
outsourcing services; outsourced administrative management for 
companies; outsourcing services in the field of business operations and 
business analytics; outsourcing services in the field of customer 
relationship management; outsourcing services in the nature of 
arranging service contracts for others; outsourcing services in the 
nature of sales services; employment of staff for hotlines and call 
centres; providing call centre and contact centre services for third 
parties; operation and management of telephone call centres for 
others; recruitment services; call centre services; call centre services 
provided for others, consultancy with regard thereto, including 
marketing studies, operation of information, dealing with complaints 
and providing and managing emergency hotlines; business analysis 
services; business consultancy and advisory services; business account 
management; data processing, data analysis and data management 
services; consulting and support services in the nature of providing 
marketing analytics; business consultation, namely, strategic marketing 
analysis, promoting the goods and services of others through a global 
computer network, computerised database management, direct mail 
advertising, telemarketing, and developing promotional campaigns for 
businesses; customer service management for others; customer account 
management for others; human resource management, monitoring, 
advice and consultancy; sales, advertising and marketing services; sales 
administration support services; management of communications 
networks; sales management services; lead generation services; 
provision of business information; compilation of information into 
computer databases.), 36(Financial services; banking services; 
insurance services; provision of information on insurance products; 
insurance renewal services; insurance claim assessment, processing, 
and administration; debt and payment collection services.), 
38(Telecommunications; electronic communications; renting of 
telecommunications equipment for hotlines and call centres; 
telecommunication services, including the provision of call centre 
services; communication of data (included in this class), in particular of 
offers and information by computer and means of electronic 
communication (telecommunications, computer, telephone, Internet 
and Intranet); online services, namely communication of information of 
all types providing Internet portals for third parties; Internet access 
services; provision of e-commerce platforms on the Internet; operation 
of chat rooms, chat lines, web chats and forums; provision of telephone 
services (fixed line and mobile); provision of email services for others; 
wireless communication network services; broad band services; 
provision of broad band telecommunications access; television and 
radio broadcasting services; streaming, transmission and delivery of 
audiovisual and multimedia context via the Internet; providing access 
to movies, videos and television programmes to viewers on- demand 
and near on-demand; audio visual communication services; data 
communication services; quadruple play services; all of the aforesaid 
services being provided for third parties.), 41(Training services; 
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providing training of call centre personnel), 42(IT support services; 
providing IT and communications infrastructure; disaster recovery 
services.) and 45(Services for monitoring and ensuring compliance with 
financial insurance regulations) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'C' and 'I' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CCI GLOBAL {MAURITIOUS} 
LIMITED of Level 2 Alexander House, Silicon Avenue, Ebene Cybercity 
72201, Mauritius (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 
11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 94572 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations; medicines for the 
treatment of constipation and faecal impaction; bowel evacuant 
preparations; laxatives; veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth and dental wax; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; 
herbicides.) (526): None (730): Velinor AG of c/o Dr. iur. Adrian Von 
Segesser, Kapellplatz 1, 6004 Luzern, Switzerland (740): Iseme, Kamau 
& Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

PEGICOL  

(210): 94599 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 20(Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not 
included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, 
ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "MY", 
"SWEET" and "HOME" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): BRIGHT FUTURE PRIVATE LIMITED of P.O. Box 7879-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): CM Advocates of P.O Box 7879-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

MY SWEET HOME  

(210): 94603 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): None 
(730): BRIGHT FUTURE PRIVATE LIMITED of P.O. Box 7879-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): CM Advocates of P.O Box 7879-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

PILLONY  

(210): 94604 (220): 31/10/2016  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) and 35(Provision 
of an on line market for buying and selling of goods and services; online 
marketing services; on line advertising and marketing services; online 
customer based social media brand marketing services) (526): None 
(730): BRIGHT FUTURE PRIVATE LIMITED of P.O. Box 7879-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): CM Advocates of P.O Box 7879-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

MARKATOU  

(210): 94611 (220): 01/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Phone and phone accessories.) (526): 
WRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of 
the letter "W" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
mark is proceeding in series. (730): TERAFON KENYA COMPANY LIMTED 
of P.O. Box 57951-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

    

(210): 94612 (220): 01/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Bulbs & Electronics appliances) (526): None 
(730): YUE CHENG INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of P.O. Box 13350-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

    

(210): 94630 (220): 02/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic Beverages) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "Friends" and 
"Vodka" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): KEY 
BRANDS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of P.O. Box 9460-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  Taibjee & Bhalla Advocates of P.O. Box 10161-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 94636 (220): 02/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer chips; semiconductors; semiconductor 
chips; microprocessors; central processing units; integrated circuits; 
integrated circuit modules; circuit boards; data communication 
circuits; integrated circuit chips; sensor chips for wireless 
communications; computer hardware; computer networking hardware; 
communications hardware; satellite communications equipment; 
network communications hardware; telecommunications hardware; 
converged network interface controllers; broadband communications 
equipment; modems and routers; communications hubs; 
communications computers; firmware; electrical couplers; optical 
couplers; electric cables; electrical connectors; electric converters; 
distance measuring apparatus; electricity conduits; fiber optic cables; 
optical cables; cables for optical and electrical signal transmission; 
attenuators; computer switches; Ethernet switches; high frequency 
switches; telecommunication switches; computer network hubs, 
adapters, servers, switches and routers; transmitters; receivers; 
wireless network and wireless sensor data integration equipment, 
namely, evaluation boards and extension modules; power control 
circuits; network switches to enable cloud networking and cloud 
computing; computer cables; computer peripherals and parts and 
fittings therefor; apparatus and instruments for recording, processing, 
receiving, reproducing, transmitting, modifying, compressing, 
decompressing, broadcasting, managing, manipulating, merging and 
enhancing sound, video, images, graphics, information, text and data; 
photographic instruments and apparatus; apparatus and instruments for 
use in video-conferencing and teleconferencing; computers; laptops; 
tablet computers; telephones; mobile telephones; cellular phones; 
headphones; digital media players, drives and recording apparatus; 
media players; computer keyboards; photocopiers; computer memory; 
computer mouse; personal digital assistants (PDAs); data processing 
equipment; network controllers; controller interface modules; wireless 
access point devices; computer monitors; set top boxes; video 
recorders and video reproducing apparatus; cameras; global positioning 
systems; global navigation satellite systems; multimedia projectors; 
electronic scanners; electronic book readers; printers; audio speakers; 
audio receivers; video receivers; headsets; wireless headsets; hand 
held computers; audio visual communication devices; electronic 
encryption units; computer software and hardware for encryption; 
alarms; radios; televisions; mobile telephone cases; telephone cases; 
wearable computers; wearable digital electronic device; wearable 
activity trackers; wearable computer peripherals; digital media hubs, 
receivers, and servers; home networking modules comprising electrical 
components and associated wiring; cable connectors; decoders; 
motherboards and daughter boards; electronic sensors; digital sensory 
devices; digital electronic controllers; sensory controllers; storage 
controllers, devices and controller interfaces; Ethernet transceivers, 
adapters and controllers; remote control devices; wireless battery 
chargers; wireless and wired controllers, controlled devices, and 
electronic sensors for home, office, industrial and vehicular automation 
devices; electronic proximity sensors and switches; Near Field 
Communications (NFC) tags; Near Field Communications (NFC) 
technology-enabled devices and readers; electronic devices for sensing 
and monitoring environmental conditions; electronic devices for sensing 
and monitoring location, position and movement; electronic devices for 
communicating sensed data with other devices; optically or 
electronically stored manuals and instructional material; application 
software; computer software; embedded computer software; software 
for controlling and using integrated circuits; computer software to 
control computer network switches, computer switches, 
communication network switches and Ethernet switches; computer 
software and embedded computer software for implementing, enabling 

BROADCOM 
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and controlling Ethernet networks and broadband communication 
networks; amplifiers; power amplifiers; transistors; radio frequency 
mixers and multipliers; vehicle locating and tracking apparatus; vehicle 
climate control apparatus; power switches; microphones; frequency 
converters; diodes; light emitting diodes (LEDs); electric diodes; Film 
Bulk Acoustic Resonator (FBAR) filters, duplexers, multiplexers; radio 
frequency filters; radio frequency converters; power inverters; 
batteries; antennas; computer chips and modules for wired and 
wireless communications, data communications, and multi-media 
communications; integrated circuits and integrated circuit modules for 
use in wireless communications and wireless communication 
equipment; semiconductors, semiconductor chips, computer chips, 
computer hardware, integrated circuits, computer networking 
hardware, and software for communication, wireless communication, 
connectivity, interoperability, storage, Near Field Communication 
(NFC) and network security; integrated circuits for controlling hard disk 
drives; integrated circuits for processing data read from, and written 
to, hard disk drives; integrated circuits for controlling multi-protocol 
input/output operations; network adapter cards for connecting a host 
computer to a computer network; integrated circuits for controlling the 
storage of data on a peripheral storage device connected to a host 
computer; integrated circuits for expanding the number of peripheral 
devices connected to a host computer; integrated circuits for 
connecting multiple devices to a host computer over a PCI compliant 
connection; integrated circuits for enabling PCI and USB compliant 
network busses to communicate with a PCI Express compliant network 
bus; inteqrated circuits for interfacinq a PCI compliant network bus 
with a local network bus on an adapter card; integrated circuit for 
controlling a USB compliant peripheral device attached to a PCI Express 
compliant network bus; host bus adapter cards for enabling a 
peripheral device to communicate with a host computer; host bus 
adapter cards for enabling a fiber channel compliant peripheral device 
to communicate with a host computer; computer hardware for 
managing remote computer server systems; computer hardware for 
temporarily storing data on a storage controller card connected to a 
host computer when the host computer fails; computer hardware for 
enabling a host computer to access a peripheral storage device directly 
attached to another host computer; telecommunications hardware and 
software for monitoring and controlling devices via wireless and wired 
networks; computer hardware in the fields of wireless products and 
chips for development, testing and verification of software and 
wireless connectivity; telecommunications and data networking 
hardware, namely, devices for transporting and aggregating voice, 
data, sound, images, graphics, information, and video communications 
across multiple network infrastructures and communications protocols; 
apparatus and instruments for the generation of vision signals; storage 
controller cards for controlling the storage of data in a group of 
peripheral storage devices connected to a group of host computers and 
enabling an active storage controller to control the storage of data 
associated with a failed storage controller card; storage controller 
cards for controlling the storage of data on a peripheral storage device 
connected to a host computer; software for use in the manufacture of 
semiconductors and integrated circuits and infrared transceiver 
controller software; computer software for managing the storage of 
data on a peripheral storage device; computer software for securing 
data stored on a peripheral storage device; computer software for 
controlling the storage of data in a group of peripheral storage devices 
connected to a group of host computers and enabling an active storage 
controller to control the storage of data associated with a failed 
storage controller card; computer software for temporarily storing data 
on a storage controller card connected to a host computer when the 
host computer fails; computer software for managing remote computer 
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server systems; computer software for managing host bus and network 
adapter cards across a computer network; computer software for 
designing PCI compliant integrated circuits; software used to determine 
the content of data being transferred by communication circuits in the 
field of network communications; software for processing, managing, 
and manipulating digital data and information for use in electronic 
media applications, for the operation of voice over IP (VoIP), electronic 
media applications, wireless access points, and wired and wireless 
connectivity hardware, for electronic networking, and for controlling 
and using integrated circuits; software in the fields of wireless products 
and chips for development, testing and verification of software and 
wireless connectivity; software and firmware for using and controlling 
wired and wireless broadband communication technology, for bridging, 
routing, and connecting digital data and information, for use in 
electronic media applications, for bridging, routing and connecting 
broad band equipment, and to enable wired and wireless 
communication; computer firmware and software for using and 
controlling wireless communication technology and wireless 
communication devices; software for communication, wireless 
communication, connectivity, interoperability, storage, Near Field 
Communication (NFC) and network security; software for designing and 
implementing wireless enabled products in the nature of software 
development kits (SDKs), application programming interfaces (APls) and 
integrated development environments (IDEs); software for designing 
wireless applications in the nature of software development kits 
(SDKs), application programming interfaces (APls) and integrated 
development environments (IDEs); software for designing embedded 
wireless communications and networking applications, in the nature of 
software development kits (SDKs), application programming interfaces 
(APls) and integrated development environments (IDEs); computer 
application software for mobile devices and computers, namely, 
software for home, health, office, industrial and vehicular control and 
automation; computer application software for mobile devices and 
computers, namely, software for controlling and communicating data 
with electronic devices and sensors; downloadable mobile applications 
for controlling and communicating data with electronic devices and 
sensors; computer application software for mobile devices and 
computers, namely, software for gyroscope, acceleration, temperature 
and positional assessment, control and evaluation.) and 
38(Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; 
communication services, namely, electronic transmission of text, 
software, information, messages, documents, audio, data and images 
among users of computers; communication services, namely, 
transmission of audio, data, information, text, software, messages, 
images and documents by telecommunications networks, wireless 
communication networks, global computer networks, computer 
networks, communications networks, information services networks 
and data networks; communication services, namely, providing 
electronic transmission of audio, data, information, text, software, 
messages, images and documents stored in a database via interactively 
communicating computer systems; computer aided transmission of 
audio, data, information, text, software, messages, images and 
documents; consulting services in the field of communications; 
electronic transmission, delivery and caching of audio, data, 
information, text, software, messages, images and documents; 
providing electronic telecommunication connections; 
telecommunication services, namely, transmission of audio, data, 
information, text, software, messages, images and documents by 
means of telecommunications networks, wireless communication 
networks, global computer networks, computer networks, and 
communications networks; telecommunications consultation; 
telecommunication access services; providing electronic 
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telecommunication connections; leasing of telecommunications 
apparatus; providing electronic telecommunications access to hosted 
operating systems and computer applications through global computer 
networks, computer networks, and communications networks; 
providing third party users with access to telecommunication 
infrastructure; broadcast of cable television programs; cable television 
broadcasting services; electronic transmission of voice, data and 
images by television and video broadcasting; intern et protocol 
television (IPTV) transmission services; satellite television 
broadcasting; television broadcasting consultation; television 
transmission services; simulcasting broadcast television over global 
communication networks, the internet and wireless networks; 
transmission of SDI-formatted television and audio signals over fiber 
optic cables; internet broadcasting services; audio and video 
broadcasting services over the internet; providing telecommunication 
connections to the internet or databases; video broadcasting services 
via the Internet; peer-to-peer network computer services, namely, 
electronic transmission of audio, video and other data and documents 
among computers; streaming of audio material on the internet; 
streaming of audiovisual material on the internet; communication 
services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data 
by telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, 
the internet, information services networks and data networks.) (526): 
None (730): AVAGO TECHNOLOGIES GENERAL IP (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. 
a company existing under the laws of Singapore of NO.1 YISHUN 
AVENUE 7 SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE 768923 (740): ISEME, KAMAU & 
MAEMA ADVOCATES of P.O. Box 11866-00400, Nairobi 

 

(210): 94640 (220): 02/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
real estate affairs) (526): None (730): EQUITY GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 75104-00200, Equity Centre, Hospital Road, Upper 
Hill, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 
10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

Eazzy-live  

(210): 94650 (220): 02/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word 'Save' separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole (730): EQUITY GROUP HOLDINGS LIMITED of P.O. Box 
75104-00200, Equity Centre, Hospital Road, Upper Hill, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

EazzySave  

(210): 94665 (220): 03/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 43(Hotels; resort hotels; motels; temporary 
accommodations; travel agency services for the reservation of hotel 
accommodations; specialized hotel services rendered as part of a 
program for frequent hotel guests; hotel services featuring incentive 
programs providing special guest services, amenities and awards to 
frequent hotel guest members; restaurant, bar and cocktail lounge 
services; snack bar services; catering for the provision of food and 
beverages; providing banquet and social function venues for special 
occasions; providing conference, exhibition and meeting venues; rental 
of chairs, tables, table linen and glassware for conference, exhibition, 
meeting and social functions and banquets; rental of meeting rooms) 
(526): None (730): Hyatt International Corporation of 71 S. Wacker 
Drive, 14th Floor, Chicago, IL 60606, U.S.A. (740):  Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

WORLD OF HYATT  
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(210): 94666 (220): 03/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; computerised database management 
(facilities management); advertising and media campaign planning 
services; advisory services relating to taxation on real estate; auditing 
services relating to property; property marketing services; 
auctioneering services.), 36(Real estate agency services; rent and lease 
negotiations; real estate selection and acquisition; mortgage broking; 
structured finance insurance; property investment services; property 
sales, leasing and acquisition services; property valuations; valuations 
relating to the surveying of buildings; land and estate management; 
financial advice; financial planning services; fund management 
services; debt broking; loan broking; fire insurance valuation; insurance 
services; property and contents insurance services; property 
management; property unitisation and securitisation; financial 
services; financial advisory services; financial consultancy services; 
financial investment services.), 37(Building construction; repair; 
installation services; real estate developments; supervision of 
construction; pipeline construction and maintenance; advisory services 
relating to renovation and property development; construction, 
maintenance and repair services.) and 42(Surveying services; surveying 
of real estate; land surveying) (526): None (730): Savills Plc of 33 
Margaret Street, London, W1G 0JD, United Kingdom (740):  Hamilton 
Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

SAVILLS  

(210): 94667 (220): 03/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions; computerised database management 
(facilities management); advertising and media campaign planning 
services; advisory services relating to taxation on real estate; auditing 
services relating to property; property marketing services; 
auctioneering services.), 36(Real estate agency services; rent and lease 
negotiations; real estate selection and acquisition; mortgage broking; 
structured finance insurance; property investment services; property 
sales, leasing and acquisition services; property valuations; valuations 
relating to the surveying of buildings; land and estate management; 
financial advice; financial planning services; fund management 
services; debt broking; loan broking; fire insurance valuation; insurance 
services; property and contents insurance services; property 
management; property unitisation and securitisation; financial 
services; financial advisory services; financial consultancy services; 
financial investment services.), 37(Building construction; repair; 
installation services; real estate developments; supervision of 
construction; pipeline construction and maintenance; advisory services 
relating to renovation and property development; construction, 
maintenance and repair services) and 42(Surveying services; surveying 
of real estate; land surveying) (526): The mark is restricted to the 
colours "yellow" and "red". The word “Savills" in red on a yellow, square 
background.  (730): Savills Plc of 33 Margaret Street, London, W1G 
0JD, United Kingdom (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates 
of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 94694 (220): 04/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word "Kenya" and "Talanta" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The colour "Red" is claimed 
(730): TALANTA KENYA LIMITED of Amal Plaza, Links Road, P.O. Box 34488-
80118, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  Gichachi & Co Advocates of P.O. Box 79659-
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 94697 (220): 04/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Nutritional supplements for foodstuffs for animals) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of 
the device of "Chicken", "Chicks" and a "Chicken coop" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Agreval East Africa Limited of P.O. 
Box 33035-00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 94704 (220): 07/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites 
(except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs.) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.) 
(526): The mark is restricted to colours 'orange' and 'white' (730): ZEEP 
AFRICA SOLUTIONS LTD. of Utumishi Co-Operative House, 3rd Floor, Mamlaka 
Road Off Nyerere Road, P.O. Box 45013-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
Muasya Ndunda & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 73240-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 94705 (220): 07/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; 
automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 36(Insurance, financial affairs, 
monetary affairs, real estate affairs), 38(Telecommunications) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design relating 
thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development 
of computer hardware and software.) (526): The English translation of 
Swahili word 'Shika' is 'catch' or 'hold' (730): ALTERNATIVE CIRCLE LIMITED (a 
company incorporated in Kenya) of Kenya Nelleon Place, The Foundry, P.O. 
Box 14187-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. 
Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 94739 (220): 09/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 12(Chains for driving road vehicles; sprockets for land 
vehicles; tubes for vehicles wheels; tires for vehicles wheels; rims for 
vehicles wheels; vehicles disc brakes; vehicles brake shoes; vehicles brake 
pads; vehicles brake disc; vehicles mirrors; grips for handlebars of 
motorcycle; spoke wheels for vehicles; discs for clutch thrust bearings of 
land vehicles; one way clutch (auto drive) for land vehicles; clutch plate for 
land vehicles; lever for motorcycle; shaft for motorcycle; clutches for land 
vehicles; brake cable for land vehicles; choke cable for land vehicles; shock 
absorbers; bicycle, bicycle parts and accessories namely bicycle chains, 
inner tube, bells, brakes, frames, gears.; grip tape, handlebar grips, 
handlebar racks, horns, kickstands, pumps, rims, saddles, spokes, stands, 
tires, gear wheels, disk wheels, brake shoes, change-speed gears, drive 
trains, fork crown covers, front fork joints, handle bar stems, sprockets, 
pedals, seat posts, seats, tags, water bottle cages.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ‘S’ separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KILANG SPROCKET S.A. SDN. 
BHD of 2440, Lorong Perusahaan 10, Prai Industrial Estate, 13600 Prai 
Penang, Malaysia (740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 
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(210): 94740 (220): 09/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 12(Chains for driving road vehicles; sprockets for land 
vehicles; tubes for vehicles wheels; tires for vehicles wheels; rims for 
vehicles wheels; vehicles disc brakes; vehicles brake shoes; vehicles brake 
pads; vehicles brake disc; vehicles mirrors; grips for handlebars of 
motorcycle; spoke wheels for vehicles; discs for clutch thrust bearings of 
land vehicles; one way clutch (auto drive) for land vehicles; clutch plate 
for land vehicles; lever for motorcycle; shaft for motorcycle; clutches for 
land vehicles; brake cable for land vehicles; choke cable for land vehicles; 
shock absorbers; bicycle, bicycle parts and accessories namely bicycle 
chains, inner tube, bells, brakes, frames, gears, grip tape, handlebar 
grips, handlebar racks, horns, kickstands, pumps, rims, saddles, spokes, 
stands, tires, gear wheels, disk wheels, brake shoes, change speed ears, 
drive trains fork crown covers, front fork joints, handle bar stems, 
sprockets, pedals, seat posts, seats, tags, water bottle cages.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word ‘CHAIN’ and the letters ‘R’ and ‘K’ each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): RK SOUTH ASIA SDN. BHD., a private limited 
company incorporated under the laws of Malaysia of 2440, Lorong 
Perusahaan 10, Prai Industrial Estate, 13600 Prai Penang, Malaysia. SDN 
BHD are the abbreviated Malay words which means private limited (740):  
CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 94756 (220): 11/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 37(Cleaning services) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of ‘marabou stock’ 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): PARAPET LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 10491-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 94772 (220): 14/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Plastic sheets, sacks and bag for wrapping and 
packaging, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not 
included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; 
photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; 
printing blocks) and 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word "SupaBet" and the numerals "2", 
"4" & "7" and the device each separately and apart from the Mark as a 
whole.  (730): NATHAN & ARIANNA CO. LIMITED of P.O. Box 100928-00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Kembi Gitura & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 45834-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 94775 (220): 14/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary substances; 
infants' and invalids' foods; plasters; materials for bandaging; materials for 
stopping teeth; dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for killing weeds 
and destroying vermin fungicides, herbicides, diatetic substances adopted 
for medical use.) (526): None (730): Glenmark Pharmaceuticals Limited of 
Glenmark House, HDO-Corporate Building, Wing - A, B.D. Sawant Marg, 
Chakala, Off Western Express Highway, Andheri {East}, Mumbai 400099, 
India (740):  Gichachi & Co Advocates of P.O. Box 79659-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

EZZICAD  

(210): 94776 (220): 14/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Brandy, vodka, whisky, gin, wines and other 
liquors all in class 33.) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word "BLACK" separately and apart 
from the Mark as a whole. (730): AFRICA SPIRITS LIMITED (Company 
Incorporated in Kenya), manufacturers of Thika Municipality Block 
18/459, Thika Road, P.O. Box 61479-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
Kinoti & Kibe Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 29871-00202, Nairobi, Kenya 

LEGEND BLACK  
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(210): 94777 (220): 14/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Brandy, vodka, whisky, gin, wines and other 
liquors all in class 33.) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the numeral "5" separately and apart from 
the Mark as a whole.  (730): AFRICA SPIRITS LIMITED (Company 
Incorporated in Kenya), manufacturers of Thika Municipality Block 
18/459, Thika Road, P.O. Box 61479-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
Kinoti & Kibe Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 29871-00202, Nairobi, Kenya 

LEGEND 5  

(210): 94778 (220): 14/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Brandy, vodka, whisky, gin, wines and other 
liquors all in class 33.) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word "RESERVE" separately and apart 
from the Mark as a whole. (730): AFRICA SPIRITS LIMITED (Company 
Incorporated in Kenya), manufacturers of Thika Municipality Block 
18/459, Thika Road, P.O. Box 61479-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
Kinoti & Kibe Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 29871-00202, Nairobi, Kenya 

LEGEND RESERVE  

(210): 94779 (220): 14/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Brandy, vodka, whisky, gin, wines and other 
liquors all in class 33.) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words "OAK", "AGED" and "OAK AGED" 
each separately and apart from the Mark as a whole.  (730): AFRICA 
SPIRITS LIMITED (Company Incorporated in Kenya), manufacturers of 
Thika Municipality Block 18/459, Thika Road, P.O. Box 61479-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Kinoti & Kibe Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 29871-
00202, Nairobi, Kenya 

LEGEND OAK AGED  

(210): 94787 (220): 15/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair pieces and braids.) (526): None (730): 
SANVOKS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, manufacturers & importers of P.O. Box 
27-00519, Mlolongo, Kenya (740):  None 

BRILLIANT  

(210): 94788 (220): 15/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair pieces and braids.) (526): None (730): 
SANVOKS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, manufacturers & importers of P.O. Box 
27-00519, Mlolongo, Kenya (740):  None 

AMAZING  

(210): 94789 (220): 15/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair pieces and braids.) (526): None (730): 
SANVOKS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, manufacturers & importers of P.O. Box 
27-00519, Mlolongo, Kenya (740):  None 

HELENA  

(210): 94790 (220): 15/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair pieces and braids.) (526): None (730): 
SANVOKS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, manufacturers & importers of P.O. Box 
27-00519, Mlolongo, Kenya (740):  None 

MARIA  

(210): 94791 (220): 15/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair pieces and braids.) (526): None (730): 
SANVOKS INDUSTRIES LIMITED, manufacturers & importers of P.O. Box 
27-00519, Mlolongo, Kenya (740):  None 

VOKS  

(210): 94807 (220): 15/11/2016  
(300): No. TO/M/16/03232 of 16th May, 2016 in Tonga (511): 
9(Software to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, 
blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or 
information over the Internet and other communications networks ), 
35(Advertising and promotional services; consultation in the field of 
advertising; promotional services in the form of online entertainment 
and education; promotional services in the form of sharing of 
multimedia content via the Internet and other communications 
networks; developing and providing marketing programs for 
advertisers, marketers, partners and content providers; business 
management; business administration; commercial information and 
advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; office functions; market 
research and information; analyzing Internet traffic, marketing 
research, analysis and reporting services in the field of on line 
marketing; retail services, including on-line retail services of software 
to enable uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
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sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over the 
Internet and other communications networks; provision of information, 
advice and consultancy services in relation to all the aforementioned 
services.), 38(Telecommunications; audio, video and multimedia 
broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; 
webcasting services; transmission of messages, data and content via 
the Internet and other communications networks; providing forums, 
chat rooms, journals, and blogs for the transmission of messages, 
comments and multimedia content among users in the field of general 
interest via the Internet and other communications networks; 
transmission of electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, 
pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, 
and information via the Internet and other communications networks; 
providing community forums for users to post, search, watch, share, 
critique, rate, and comment on, videos and other multimedia content 
via the Internet and other communications networks; providing a video 
sharing portal for entertainment and education purposes; providing 
access to computer, electronic and online data bases; provision of 
information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all the 
aforementioned services.), 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment and 
educational services featuring electronic media, multimedia content, 
videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, 
audio content, and related information via the Internet and other 
communications networks; weblog (blog) services (on line publication 
of journals or diaries); publication of blogs featuring information in the 
field of electronic media, multimedia content, videos, movies, 
pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, 
and related information; publishing services; digital video, audio and 
multimedia entertainment publishing services; online digital publishing 
services; conducting contests [entertainment]; provision of 
information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the 
aforementioned services ), 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable software; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable uploading, 
capturing, posting, showing, editing, playing, streaming, viewing, 
previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, 
distributing, publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic 
media, multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, 
photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the 
Internet and other communications networks; providing temporary use 
of non-downloadable software to enable sharing of multimedia content 
and comments among users; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software to enable content providers to track 
multimedia content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
analytics software, that provides statistics about the behaviour of 
viewers of online videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, 
games, and other user generated content; hosting multimedia content 
for others; hosting multimedia entertainment and educational content 
for others; hosting computer websites; hosting data bases; hosting of 
software; hosting of weblogs; web portal services (designing or 
hosting); provision of information, advice and consultancy services in 
relation to all of the aforementioned services; providing a website 
where advertisers, marketers, partners and content providers can 
reach, engage, and interact with online users.) and 45(On-line social 
networking services) (526):  The colours red, dark red and white are 
distinctive features of the mark. (730): Google Inc., a Delaware 
Corporation of 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California, 
94043, United States of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of 
P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 94834 (220): 16/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Potato crisps) and 30(Foodstuffs of plant origin) 
(526): None (730): JOHN MURERWA, Maspet Packers of P.O. Box 41367-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KIOGGIES  

(210): 94835 (220): 16/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour, porridge, and foodstuffs of plant origin.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of 
the word ‘LIVE’, ‘HEALTHY’ and the ‘cooking pot’ device each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JOHN MURERWA, Maspet 
Packers of P.O. Box 41367-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 94845 (220): 16/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages(except beer) (526): The word 
‘KARAM’ means ‘essence of one greatness, self worth, attractiveness, 
soul, personal value, inner awesomeness, the part of one’s personality 
that justifies their existence’ (730): THE EASY SIPS COMPANY LIMITED, a 
company incorporated under the laws of Kenya of Ground Floor, Josem 
Trust House, Bunyala Road, P.O. Box 47624, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

KARAM  

(210): 94846 (220): 16/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages(except beer) (526): The word 
‘KARAM’ means ‘essence of one greatness, self worth, attractiveness, 
soul, personal value, inner awesomeness, the part of one’s personality 
that justifies their existence’ (730): THE EASY SIPS COMPANY LIMITED, a 
company incorporated under the laws of Kenya of Ground Floor, Josem 
Trust House, Bunyala Road, P.O. Box 47624, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 94848 (220): 16/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beer) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'Sips' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
THE EASY SIPS COMPANY LIMITED, a company incorporated under the 
laws of Kenya of Ground Floor, Josem Trust House, Bunyala Road, P.O. 
Box 47624, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 
10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 94861 (220): 17/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): "BALINDYA" is 
an invented word and has no meaning in the trade, geographical 
significance or any language to the best of the Applicant's knowledge. 
(730): Merck KGaA a corporation with general partners of Frankfurter 
Str. 25064293 Darmstadt, Germany (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

BALINDYA  

(210): 94862 (220): 17/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparation) (526): "TREGALIN" is 
an invented word and has no meaning in the trade, geographical 
significance or any language to the best of the Applicant's knowledge. 
(730): Merck KGaA, a corporation with general partners of Frankfurter 
Str. 250, 64293 Darmstadt, Germany (740): Hamilton Harrison & 
Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TREGALIN  

(210): 94865 (220): 17/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicines & pharmaceutical products) (526): 
None (730): UNICHEM LABORATORIES LIMITED of Unichem, Bhavan, 
Prabhat Estate, Off S.V. Road, Jogeshwari (West), Mumbai 400 102 
(740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

DOMADOL  
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(210): 94876 (220): 18/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizers, foliar feeds, plant supplements) 
(526): None (730): GREENLIFE CROP PROTECTION AFRICA LTD., 
Agrochemicals and Fertilizers of P.O. Box 24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ETHERGOLD  

(210): 94877 (220): 18/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides, fungicides, insecticides, herbicides) 
(526): 0Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the numeral "0", "8" and the letters "W", "D" and "G" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole (730): GREENLIFE CROP 
PROTECTION AFRICA LTD., Agrochemicals and Fertilizers of P.O. Box 
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DIUTOP 80 WDG  

(210): 94878 (220): 18/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, insecticides) 
(526): 8Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the numeral "8", "0" and the letters "W", "D" and "G" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole (730): GREENLIFE CROP 
PROTECTION AFRICA LTD., Agrochemicals and Fertilizers of P.O. Box 
24942-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BROMAGOLD 80 

WDG  

(210): 94891 (220): 18/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparation) 
(526): None (730): M/s BRAWN LABORATORIES LIMITED, a company 
duly registered under the laws of India of 4/4B, Asaf Ali Road, Delhi 
Stock Exchange Building, New Delhi-110 002, India (740):  Simba & 
Simba Advocates of P.O. Box 10312-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NETRACORTIL  

(210): 94931 (220): 23/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘COMPANY’, ‘LTD’, 
‘INVESTORS’ and numerals ‘2’ and ‘5’ each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole.  (730): NAPARIN COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 
1361-20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 94933 (220): 23/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 32(Fruit drinks and fruit juices.) (526): None (730): 
HARRISON WAMBUI of P.O. Box 561-00521, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ZENTRA 

(210): 94936 (220): 24/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; 
real estate affairs.) (526): ‘TARAJI’ means ‘hope’ (730): Cytonn 
Investments Management Limited of P.O. Box 20695-00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 94957 (220): 24/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations.) (526): None (730): 
HIGHCHEM MARKETING LTD of P.O. Box 30467-00100, Nairobi., Kenya 
(740):  None 

FLUKVET  

(210): 94983 (220): 28/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; 
Sporting and Cultural Activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "PEOPLE", "DAILY" and 
the letters "P" and "D" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): MEDIAMAX NETWORK LIMITED of P.O. Box 103618-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Wainaina Ireri & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 
42706-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

PEOPLE DAILY (PD)  

(210): 94984 (220): 28/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; 
Sporting & Cultural Activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "PEOPLE", "DAILY" and 
"WIKENDI" and the letters "P" and "D" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): MEDIAMAX NETWORK LIMITED of P.O. Box 
103618-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Wainaina Ireri & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 42706-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

PEOPLE DAILY (PD) 

WIKENDI  
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(210): 94985 (220): 28/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; 
Sporting & Cultural Activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word "DIGITAL" separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MEDIAMAX NETWORK LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 103618-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Wainaina Ireri & 
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 42706-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MMAX DIGITAL  

(210): 94987 (220): 28/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 31(Fruits & Vegetables) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "FRESH" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MKAMBA MUSA 
HAMISI, Fresh Pro Farms Ltd. of P.O. Box 29203-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FRESH PRO  

(210): 94994 (220): 28/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.) and 
38(Telecommunications.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'W', 'T' and 'L' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): WANANCHI GROUP 
HOLDINGS LIMITED (a company incorporated in Mauritius) of Trident 
Trust, 5th Floor, Barkly Wharf, Le Caudan Waterfront, Port Louis, 
Mauritius (740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya  

WTL  
 

(210): 94995 (220): 28/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.) and 38 
(Telecommunications.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'W', 'B' and 'S' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): WANANCHI GROUP 
HOLDINGS LIMITED, a company incorporated in Mauritius of Trident 
Trust, 5th Floor, Barkly Wharf, Le Caudan Waterfront, Port Louis, 
Mauritius (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya  

WBS  
 

(210): 95019 (220): 29/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 17(Rubber. gutta-percha. gum. asbestos. mica and 
goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; 
plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing. stopping and 
insulating materials; flexible pipes. not of metal.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'I', 'P' 
and 'S', the numeral ‘4’and the device of a ‘pipe’ each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. Colours brown, green, white and red 
are claimed. (730): I.P.S. S.A.I.C. Y F., a limited liability company 
incorporated in the Argentina of Calle 70 No 4467 San Martin, Buenos 
Aires (C.P.: 1650), Argentina (740):  Mwale & Company Advocates of 
P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 95023 (220): 30/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 26(Hair pieces and braids.) (526): Translation into 
English of the Swahili word 'MALLI' is 'wealth'. (730): SANVOKS 
INDUSTRIES LTD manufacturing and importers of P.O. Box 27-00519, 
Mlolongo, Kenya (740):  None 

MALLI  

(210): 95024 (220): 30/11/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): SAI 
PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 66551-00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FERISAN  

(210): 95042 (220): 02/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'SOMA' and the device of 
the 'globe' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
Translation into English of the Swahili word 'SOMA' is 'read'. (730): 
MARTIN MULI of P.O. Box 19678- 00202, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Ranja 
and Company Advocates of P.O. Box 26543-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 95044 (220): 02/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities) (526): None (730): MARTIN MULI of 
P.O. Box 19678-00202, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Ranja and Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 26543-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

DIGITALK  

(210): 95045 (220): 02/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 7(Generator, water pump-vibrator o/c gasoline and 
electric pressure washer engines.), 11(Vacuum cleaner and 
refrigerators) and 21(House hold and kitchenware.) (526): None (730): 
GALAXY TOOLS LTD of P.O. Box 7508-00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

JAICO  

(210): 95065 (220): 05/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizer.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Green', 'FERT' and the 
device of the 'plant' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): COMBIC LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 64343-00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 95120 (220): 07/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Spices) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the ‘chicken’ device separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The Arabic characters refers to 
Kaafiyeh which is a coined word referring to spices. (730): AL-HIKMAH 
GENERAL TRADING LIMITED of P.O. Box 7576-00610, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 95123 (220): 07/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): UMOJA 
PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED, manufacturer, importer, exporter, 
distributors and wholesaler of P.O. Box 19900-00202, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

GASTID 

(210): 95141 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word "KENYA" separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA ASSOCIATION OF 
MANUFACTURERS, KAM of P.O. Box 30225-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
Murimi & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 54052-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 95144 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "KENYA", 
'MANUFACTURING" and 'EXPO" each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): KENYA ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, KAM of 
P.O. Box 30225-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Murimi & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 54052-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

KENYA 

MANUFACTURING 

EXPO  

(210): 95145 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "KENYA", 
"MANUFACTURERS", "EXPORTERS" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): KENYA ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, KAM 
of P.O. Box 30225-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Murimi & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 54052-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

KENYA 

MANUFACTURERS 

AND EXPORTERS 

DIRECTORY  

(210): 95148 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "KENYA", 
"MANUFACTURING", 'SUMMIT" and "EXPO" each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA ASSOCIATION OF 
MANUFACTURERS, KAM of P.O. Box 30225-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Murimi & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 54052-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

KENYA 

MANUFACTURING 

SUMMIT AND EXPO  

(210): 95151 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicide) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'AFRICA' and 'LTD' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGRICHEM 
AFRICA LTD of P.O. Box 27151-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 95158 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' 
materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks), 35(Business management, business 
administration, office functions) and 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs; accident insurance underwriting; 
fire insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; insurance 
brokerage; insurance consultancy; insurance information; insurance 
underwriting; life insurance underwriting; marine insurance 
underwriting; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate] 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ' INSURANCE, 'BROKERS', 'AFRICAN’ and 'GROWTH' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): FUSION 
INSURANCE BROKERS LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of P.O. Box 47538-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 95160 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Security Data Software) (526): CRegistration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters "C", "O" 
and "P" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
TYPOTECH IMAGING SYSTEMS LIMITED of Three Bees Complex, Maasai 
Road Off Mombasa Road P.O. Box 18104-00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   

(210): 95161 (220): 08/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Sanitary pads, diapers), 10(Medical mattress) and 
16(Paper towel, wet tissue) (526): None (730): VIBRANT SANITARY 
SUPPLIES LTD. of P.O. Box 19968-00202, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VIBRANT 
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(210): 95172 (220): 09/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Chocolate, chocolates and non-medicated 
confectionery; biscuits, cakes, wafers, pastry; snack foods; ice cream 
and ice confections; chocolate paste) (526): None (730): Mondelez 
Egypt Foods S.A.E of First Industrial Zone A1 10th of Ramadan City, 
Sharkeya, Egypt (740):  Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 
40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

MANDOLIN 

(210): 95173 (220): 09/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Chocolate, chocolates and non-medicated 
confectionery; biscuits, cakes, wafers, pastry; snack foods; ice cream 
and ice confections; chocolate paste) (526): None (730): Cadbury UK 
Limited of P.O. Box 12, Bournville Lane, Bournville, Birmingham B30 
2LU, United Kingdom (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 
40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

CHIXO 

(210): 95179 (220): 09/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): None (730): LT FOODS MIDDLE EAST 
DMCC, Incorporated in United Arab Emirates of Unit No. 707, BB2 
Mazaya Business Avenue, JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (740): CFL 
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

ROZANA 

(210): 95211 (220): 13/12/2016  
(300): None (511): (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the letter 'X' separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): OSHO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, 
manufacturers, importers and distributors of agricultural inputs, 
industrial chemicals and veterinary products and public health of P.O. 
Box 49916-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95212 (220): 13/12/2016  
(300): None (511): (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the 'magnetic symbol' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): OSHO CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, 
manufacturers, importers and distributors of agricultural inputs, 
industrial chemicals and veterinary products and public health of P.O. 
Box 49916-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 95216 (220): 13/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages except beers.) and 
35(Advertising; business management; business administration; office 
functions.) (526): None (730): AFRICA SPIRITS LIMITED (Company 
Incorporated in Kenya), Manufacturers of Thika Municipality Block 
18/459, Thika Road, P.O. Box 61479-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Kinoti & Kibe Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 29871-00202, Nairobi, Kenya 

WHAT'S YOUR 

FLAVA 

(210): 95231 (220): 14/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for 
destroying vermin.) (526): None (730): ULTRAVETIS EAST AFRICA 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 44096-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None  

  
(210): 95234 (220): 14/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 25(Baby clothes.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters ‘T’, ‘S’ and the 
device of a ‘child’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.  
(730): TOTOS TRENDY STORES of P.O. Box 14595-20100, Nakuru, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 95236 (220): 14/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'CONSULTING' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole (730): TRINITY TESS LIMITED of Mpaka Plaza, 4th Floor, Mpaka 
Road, Nairobi, P.O. Box 30315-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MUCHEKI 

CONSULTING 
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(210): 95241 (220): 14/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 12(Motorcycles, Cars, Motors, electric, for land 
vehicles, Motors for land vehicles, Bodies for vehicles, Cycle cars, 
Cycles, Electric vehicles, Mopeds, Bicycle frames, Vehicles for 
locomotion by land, air, water or rail, Remote control vehicles, other 
than toys, Gear boxes for land vehicles, Wheels for bicycles, cycles, 
Bells for bicycles, cycles, Saddles for bicycles, cycles or motorcycles, 
Vehicle wheel tires [tyres], Pneumatic tires [tyres], Prams [babv 
carriages].) (526): None (730): GUANGZHOU JUNGUO AUTO PARTS CO., 
LTD of No. 82 of 45-82, #1 Yongda Group, Nancum Village, Panyu 
District, Guangzhou , Guangdong, China (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. 
Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 
 

(210): 95243 (220): 15/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; ice 
cream and frozen confectionery.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'COUNTRY' and 'FRESH' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): R&R ICE 
CREAM SOUTH AFRICA HOLDINGS LIMITED (Registration number 
9441706) a company registered in accordance with the laws of England 
and Wales of c/o R&R Ice Cream Plc, Richmond House, Leeming Bar 
Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DK7 9 UL, United Kingdom (740): 
Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

COUNTRY FRESH 

(210): 95244 (220): 15/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; ice 
cream and frozen confectionery.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Country' and 'Fresh' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): R&R ICE CREAM 
SOUTH AFRICA HOLDINGS LIMITED (Registration number 9441706) a 
company registered in accordance with the laws of England and Wales 
of c/o R&R Ice Cream Plc, Richmond House, Leeming Bar Northallerton, 
North Yorkshire, DK7 9 UL, United Kingdom (740): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 95250 (220): 15/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 29(Milk and milk products.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MILK', 
'BEST' and 'DAIRY' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): Davchem E. A. Ltd of P.O. Box 412-00502, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 95320 (220): 21/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery 
or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging; printers' type; 
printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.), 39(Transport; packaging and storage 
of goods; travel arrangement) and 43(Services for providing food and 
drink; temporary accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word "AFRICA" separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. "ZOUJIN" is a Chinese word, meaning 
"walk into" in English (730): ZOUJIN AFRICA SAFARI LIMITED of P.O. Box 
659-00618, Ruaraka, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 95327 (220): 21/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, marketing, promotion service and 
related consulting) (526): None (730): PODRAVKA PREHRAMBENA 
INDUSTRIJA D.D. of Ante Starcevica 32, 48 000 Koprivnica, Croatia 
(740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

WITH VEGETA 

MEALS TASTE 

BETTER 
(210): 95329 (220): 21/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; 
adhesives used in industry.) and 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters "E", "A", "B", "C" & "L" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The Blue colour is 
Pantone 289, the Green colour is Pantone 375 and the Black is Black 2 
2x (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS CO. LIMITED, Agent, Distributor, 
Dealer and Retailers of P.O. Box 29024- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 95335 (220): 22/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 16(Adhesives for stationery or household purposes) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "ROYAL", "TAPE" and the "crown" device each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EASY CLEAN AFRICA LTD, 
manufacturer of P.O. Box 78518-00507, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95336 (220): 22/12/2016  
(300): No. 070795 of 29/08/2016 in Jamaica (511): 35(Computer 
services in the nature of providing electronic storage for voice, data or 
images; wireless electronic data storage services; wireless storage 
services for archiving databases, images or other electronic data; 
advertising services; business management; business administration 
services; providing office functions; professional business and business 
organization consultancy; business efficiency expert services; providing 
business information in the field of compilation and systemization of 
information into computer databases; compilation and systemization of 
information into computer databases; computerized file management; 
updating and maintenance of data in computer databases.), 
38(Electronic transmission of data and documents via computer 
networks) and 41(Educational services, namely, workshops, seminars, 
webinars, conferences, training services provided online from a 
computer network; education club services in the nature of hands on 
training courses, classes and workshops; providing online non-
downloadable publications and videos in the nature of user manuals 
and technical white papers; providing blogs, all the foregoing in the 
field of non-folative flash memory devices and data center hyperscale, 
and cloud computing system analysis and optimization.) (526): None 
(730): WESTERN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES, INC., a company 
incorporated in the United States of America of 3355 Michelson Drive, 
Suite 100, Irvine California 92612, United States of America (740):  
Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, 
Kenya 

PRECISIVE 

(210): 95345 (220): 22/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "FLUKE" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGREVAL EAST 
AFRICA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly incorporated in Kenya 
of P.O. Box 33035-00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ERADIFLUKE 
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(210): 95351 (220): 23/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications services; broadcasting 
services; electronic and communication transmission services; internet 
television and internet protocol television services; video on demand 
services; transmission of data documents, messages, images, sounds, 
voices, text, audio, video and electronic communications and data and 
information by digital, internet protocol, electronic, computer, cable, 
radio, radiopaging, teleprinter, teleletter, electronic mail, facsimile 
machine, television, microwave, laser beam, communications satellite, 
microwave link, terrestrial means, digital, cable, wireless, cellular or 
wirelink system communications means and wireless means; provision 
of text, data, pictures, images, video and messaging by means of 
telecommunications and communications devices including mobile 
telephones, the internet, computers, PDAs, TVs and radios; 
transmission, electronic mail services; carrier pre-selection services; 
telecommunication, communications and digital services relating to the 
Internet; telecommunication of information (including web pages), 
computer programs and data; providing Internet, digital and 
application services; providing user access to the Internet (service 
providers); providing telecommunications connections to the Internet 
or data bases; telecommunication access services; communication 
services for the exchange of data in electronic form; computer data 
transmission services; data bank interconnection services; data 
screening; services for the electronic transmission of data; providing 
access to computer databases; magnetic and digital storage of data 
equipment and services; provision of communication facilities for the 
interchange of data by electronic means; provision of communication 
facilities for the interchange and storage of digital data; provision of 
electronic data links; consultancy, provision of information and advice 
relating to all of the aforementioned services; services ancillary and 
related to the aforegoing.) (526): None (730): LIQUID 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, a company registered under the laws 
of England and Wales of 6 New Street Square, London EC4A 3BF, United 
Kingdom (740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

LIQUID 

(210): 95352 (220): 23/12/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Telephony calling cards; apparatus for recording, 
transmission, reproduction or downloading of digital content and/or 
sound and/or images and/or video and/or data; satellite receiving and 
transmission apparatus and instruments; apparatus for down loading 
digital content, audio, video and data from the Internet, a computer 
data base or other electronic network; satellite, mobile and fixed 
telephones; digital content, films, video, music, audio, audio-visual 
and graphic images downloadable from a computer database, the 
Internet or other electronic network; apparatus for access to digital. 
broadcast or transmitted programmes; electrical and electronic 
accessories and peripheral equipment designed and adapted for use 
with telecommunications and communications apparatus and 
instruments, computers; magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, 
recording discs; magnetic, digital and optical recording media; 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; 
computer software, including computer software downloaded from a 
computer database, applications, the Internet or other electronic 
network; cards, wires, disks and semiconductor devices carrying 
computer software; telecommunications apparatus, products, 
instruments, networks and circuitry; cables, cable systems, optical 
fibres, optical links, Internet protocol broadcasting apparatus, satellite 
apparatus, all for telecommunications; internet protocol television 
apparatus, systems and products; video on demand apparatus, systems 
and products; and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.) and 
38(Telecommunications services; broadcasting services; electronic and  
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communication transmission services; intern et television and internet 
protocol television services; video on demand services; transmission of 
data documents, messages, images, sounds, voices, text, audio, video 
and electronic communications and data and information by digital. 
internet protocol. electronic, computer, cable, radio, radiopaging, 
teleprinter, teleletter, electronic mail, facsimile machine, television, 
microwave, laser beam, communications satellite, microwave link, 
terrestrial means, digital. cable, wireless, cellular or wirelink system 
communications means and wireless means; provision of text, data, 
pictures, images, video and messaging by means of telecommunications 
and communications devices including mobile telephones, the internet, 
computers, PDAs, TVs and radios; transmission, electronic mail services; 
carrier pre-selection services; telecommunication, communications and 
digital services relating to the Internet; telecommunication of 
information (including web pages), computer programs and data; 
providing Internet, digital and application services; providing user access 
to the Internet (service providers); providing telecommunications 
connections to the Internet or databases; telecommunication access 
services; communication services for the exchange of data in electronic 
form; computer data transmission services; databank interconnection 
services; data screening; services for the electronic transmission of data; 
providing access to computer databases; magnetic and digital storage of 
data equipment and services; provision of communication facilities for 
the interchange of data by electronic means; provision of communication 
facilities for the interchange and storage of digital data; provision of 
electronic data links; consultancy, provision of information and advice 
relating to all of the aforementioned services; services ancillary and 
related to the aforegoing.) (526): The trade mark is limited to the 
colours blue & magenta as depicted on the accompanying representation 
are essential and distinctive features of the trade mark (730): LIQUID 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, a company registered under the laws of 
England and Wales of 6 New Street Square, London EC4A 3BF, United 
Kingdom (740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 95360 (220): 03/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; lubricating 
oils and greases; non-chemical additives for lubricants and greases; 
gear oils; transmission oils) (526): None (730): CASTROL LIMITED, a 
company incorporated under the laws of England and Wales of 
Technology Centre, Whitchurch Hill, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7QR, 
United Kingdom (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TURBOMAX 

(210): 95363 (220): 04/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat. fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; 
preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.) 
(526): The applicant claims the colours White & Green (730): 
AGATHON HOLDINGS LIMITED, A limited liability company incorporated 
and existing under the laws of Mauritius of Level 2 Max City Building, 
Remy Ollier Street, Port-Luis, Mauritius (740):  Mwale & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 95370 (220): 05/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Providing training services in the field of 
computer software; providing full-time, temporary, and contract 
employment placement staffing, consultancy and recruiting services.) 
(526): None (730): ANDELA INC., Corporation organized under the laws 
of Delaware of 129 West 29th  Street, 4th Floor New York, New York 
10001 (740):  Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

ANDELA 
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(210): 95436 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 34(Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; 
tobacco products; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); 
cigars, cigarillos; lighters; matches; smokers' articles; cigarette paper, 
cigarette tubes, cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting tobacco into paper tubes; 
electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco 
products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices and their 
parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco.) (526): None 
(730): British American Tobacco Kenya PLC of Plot 209/4273, Likoni 
Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 
40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

  
 

(210): 95445 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; 
preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.) 
(526): None (730): D.H. Brothers, Incorporated in South Africa of 266 
Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, 
South Africa (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

ROMI 

(210): 95447 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.), 
4(Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and 
binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; 
candles and wicks for lighting), 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 
Jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and 
fats.) and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and 
sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces [condiments; s ices; ice.) (526): 
None (730): D.H. BROTHERS INDUSTRIES (PTY) LIMITED, Incorporated in 
South African of 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa 
Zulu Natal, 3201, South Africa (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

WILLOWTON 

(210): 95449 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.), 
4(Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and 
binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; 
candles and wicks for lighting.), 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 
Jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and 
fats.) and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and 
sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces [condiments; s ices; ice.) (526): 
The combination of the colours Blue and Red, as depicted on the 
representation accompanying the application, are essential and 
distinctive features of the mark. (730): D.H. BROTHERS INDUSTRIES 
(PTY) LIMITED, Incorporated in South Africa of 266 Ohrtmann Road, 
Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu Natal, 3201, South Africa (740):  
CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 95451 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; 
preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; Jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.) 
and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; 
flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces [condiments; spices; ice.) 
(526): None (730): ALLSOME BRANDS (PTY) LTD., Incorporated in South 
African of 266 Ohrtmann Road, Willowton, Pietermaritzburg, Kwa Zulu 
Natal, 3201, South Africa (740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

ALLSOME  
 

(210): 95452 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services; security services for the 
protection of property and individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words ‘LAW’ and ‘NETWORK’ each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): Afrilaw Network LLP of P.O. Box 30315-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None  

 

(210): 95453 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricants, fuels, industrial oils.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'Energy', 'Super', 'Stroke’, 'Engine', '' letters 'a', 's', 'E', 'C', 'I', 'P', 
'T', the numerals '0', '2', '3' and the device of the 'motorcycle' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole  (730): AINUSHAMSI 
ENERGY LIMITED of Geminia Insurance Plaza, 7th Floor Upper Hill P.O. 
Box 5134-00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95454 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricants, fuels, industrial oils.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words ''ENERGY', 'ENGINE', 'COOLANT', 'ALL WEATHER', 'DUTY', 
'OPERATION', 'READY', the letters 'A', 'S', the numeral '3', the symbol '%’, 
and the device of the 'temperature monitor' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole (730): AINUSHAMSI ENERGY LIMITED of 
Geminia Insurance Plaza, 7th Floor Upper Hill P.O. Box 5134-00506, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   

 
(210): 95455 (220): 12/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricants, fuels, industrial oils.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'ENERGY', 'GREASE', the letters 'A', 'S', 'E', 'P', the numeral '3', the 
devices of the 'bearing' and 'container' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole  (730): AINUSHAMSI ENERGY LIMITED of Geminia 
Insurance Plaza, 7th Floor Upper Hill P.O. Box 5134-00506, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95476 (220): 13/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.) and 36(Insurance; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'EXECUTIVE', 'BANKING', 'PLUS', the letters 'e' and 'b' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): THE CO-
OPERATIVE BANK OF KENYA LTD. of Co-operative Bank House, Haile 
Selassie Avenue, P.O. Box 48231- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 95493 (220): 17/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, marketing and promotional services; 
market research services; business information services; business 
administration services; retail and wholesale services including 
telephonic, computerised and electronic retailing and merchandising 
services; collection and dissemination of business, commercial, 
statistical and/or marketing information; database management 
services; data capturing and processing services.) (526): None (730): 
GLOBAL SMOLLAN HOLDINGS, Incorporated in Mauritius of c/o Mauritius 
International Trust Company Limited, Level 11, One Cathedral Square, 
Port Louis, Mauritius (740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 95500 (220): 17/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 37(Dry Cleaning Services) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "Dry Cleaners" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
GILEADFOUNTAIN DRY-CLEANERS, Gilead Fountain Limited of P.O. Box 
56357- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95506 (220): 18/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.) and 16(Paper and 
cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; 
stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' 
materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaqinq: printers' type; printinq blocks.) (526): 
None (730): CORNFIELD TRANSNATIONAL LIMITED of 71-75 Shelton 
Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9JQ, England (740):  Iseme, 
Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

KAPEK 

(210): 95510 (220): 18/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated 
cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; non-medicated dentifrices.) 
(526): None (730): LYKIS LIMITED, a company duly incorporated in 
India of Omer Mansion, 29A, Weston Street, 2nd Floor, R. No. B5, 
Kolkata - 700 012, West Bengal, India (740):  Simba & Simba Advocates 
of P.O. Box 10312-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

LYKIS 

(210): 95512 (220): 18/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate affairs; Rental for real estate such as 
houses, flats, for permanent use) and 4(Agriculture; animal breeding) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "KEDONG", "RANCH" and "LTD" (with respect to classes 36 
& 44) and the device of animals (with respect to class 44) each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KEDONG RANCH 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 46673-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 95540 (220): 19/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear and headgear) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words "HURUMA", "SACCO" the numerals "4" & "6" and the device of the 
"Clothing" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
JONSAGA HURUMA 46 SACCO, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 208-00516, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 95541 (220): 19/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 10(Intra-uterine contraceptive devices; 
contraceptive apparatus) (526): None (730): MEDICINES360, a 
California corporation of 353 Sacramento Street, Suite 900, San 
Francisco, CA 94111, United States of America (740):  Mwale & 
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 95547 (220): 20/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Business Advertising), 39(Travel Arrangements) 
and 43(Services for providing food drink; Temporary accommodation) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "wacha", "poaching" and the "#" symbol each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole."Wacha" is Kiswahili word meaning 
"stop" in English (730): RICKSHAW TRAVELS KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 
46536-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): D V Kapila & Co. Advocates of P.O. 
Box 40636-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

#wachapoaching 

(210): 95562 (220): 23/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations.) (526): None (730): 
Getz Pharma International FZ LLC of 1307, 13th Floor, Al-Thuraya Tower 
1, Dubai Media City, Dubai, UAE (740):  Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of 
P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

RIVAXO 

(210): 95563 (220): 23/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations.) (526): None (730): 
Getz Pharma International FZ LLC of 1307, 13th Floor, Al-Thuraya Tower 
1, Dubai Media City, Dubai, UAE (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates, 
Kaunda Street P.O. Box 4011-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

VALZAM 

(210): 95567 (220): 23/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical/medicinal preparations for the 
treatment of HIV-1 infection/AIDS.) (526): None (730): MYLAN 
LABORATORIES LIMITED, Incorporated in India of Plot No.564/A/22, 
Road No.92, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad 500 034, India (740):  CFL 
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

KOCITAF  

(210): 95571 (220): 23/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear and headgear.) (526): None 
(730): SUMAN SHAKTI EPZ LTD of P.O. Box 2522-00621, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  Kariuiki Muigua & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 3259-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 95574 (220): 23/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations.) (526): None (730): 
CINTANA HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P.O. Box 45214-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

CINCLAV 

(210): 95576 (220): 24/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 36(Real estate affairs; monetary affairs, financial 
affairs; insurance.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word 'Homes' and the device of the 'roof' 
each separately and apart from the mar as a whole. (730): HERI HOMES 
of Hurlingham, Devson Court Suit 5, Argwings Kodhek Close, P.O. Box 
19061-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 95587 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 32(Soda's mineral and aerated waters and other 
none alcoholic drinks and beverages.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "Happy" and 'Water" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BOUNTY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 57387-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

Happy Water 
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(210): 95594 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 7(Agricultural machines; Pneumatic jacks; Molding 
machines; Drilling machines; Drilling rigs, floating or non-floating; 
Chain saws; Scissors, electric; Electric hand drills; Electric hammers; 
Saws [machines]; Machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; Spray 
guns for paint; Drilling heads [parts of machines]; Valves [parts of 
machines]), 8(Sharpening instruments; Agricultural implements, hand-
operated; Garden tools, hand-operated; Trowels [gardening]; 
Harpoons; Manicure sets; Hand tools, hand-operated; Bits [hand tools]; 
Lifting jacks, hand-operated; Fire Irons; Air pumps, hand-operated; Can 
openers, non-electric; Glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]; 
Trowels; Graving tools [hand tools]; Knives; Blades [hand tools]; 
Scissors; Table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; Augers [hand tools]; 
Saws [hand tools]; Wrenches [hand tools]; Screwdrivers; Pliers; 
Hammers [hand tools]; Files) and 11(Lamps; Pocket searchlights; 
Acetylene flares; Cooking utensils, electric; Pocket warmers; Lighting 
apparatus and installations; Searchlights; Lights for vehicles; Flares; 
Flashlights [torches]; Spotlight; Chandeliers; Electric lights for 
Christmas trees.) (526): The wording "WORKPRO" has no significance in 
the relevant trade or industry or as applied to the goods listed in the 
application, no geographical significance, not a term of art, nor any 
meaning in any foreign language. (730): HANGZHOU GREAT STAR 
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD., a corporation organized and existing under the 
laws of China of No. 35 Jiu Huan Road, Jiang Gan Zone, Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang Province, China (740):  Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. 
Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya  

WORKPRO 

(210): 95597 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Letterheads, business cards, handbills and 
signages.), 41(Discipliship, christian counselling sports affiliation.) and 
45(Ministry to orphanages and special community needs.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'new', 'hope', 'church', the letters 'P' and 'C' and the device of the 
'cross' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
GLOBAL PARNERS MINISTRY of P.O. Box 49442-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 95598 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Retail and wholesale.) (526): None (730): 
ADAMJI MULTI SUPPLIES LTD. of P.O. Box 44605-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

INDULGE 

(210): 95599 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 35 (Business advertising.), 39 (Travel 
arrangements.) and 43 (Services for providing food drink; temporary 
accommodation.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'wacha', 'poaching' and the symbol '#' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): RICKSHAW 
TRAVELS KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 46536-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 95600 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.) (526): None (730): SAI 
OFFICE SUPPLIES LIMITED of Door No. 1 Funzi Road, Industrial Area, 
P.O. Box 61663-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 95601 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers' type; printing blocks.) (526): None (730): SAI 
OFFICE SUPPLIES LIMITED of Door No. 1 Funzi Road, Industrial Area, 
P.O. Box 61663-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  
 

(210): 95604 (220): 25/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Fuels; lubricants; oils, greases; LPG; diesel; 
petrol; kerosene.) (526): None (730): MOGAS KENYA LTD of 67, 
Muthithi Road, Westlands Nairobi, P.O. Box 27696-00506, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95619 (220): 26/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Milk and milk products.) and 32(Water.) (526): 
The word ‘Nami’ is a funky name for ‘Namelok’ (730): NAMELOK 
DAIRIES LIMITED Processing and Distribution of P.O. Box 29483-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

Nami 

(210): 95620 (220): 27/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the prefix word 'ATTA' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MOBILE FOODS SERVICES of P.O. 
Box 61291- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ATTAVIA 

(210): 95621 (220): 27/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice.) (526): None (730): BALGORAY TRADING 
CO. LTD of P.O. Box 385- 00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AFNAN 

(210): 95622 (220): 27/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 32(Fruits juice.) (526): None (730): BALGORAY 
TRADING CO. LTD of P.O. Box 385- 00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HUSNI 

(210): 95630 (220): 27/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 2(Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against 
rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists.) (526): None (730): KANSAI PLASCON PROPRIETARY 
LIMITED, a South African company of 10 Frederick Cooper Drive, 
Factoria, Krugersdorp, 1739, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa (740) 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

EASY LIVING 

(210): 95633 (220): 30/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 41(Education) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘KINDERGARTEN’, 
‘PREPARATORY’ and ‘SCHOOL’ each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): NENDA TRINITY LIMITED of P.O. Box 3305-
00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TRINITY 

KINDERGARTEN 

PREPARATORY 

SCHOOL 
(210): 95653 (220): 31/01/2017  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic 
and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry services) (526): None (730): MYDAWA TRADING LIMITED of 
114, The Strand, Gzira, GZR 1027, Malta (740):  Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MYDAWA 

(210): 95658 (220): 01/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 24(Textile material.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'TEXTILE', 'the 
numerals '4', '5', '3', '0', the letters ''M', 'T' and 'S' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ROBLE TRADING COMPANY LTD. 
of P.O. Box 68567-00622, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 95659 (220): 01/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 24(Textile material.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'TEXTILE', 'the 
numerals '4', '5', '3', '0', the letters ''M', 'T' and 'S' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ROBLE TRADING COMPANY LTD. 
of P.O. Box 68567-00622, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95669 (220): 02/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Milk and milk products.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'FRESH', 
'TRADING', 'COMPANY', and ‘'LIMITED' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): GOLDEN FRESH TRADING COMPANY LTD of 
P.O. Box 385-00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95674 (220): 02/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; parts and accessories for vehicles, 
including, vehicle suspensions, vehicle suspension parts and 
accessories, including shock absorbers, suspension springs, including 
leaf springs and coil springs, torsion bars, steering stabilisers, spring 
shackles, spring bushes, spring liners, trim packers, spring bushes, air 
compressors for motor vehicles, air snorkels for vehicles, bullbars, 
siderails and rearbars for protecting vehicles, cargo barriers for 
vehicles, carriers for spare wheels, chains for wheels, battery 
supporting trays, canopies for utility vehicles, differential locks, air 
operated differential locks, locking differentials, overdrives, 
freewheeling hubs, flares for vehicle wheel arches, fuel tanks, 
protectors and guards for headlamps and vehicle body parts, insect 
screens, vehicle jacks including high-lift jacks, jack mounts, roofracks 
and packracks for vehicles, recovery equipment for vehicles, including 
motor driven winches, hand winches, drag chains, tow bars, tow hooks, 
shackles, anchor straps, snatch blocks, snatch straps and tow lines, 
steps for motor vehicles, including side steps and rear steps, 
turbochargers, tyre levers, tyre pliers; apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water. ) (526): None (730): DESERT COOL PROPRIETARY 
LIMITED, a South African company of Cnr Dick Kemp & Hyperama Link 
Roads, Meadowdale , Edenvale, South Africa (740) CFL Advocates of 
P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 95675 (220): 02/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; parts and accessories for vehicles, 
including, vehicle suspensions, vehicle suspension parts and 
accessories, including shock absorbers, suspension springs, including 
leaf springs and coil springs, torsion bars, steering stabilisers, spring 
shackles, spring bushes, spring liners, trim packers, spring bushes, air 
compressors for motor vehicles, air snorkels for vehicles, bullbars, 
siderails and rearbars for protecting vehicles, cargo barriers for 
vehicles, carriers for spare wheels, chains for wheels, battery 
supporting trays, canopies for utility vehicles, differential locks, air 
operated differential locks, locking differentials, overdrives, 
freewheeling hubs, flares for vehicle wheel arches, fuel tanks, 
protectors and guards for headlamps and vehicle body parts, insect 
screens, vehicle jacks including high-lift jacks, jack mounts, roofracks 
and packracks for vehicles, recovery equipment for vehicles, including 
motor driven winches, hand winches, drag chains, tow bars, tow hooks, 
shackles, anchor straps, snatch blocks, snatch straps and tow lines, 
steps for motor vehicles, including side steps and rear steps, 
turbochargers, tyre levers, tyre pliers; apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water. ) (526): None (730): DESERT COOL PROPRIETARY 
LIMITED, a South African company of Cnr Dick Kemp & Hyperama Link 
Roads, Meadowdale , Edenvale, South Africa (740) CFL Advocates of 
P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 95697 (220): 03/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs) and 38(Telecommunications) (526): 
inRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'CHAT' and the device of ‘chat boxes’ (in class 38) and the word 
'PESA" in class 36 each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
Translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'PESA' is 'money' (730): 
LEMAYIAN SARONI SANE of P.O. Box 165-00206, Kiserian, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 95698 (220): 06/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations) (526): None (730): TROIKAA PHARMACEUTICALS LTD, a 
company incorporated and existing under the Laws of India of 
Commerce House-1, SatyaMarg, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad-380054, 
Gujarat, India (740):  Alice N. Kamau & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 
22829-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

TROIKAA  

(210): 95727 (220): 07/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beer)) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'ROYAL' and 'VIN' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. ‘VIN’ is a French wine (730): LEELA CENTRE LIMITED of P.O. Box 
6310-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ROYAL PHILIPS VIN  

(210): 95756 (220): 08/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting and gaming) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'bet' and the 
letter 'D' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ASIAN BETTING AND GAMING ENTERPRISES AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 
6950-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 95762 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Speakers, amplifiers, mixers and microphones.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters ‘J’, ‘B’ and ‘N’ each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): LUMMAT ELECTRONICS SHOP, a business name duly 
registered under the Registration of Business Names ACT of P.O. Box 
63182-00619, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
(210): 95772 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
letters 'T', 'H' and 'M' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): SAGAL PRIMA LIMITED, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 8481-00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
(210): 95775 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide.) (526): None (730): FARMFIX AFRICA 
CO. LTD. of P.O. Box 378-00521, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AGVANTA 

(210): 95776 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide.) (526): None (730): FARMFIX AFRICA 
CO. LTD. of P.O. Box 378-00521, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

INKA 

(210): 95778 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Biscuits; cookies; cream biscuits; malt biscuits; 
chocolates; cakes; confectionery; candy; sugar confectionery; waffles) 
(526): None (730): PARLE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED, a company 
existing under the laws of India of North Level Crossing, Vile Parle 
(East), Mumbai 400 057, India (740):  Iseme, Kamau & Maema 
Advocates of P.O. Box 11866-00400 Nairobi, Kenya 

FESTO 
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(210): 95814 (220): 10/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) 
(526): None (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-01000, 
Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

YUMEE 

(210): 95815 (220): 10/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) 
(526): None (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-01000, 
Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

YUMI YUMEE 

(210): 95816 (220): 10/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'ONJAA' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘ONJAA’ means ‘taste’ (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-
01000, Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

ONJAA 

(210): 95820 (220): 10/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile phones and their accessories including 
batteries, power banks, earphones and flask disks.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'B' and 
'M' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
TABASAMU MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 22020-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BMM 

(210): 95822 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile phones and their accessories including 
batteries, power banks, earphones and flask disks.) (526): None (730): 
TABASAMU MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 22020-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

SUSAN 

(210): 95824 (220): 09/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticide) (526): None (730): FARMFIX AFRICA 
CO. LTD of P.O. Box 378- 00521, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HORNET 

(210): 95825 (220): 10/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear; caps; do-rags) 
(526): None (730): ANNIE INTERNATIONAL INC. of 500 Church Wales 
Road, North Wales, Pennsylvania, 19454, United States of America 
(740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MR. DURAG 

(210): 95836 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 36(Money management and monetary affairs; 
remittances; payment services; money exchange and money transfer 
services, including electronic money exchanges and electronic transfer 
of funds; facilitation of value exchanges and transfers; on-line 
transaction facilities; payment processing and related administration 
services; electronic payment processing services; remote payment 
services; collection of payments; processing payments for the purchase 
of goods and services via an electronic or mobile communications 
network or the internet; purchase of products and services offered by 
others; bill payment services; cash management services; credit 
services; foreign exchange services; services relating to the issuing and 
redemption of tokens of value, vouchers, points, benefits, incentives 
and other considerations for value; banking services including internet 
and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance 
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services, including such services provided over the internet, electronic 
or mobile network; discount services including discount coupons and 
discount card services; banking, savings, debit, credit, deposit, cash, 
current and cheque account services; bank card, credit card, debit 
card and electronic payment card services; electronic wallet services 
(payment services); money order and payment guarantee services; 
administration of funds and investments; financial services; financial 
planning and analysis; provision of loans, including short-term loans and 
personal loans; financial brokerage services; insurance services; funeral 
cover; provision of financial information; provision of information and 
advisory services relating to financial and monetary affairs and the 
aforementioned services including the provision of information from a 
computer database, the internet or other electronic network.) (526): 
None (730): REMITIX LIMITED of The Counting House, Church Farm 
Business Park, Corston, Bath, BA2 9AP, United Kingdom (740): CFL 
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 95841 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware and software, tablets, mobile 
phones, smart phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) for the 
wireless transmission of data and/or voice signals and/or incorporating 
e-mail, pager, fax, radio, personal organizer, cellular connectivity, 
wireless connectivity, mp3 players, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity. Mobile phones chargers, batteries, power banks 
& mobile phone related accessories in this class.) (526): None (730): 
TABASAMU MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 22020-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

VIWA 

(210): 95842 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware and software, tablets, mobile 
phones, smart phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) for the 
wireless transmission of data and/or voice signals and/or incorporating 
e-mail, pager, fax, radio, personal organizer, cellular connectivity, 
wireless connectivity, mp3 players, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity. Mobile phones chargers, batteries, power banks 
& mobile phone related accessories in this class.) (526): None (730): 
TABASAMU MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 22020-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FORME 

(210): 95846 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware and software, tablets, mobile 
phones, smart phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) for the 
wireless transmission of data and/or voice signals and/or incorporating 
e-mail, pager, fax, radio, personal organizer, cellular connectivity, 
wireless connectivity, mp3 players, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity. Mobile phones chargers, batteries, power banks 
& mobile phone related accessories in this class.) (526): None (730): 
TABASAMU MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 22020-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

UNIVIEW 
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(210): 95847 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Cameras, data cables, mobile phones and mobile 
phones accessories, data processing, equipment, computers; computer 
software; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact 
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media.) (526): None (730): 
TABASAMU MOBILE ACCESSORIES LIMITED, a limited liability company 
duly incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 22020-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

STARFOX 

(210): 95849 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 32(Drinking water.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'eliye', 'springs', 
'LIFE', 'DROP', the devices of the 'mountain' and 'water drop' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The word ‘eliye’ is a 
name given to a specific spring along shores of Lake Turkana (730): 
LASBORN EMPIRE ENTERPRISES LIMITED of Westlands, P.O. Box 1142-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Gikera & Vadgama Advocates of P.O. Box 
720 – 00621, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 95850 (220): 13/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Administrative processing of purchase orders; 
advertising; advertising by mail order; advertising material; 
dissemination of advertising matter; business information; business 
inquiries; presentation of goods for retail purposes; distribution of 
samples; marketing; marketing research; marketing studies; sales 
promotion, on-line advertising on a computer network; organisation of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organisation of 
trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; outdoor advertising, 
business procurement services; sales promotion; retail; arranging 
newspaper subscriptions.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters’ M’, ‘K’, ‘G’, the words 
‘MOUNT’, ‘KENYA’, and ‘GROUP’ each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MT KENYA BUSINESS MACHINES LIMITED, a 
limited liability company incorporated in Kenya of P.O. Box 7-60100, 
Embu, Kenya (740):  Mwale & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 95859 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Candles.) (526): None (730): GOODLIGHT 
INDUSTRIES Limited of P.O. Box 42660-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

POLO 

(210): 95872 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): EUROPA 
HEALTHCARE LTD of View Park Towers, Ground Floor, P.O. Box 66541-
00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PENTAR 

(210): 95885 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): EUROPA 
HEALTHCARE LTD of View Park Towers, Ground Floor, P.O. Box 66541-
00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AROXIN 

(210): 95887 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): EUROPA 
HEALTHCARE LTD of View Park Towers, Ground Floor, P.O. Box 66541-
00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

NEBLOL 

(210): 95888 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): EUROPA 
HEALTHCARE LTD of View Park Towers, Ground Floor, P.O. Box 66541-
00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DUODOL 

(210): 95894 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Spaghetti/pasta.) (526): None (730): MANISH 
KNATI SHAH of P.O. Box 144-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MEGA 

(210): 95895 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 27(Rugs/Carpets) (526): None (730): MANISH KNATI 
SHAH of P.O. Box 144- 00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PRONTO 
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(210): 95896 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 21(Glass tumbler/glass ware) (526): None (730): 
MANISH KNATI SHAH of P.O. Box 144-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

CLEOPATRA 

(210): 95897 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 21(Glass tumbler/Glass ware) (526): None (730): 
MANISH KNATI SHAH of P.O. Box 144-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

MANSOURA 

(210): 95900 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco 
products; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 
cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; 
tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); electronic cigarettes; 
tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices 
and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in 
order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid 
nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, 
cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes, lighters, matches.) (526): None (730): PHILIP MORRIS 
BRANDS SÀRL of Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 
(740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

BOND STREET 

(210): 95901 (220): 14/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco 
products; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 
cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; 
tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); electronic cigarettes; 
tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices 
and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in 
order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid 
nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, 
cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes, lighters, matches. ) (526): None (730): PHILIP MORRIS 
BRANDS SÀRL of Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 
(740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

BEYOND 

(210): 95913 (220): 15/02/2017  
(300): No. 87163256 of 7th September, 2016 in United States of America 
(511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science, research; chemicals for 
post-harvest use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; biological 
preparations used in industry, science, research (other than for medical 
or veterinary purposes); Biological preparations for post-harvest use in 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry (other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes); bacteria, bacterial cultures and bacterial 
preparations for use in industry, science, research (other than for 
medical or veterinary purposes); bacteria, bacterial cultures and 
bacterial preparations for post-harvest use in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry (other than for medical or veterinary purposes); chemical 
test kits for use in industry, science, research (other than for medical 
or veterinary purposes); chemical test kits for post-harvest use in 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry (other than for medical or 
veterinary purposes); chemical substances for post-harvest preservation 
of foodstuffs or cut flowers; biological preparations for post-harvest 
preservation of foodstuffs or cut flowers; bacteria, bacterial cultures 
and bacterial preparations for post-harvest preservation of foodstuffs 
or cut flowers; chemical coatings for preserving foodstuffs or cut 
flowers; biological coatings for preserving foodstuffs or cut flowers; 
coatings made from plant extracts for preserving foodstuffs or cut 
flowers; soluble formulations and solutions of naturally occurring plant 
extracts for forming coatings on the surfaces of perishable items; 
edible coatings for extending the shelf life of perishable items;  

APEEL 
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coatings for protecting perishable items from biotic or abiotic stressors; 
solutions and soluble formulations that can be applied to pre-harvest 
plants and produce in form of coatings to naturally retard plant 
respiration and transpiration; molecular coatings for extending the 
shelf life of cut flowers; formulations and solutions which may be 
applied to surfaces in form of coatings in order to improve the native 
functionality or properties of the surfaces; formulations and solutions 
which may be applied to surfaces of perishable products to modify or 
improve the aesthetic appearance of the surfaces; soluble formulations 
which may be applied to surfaces of perishable items in form of coating 
in order to passivate the surfaces from degradation by biotic stressors; 
molecular coatings for delaying ripening of produce; food 
preservations.) (526): None (730): APEEL TECHNOLOGY, INC. (a 
Delaware corporation) of 819 Reddick St Santa Barbara, California 
93103, United States of America (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 95916 (220): 15/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 10(Purified drinking water.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘Still’ and 
‘Water’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
CITY HUB COMPANY LTD of P.O. Box 17145-00510, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 95919 (220): 15/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design thereto; industrial analysis, and research services, 
design and development of computer hardware and software.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'CONSULT' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SIRIUS INFORMATION SERVICES LIMITED, Sirius Consult of P.O. Box 
75239-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Kairu & McCourt Advocates of P.O. 
Box 51385-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 95920 (220): 15/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 33(Wines) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'WINE' and the device of 
'bottle' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MR. 
WINES of P.O. Box 1149-00208, Ngong Hills, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95921 (220): 15/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice, Tea, Flour and preparations made from 
cereals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'SUPERIOR' and the numeral '7' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JALIMATT 
ENTERPRISES LTD of P.O. Box 70568- 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   

(210): 95922 (220): 15/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 32(Purified drinking water) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Premier', 
'Water', 'Purified' and the device of 'water' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): NIXON OTIENO of P.O. Box 717-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95923 (220): 16/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment and the presentation of works of 
visual art or literature to the public for cultural or educational 
purposes) (526): None (730): TWOMBILI ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED of P 
O. Box 22827- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Omondi Mutava & Co. 
Advocates of P.O. Box 51027-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 95934 (220): 16/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 36(Government platform to offer financial 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Huduma’, 'Kenya', 'Service', ‘Excellent’ and 
‘Card’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. Translation 
into English of the Kiswahili word ‘HUDUMA’ is ‘services’ (730): 
HUDUMA KENYA SECRETARIAT of P.O. Box 47716-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 
(210): 95945 (220): 16/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco 
products; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 
cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; 
tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); electronic cigarettes; 
tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices 
and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in 
order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid 
nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, 
cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes, lighters, matches ) (526): None (730): PHILIP MORRIS 
BRANDS SARL of Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 
(740):  CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

MARLBORO 

(210): 95953 (220): 17/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Printed matter, letterheads and stationery) and 
45(Workers welfare representation in the labour industry and related 
services; social services to meet the needs of individuals) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'Central', 'Organization', 'Trade', 'Union', 'Kenya' and the letter 'K' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CENTRAL 
ORGANIZATION OF TRADE UNIONS, COTU (K) of P.O. Box 13000-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95961 (220): 17/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces condiments); spices; ice) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'NOODLES' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-01000, Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

S'NOODLES 

(210): 95962 (220): 17/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 35(Advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions), 
36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs), 
38(Telecommunication) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of 
the words 'PESA’ and ‘tap', letter 'M', integer '1' and the 'Telephone’ 
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device each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The English 
translation of the word ‘PESA’ is ‘money’(730): SAFARICOM LIMITED, a 
company incorporated under the Laws of Kenya, Mobile 
Telecommunication providers of Safaricom House, Waiyaki Way, P.O. Box 
66827-00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Muriu Mungai & Co. Advocates of 
P.O. Box 75362-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 95963 (220): 17/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 35(Advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions), 
36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs), 
38(Telecommunications) and 41( Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to exclusive use of the letters 'T' and 'V' 
separately and part from the mark as a whole. (730): SAFARICOM 
LIMITED, a company incorporated under the Laws of Kenya, Mobile 
Telecommunication providers of Safaricom House, Waiyaki Way, P.O. Box 
66827-00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Muriu Mungai & Co. Advocates of 
P.O. Box 75362-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

SAFARICOM TV 

(210): 95964 (220): 17/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions), 36(Insurance; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs), 
38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'HOME' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SAFARICOM 
LIMITED, a company incorporated under the Laws of Kenya, Mobile 
Telecommunication providers of Safaricom House, Waiyaki Way, P.O. 
Box 66827-00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Muriu Mungai & Co. Advocates 
of P.O. Box 75362-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 95968 (220): 17/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Electrical and scientific apparatus), 16(Paper 
goods and printed matter), 28(Toys and sporting goods), 35(Advertising 
and business management), 36(Insurance and financial affairs), 
38(Telecommunications), 41(Education and entertainments) and 
42(Computer, scientific and technological services) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'SHINDA', 'BET', 'WEEKLY', 'FOOTBALL' and 'ANALYSIS' and the device of a 
‘football’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.  The 
English translation of the Kiswahili word "SHINDA" is "win”. (730): THE 
STAR PUBLICATIONS LIMITED of Lion Place, Waiyaki Way, P.O. Box 
74497-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 95985 (220): 21/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 10(Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture 
materials.) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "Africa", "Care" and the prefix "Ortho" 
forming part of the mark. (730): MEDEX EAST AFRICA of Maksons Plaza, 
Parklands Road P.O. Box 46049-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 95987 (220): 21/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications.) (526): The word "HODI" 
has no English meaning.  
(730): ALANDICK & COMPANY (E.A) LIMITED of P.O. Box 12907-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Kabugu & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 
22183-00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 96013 (220): 22/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparation.) (526): None (730): 
HighChem Marketing Ltd. (Pharmaceuticals Division) of P.O. Box 30467-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CLINELLE 

(210): 96014 (220): 22/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparation.) (526): None (730): 
HighChem Marketing Ltd. (Pharmaceuticals Division) of P.O. Box 30467-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DUTALIV 

(210): 96015 (220): 22/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparation.)  
(526): None (730): HighChem Marketing Ltd. (Pharmaceuticals Division) 
of P.O. Box 30467-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PROSTIUM 

(210): 96016 (220): 22/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparation.) (526): None (730): 
HighChem Marketing Ltd. (Pharmaceuticals Division) of P.O. Box 30467-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RESTOR 

(210): 96056 (220): 23/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial affairs.) and 38(Telecommunication.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'More' and 'Money' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. Translation into English of the Slang word 'MOOHLA' is 
'money'. (730): MOOHLA AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 17027-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
(210): 96083 (220): 23/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks), 25(clothing, footwear, 
headgear) and 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter "B" and the word "Boss" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole.  The English 
translation of the slang word "Buda" is ‘Father’, ‘Elderly man’ or 
‘Respectable man’. (730): FREDERICK OMONDI OWINO of P.O. Box 
17288-00510, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 96115 (220): 27/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 26(Braids, weaves and other hair extensions.) 
(526): None (730): MERCY WAGEMA of P.O. Box 11938-00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

CLEOPATRA 
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(210): 96118 (220): 27/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and pharmaceutical goods) (526): None 
(730): WOCKHARDT LIMITED (an Indian Public Limited Company) of 
Wockhardt Towers, Bandra Kurla Complex, Mumbai - 400051, India 
(740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

WOKRARIN 

210): 96119 (220): 27/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and pharmaceutical goods) (526): None 
(730): WOCKHARDT LIMITED (an Indian Public Limited Company) of 
Wockhardt Towers, Bandra Kurla Complex, Mumbai - 400051, India 
(740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

SWAYE 

(210): 96129 (220): 27/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Milk and milk products.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numeral '4' 
separately and apart from the mar as a whole. (730): KINANGOP DAIRY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 64954-00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

4 US 

(210): 96130 (220): 28/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) and 41(Education; providing of 
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): None 
(730): CYTONN INVESTMENTS MANAGEMENT LIMITED, Investments 
Company of 3rd Floor Liaison House - State House Avenue, P.O. Box 
20965-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CYTONNAIRE 

(210): 96136 (220): 28/02/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations) 
(526): None (730): EMCURE PHARMACUTICALS LTD., a company 
organised and existing under the laws of India of Emcure House, T-184, 
M.I.D.C., Bhosari, Pune – 411 026, India (740): Mwale & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 36729-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

CIPROBIOTIC 

(210): 96151 (220): 01/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.), 38(Telecommunications.) and 41(off-
the course bookmaking, lotteries, sports and gaming.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word 'COM' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. Translation 
into English of the Swahili word 'SHABIKI' is 'fun'. (730): SIBSCO LLP of 
Lex Chambers, Maji Mazuri Road, Off James Gichuru Road, Lavington, 
P.O. Box 565-00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Godwin Wangong’u of P.O. 
Box 74041-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

SHABIKI.COM  

(210): 96152 (220): 01/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions.) and 38(Telecommunications.) (526): 
Translation into English of the Swahili word 'SHABIKI' is 'fun'. (730): 
SIBSCO LLP of Lex Chambers, Maji Mazuri Road, Off James Gichuru 
Road, Lavington, P.O. Box 565-00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Godwin 
Wangong’u of P.O. Box 74041-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

SHABIKI 

(210): 96160 (220): 01/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 32(Water.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'AQUA', 'Plains' the 
device of the ‘sun’ and ‘water falls’ each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): BEULAH HOTELS LIMITED of P.O. Box 1573, 
Naivasha, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 96163 (220): 01/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.) 
(526): None (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-01000, 
Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

MOMEEZ 
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(210): 96175 (220): 02/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'BITES' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘MAFISI’ is the Kiswahili word for ‘hyenas’ (730): SNACK RACK LIMITED 
of P.O. Box 61600-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MAFISI BITES 

(210): 96209 (220): 03/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible oils) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the device of 'oil drops' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CROFTS LIMITED of P.O. 
Box 12347-00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 96285 (220): 07/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices) 
and 21(Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and 
sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; 
articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked 
glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and 
earthenware not included in other classes ) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "SHINE" and 
"BRITE" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ORANGE PHARMA LIMITED, importers and distributors of P.O. Box 
39461-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SHINE BRITE 

(210): 96306 (220): 09/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) 
(526): None (730): BIDCO AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 239-01000, 
Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

TAISTI 

(210): 96321 (220): 09/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 9(Electronics), 14(Watches), 18(Bags Luggage Case 
& Wallets), 20(Furnitures), 21(Households), 24(Home Textiles), 
25(Clothing Shoes), 28(Toys and Games Items) and 35(Advertising & 
Business Management) (526): None (730): ZOPO COMPANY LIMITED, 
offline and online of P.O. Box 78252-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

ZOPO 

(210): 96327 (220): 10/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricants, Industrial Oil Greases) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
numerals '0', '8' and letters 'C' & 'A' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): RICHARD MUSYIMI MBAIYA of P.O. Box 3289-
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CA-80 

(210): 96340 (220): 10/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 19(Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic 
rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal) (526): None (730): 
BAMBURI CEMENT LIMITED of 6th Floor, Kenya-Re Towers, Upper Hill, 
Off Ragati Road, P.O. Box 10921-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

POWERAFT 
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(210): 96356 (220): 13/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 6(Aluminium Zinc Steel Coated Sheets & Coils) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'DUMU' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
Translation into English of the Kiswahili words 'DUMU' and 'RANGI' is 
'long lasting' and 'colour' respectively. (730): MABATI ROLLING MILLS 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 68-80113, Mariakani, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 96386 (220): 14/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 43(Bar) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Bar' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): INFUSE LIMITED of P.O. Box 47047-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 96387 (220): 14/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; 
tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice) 
(526): MRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letters "M" and "R" each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): KENSTORES GENERAL SUPPLIES, distributor of P.O. 
Box 42197-00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 96388 (220): 14/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
words 'POP' and 'vodka' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole (730): KENSTORES GENERAL SUPPLIES, distributor of P.O. Box 
42197-00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 96409 (220): 15/03/2017 None (300): None (511): 9(Car 
Batteries) (526): None (730): PREMIER TRADING COMPANY LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 41578-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AOKLY 

(210): 96435 (220): 16/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear and headgear.) and 35(Retail of 
fashion wear.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Classy', 'Collections', the letters 'Q' and 'C' each 
separately and apart from the mar as a whole. (730): BENJAMIN MWANGI 
MUGO of G12 Goshen Gardens, Kasarani-Mwiki Road, P.O. Box 1415-20300, 
Nyahururu, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 96444 (220): 17/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): PHARMA LIFE 
SCIENCE LIMITED of P.O. Box 38148-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

GASTICA 

(210): 96454 (220): 17/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 29(Tuna, fish, milk and milk products; chicken cubes; 
sunflower oil; edible oils and fats.) and 30(Coffee; rice, white oats, 
spaghetti, sauces and spices.) (526): None (730): SAFACOM TRADING 
COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 68560-00622, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 96481 (220): 20/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 6(Light gauge steel structures.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘Building’ and 
‘Systems’ each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SAFAL BUILDING SYSTEMS LIMITED of P.O. Box 244-00204, Athi River, Kenya 
(740):  None 
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(210): 96511 (220): 21/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Build' & 'Store' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BAMBURI CEMENT LIMITED of 6th 
Floor, Kenya-Re Towers, Upper Hill, Off Ragati Road, P.O. Box 10921-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 
30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

BuildStore 

(210): 96513 (220): 21/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; business 
administration; office functions) (526): None (730): BAMBURI CEMENT 
LIMITED of 6th Floor, Kenya-Re Towers, Upper Hill, Off Ragati Road, P.O. Box 
10921-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

Disensa 

(210): 96524 (220): 22/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 11(light bulbs, street lamps / standard lamps), 
39(Distribution of renewable energy ), 40(Production of energy) and 
42(Consultancy in the field of energy-saving) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BOX', 'Renewable 
Energy', 'Africa' & 'Middle East' and the letters 'B', 'O' and 'X' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EP GLOBAL ENERGY LTD of 7, 
Dositheou Street, Parabuilding, Block C, 4th Floor, Office 401-402,1071 
Nicosia, P.O. Box 21178, Cy-1503 Nicosia, Cyprus (740):  Garane & 
Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 20617-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 96530 (220): 22/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 32(Purified Drinking Water) (526): None (730): 
NJEGIKA INVESTMENTS, manufacture of P.O. Box 5206-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

PAM 

(210): 96535 (220): 22/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 18(Bag and suitcases) (526): None (730): KENSTAR 
PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 39926-00623, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

GOLD STAR 

(210): 96536 (220): 22/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 12(Baby strollers, baby children safety car seats, 
baby tri cycles.), 18(Bags and suitcases), 20(Baby walkers, baby infant 
bends, bay playpen, ay carry cot, baby high chairs/baby feeding chair) 
and 21(Household, kitchen utensils, containers) (526): None (730): 
KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 39926-00623, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

COOLBABY 

(210): 96556 (220): 24/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 3(Pure glycerin, paraffin oil for medicinal use, 
bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, 
polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, 
essential oils, hair lotions; hair foods, hair oils, hair shampoos, hair 
conditioners, hair styling products, detergents, powder, bath and 
shower preparations; petroleum jelly; shaving preparations; pre-shave 
and aftershave preparations) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word 'BEAUTY' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): IMPERIAL BEAUTY SUPPLIERS, a 
business name duly registered under the laws of Kenya of P.O. Box 
45419-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

(210): 96608 (220): 29/03/2017  
(300): None (511): 41(Provision of training.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MORENDAT', 
'INSTITUTE', 'OIL', 'GAS' and the 'oil' device each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): KENYA PIPELINE CO. LIMITED of P.O. 
Box 73442-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 96696 (220): 15/04/2017  
(300): None (511): 5(Alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes, Medicinal 
alcohol, Antiseptics, Bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary 
use, Media for bacteriological cultures, Chemical preparations for 
medical purposes, Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical 
preparations, Deodorants for clothing and textiles, Deodorants, other 
than human beings or for animals, Disinfectants for chemical toilets, 
Disinfectants for hygiene purposes, Drugs for medical purposes, 
Fungicides, Germicides, Sterilizing preparations, Medicinal herbs, 
Medicines for human purposes (Tablets, Syrup, Ointment), preparations 
of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use, Pharmaceutical 
preparations, Detergents for medical purposes, Mouthwashes for 
medical purposes, Disinfectants, Sanitary preparations for medical use, 
Biological preparations for medical purposes, Biological preparations 
for veterinary purposes, Pharmaceutical preparations for skin care, 
Baby & Adults Diapers, Sanitary Pads, Baby Food Products, Plaster, 
Materials for Dressings, beverages for medical purposes.) (526):  
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the 
word ‘MOJA’ separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘ROHO 
MOJA’ are Kiswahili words meaning ‘one hear/spirit in English (730): 
ORANGE PHARMA LIMITED, importers and distributors of P.O. Box 
39461-00623, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

ROHO MOJA 

(210): 96721 (220): 06/04/2017 
(300): None (511): 4(Fuels (including motor spirit); fuel gas, fuel 
mixtures (vaporized); fuel oil; fuel with an alcohol base; gas producer; 
gas for lighting; gas oil; gasoline; additives, non- chemical, to motor-
fuel; kerosene; industrial oils and greases; lighting fuel; lubricants, 
lubricating oil; motor fuel; motor oil; oil -gas; dust absorbing, wetting 
and binding compositions.), 11 (Gas apparatus; regulating and safety 
accessories for gas apparatus; gas cylinders; apparatus for cooking.), 12 
(Vehicles; trailers, trucks; buses; apparatus for locomotion; engines 
and motors, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.), 16 (Paper, 
cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other 
classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; 
adhesives for stationery for household purposes; artists’ materials; 
paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; 
printing blocks.) and 35 (Advertising; advertising on bill boards; 
business management; business administration; offce functions.) (526): 
None (730): BHACHU INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 74332-00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

(210): 96722 (220): 06/04/2017  
(300): None (511): 16 (Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery for 
household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.), 35 (Advertising; 
advertising on bill boards; business management; business 
administration; offce functions.) and 37 (Building construction; repair; 
installation services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the  word 'PARK' separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): TEMBULAND LIMITED of P.O. Box 69952-
00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KEYSTONE PARK 
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(210): 96755 (220): 10/04/2017  
(300): None (511): 16 (Paper, cardboard and goods made from these 
materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and 
office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.) and 41 (Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word “Melodies” separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
The word “Ninga” is an invented word without any meaning. (730): 
NINGA MELODIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 59206-00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

 

 

(210): 96781 (220): 11/04/2017  
(300): None (511): 9 (Computer software; mobile application software; 
computer software for providing moving and relocation services; 
computer software for obtaining moving and relocation services; 
computer software for scheduling and coordinating moving and 
relocation services; computer software for dispatching motorized 
vehicles; computer software for dispatching delivery couriers; 
computer hardware; mobile telephones; mobile communications 
devices.) and 36 (Mobile money transfer services, financial services, 
electronic financial transactions, monetary affairs, real estate affairs 
and insurance services.) (526): None (730): TRIPLE M VENTURES, a 
business name duly registered under the laws of Kenya of P.O. Box 
34839-00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

MOOV 

(210): 96835 (220): 13/04/2017  
(300): None (511): 36 (Tax and duty consultation services, income tax 
advice, tax and duty payment services, financial advice relating to tax 
planning, tax investigation, conducting tax health checks, providing tax 
research services, providing technical interpretations of tax queries, 
financial analysis and consultation, financial management, assistance, 
advice, consultancy, information and research services, insolvency 
services, investment services, valuation services, estate agency and 
estate management services, services relating to real estate, including 
appraisal of real estate, provision of financial and tax information, 
including by means of web pages on the internet.) (526):  Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the  words 'dot', 
'Com', 'Tax' and 'Kenya' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole.  The mark is proceeding in series (730): DR. WAKAGUYU WA 
KIBURI, a Kenyan Citizen of P.O. Box 15991-00509, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 

 

(210): 96836 (220): 13/04/2017  
(300): None (511): 36 (Tax and duty consultation services, income tax 
advice, tax and duty payment services, financial advice relating to tax 
planning, tax investigation, conducting tax health checks, providing tax 
research services, providing technical interpretations of tax queries, 
financial analysis and consultation, financial management, assistance, 
advice, consultancy, information and research services, insolvency 
services, investment services, valuation services, estate agency and 
estate management services, services relating to real estate, including 
appraisal of real estate, provision of financial and tax information, 
including by means of web pages on the internet.) (526):  Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the  words 'Tax' 
and 'Kenya' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DR. WAKAGUYU WA KIBURI, a Kenyan Citizen of P.O. Box 15991-00509, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 
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4.2 Corrigenda 
 
(111) Mark number: 76341 
(540) Trade Mark: 

   
(511) Class: 33 
(442) Date of advertisement:  31st March, 2017 
 
(580) Corrections 
 
The correct address of the applicant is Plot 113, Mbozi Road, Chang'ombe Industrial Area, Dar-es-Salaam, 
Tanzania 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

(111) Mark number: 77220 

(540) Trade Mark:    

 
(511) Class: 34 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(581) Corrections 
 
The following disclaimer was erroneously omitted: 

Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'L' and 'M' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 

………………………………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 79544 
(540) Trade Mark:  

    
(511) Class: 86, 19 and 20 
(442) Date of advertisement:  28th February, 2017 
 
(582) Corrections 
 
Goods in class 6 should correctly appear as hereunder: 

6 (Locks of metal other than electric, doors (metallic), hinges, door locks, drawer rails, binding wire, 
nails, screws, chrome pipes) 

(111) Mark number: 79847 

(540) Trade Mark:    
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(511) Class: 20 
(442) Date of advertisement:  31st March, 2017 
 
(583) Corrections 
 
The classification of goods should correctly appear as herebelow: 
 
20(Cupboards; Chairs [seat]; Modular furniture units for use as work stations; Dressing tables; Desk 
[furniture]; Filing cabinets; Furniture; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture shelves; Partitions in the 
nature of furniture; Mirrors [looking glasses]; Removable partitions (furniture) of metal for dividing office 
space; Non-metallic removable partitions (furniture) for office use; Office furniture; Office chairs; 
Partitions of wood for Furniture; Racks [furniture]; Shelves for filing-cabinets [furniture]; Sofas; Tables; all 
goods included in class 20). 
………………………………………………………………….. 
 
(111) Mark number: 83099 
(540) Trade Mark:    

 
(511) Class: 16 
(442) Date of advertisement:  31st March, 2017 
 
(584) Corrections 
 
The Agent should correctly read 'Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya' 

…………………………………………………………….. 

(111) Mark number: 85464 
(540) Trade Mark:  

 
(511) Class: 7 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(585) Corrections 
 
The Agent should correctly read 'CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya' 

……………………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 88865 
(540) Trade Mark:  
ADVENTURE WHEEELS 
(511) Classes: 16, 25 & 28 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(586) Corrections 
 
The classification of goods should correctly appear as hereunder: 
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16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ 
materials; modelling materials and compositions; colouring sets; paint brushes; typewriters and office 
requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for 
packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks), 25(Clothing including fancy dress 
costumes, footwear and headgear) and 28(Games and playthings including toy vehicles, playsets, dolls; 
fancy dress outfits and accessories being children's playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included 
in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees) 
……………………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 88867 
(540) Trade Mark:  
ADVENTURE WHEEELS 
(511) Class: 28 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(587) Corrections 
 
The classification of goods should correctly appear as hereunder: 
 
28(Games and playthings including cars and trucks; accessories for games and playthings; gymnastic and 
sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees) 
 
……………………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 91058 
(540) Trade Mark:   
URSOCOL 
 
(511) Class: 5 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(588) Corrections 
 
The Agent should correctly read 'CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555-00100, Nairobi, Kenya' 

………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 92406 
(540) Trade Mark:  
EPIDUO 
(511) Class: 5 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(589) Corrections 
 
The Applicant's address should correctly read 'Gratta-Paille 2, 1018 Lausanne, Switzerland' 

…………………………………………………………………………… 
 
(111) Mark number: 93779 
(540) Trade Mark:  

  
(511) Class: 16 
(442) Date of advertisement:  31st March, 2017 
 
(590) Corrections 
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i.  In the disclaimer the word programe should correctly read 'program' 

ii)  The Applicant's name should correctly read 'KENYA BANKERS ASSOCIATION' 

………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
(111) Mark number: 93786 
(540) Trade Mark:     

 
(511) Class: 33 
(442) Date of advertisement:  28th February, 2017 
 
(591) Corrections 
 
The correct disclaimer is as follows: 

'Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of a 'device of a bottle' except as 
represented in the registered trade mark 

……………………………………………………………………….. 
 
(111) Mark number: 94972 
(540) Trade Mark:   

 
(511) Class: 36 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(592) Corrections 
 
The trademark should correctly appear as shown above: 
 
………………………………………………………………………… 
 
(111) Mark number: 96012 
(540) Trade Mark:    

  
 
(511) Class: 2 
(442) Date of advertisement:  30th April, 2017 
 
(593) Corrections 
 
The name and address of the applicant should correct read: 

SHALVIK PROPERTIES LTD., a Limited Liability Company incorporated in Kenya of Jirore Road, Off 
Enterprise Road, P.O. Box 44-00606, Nairobi, Kenya. 

……………………………………………………………………. 
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4.3 Abandonment 
 
44383 04/06/1996 BROOKE BOND HOME CUP 

TEA 
30 UNILEVER PLC  

44384 04/06/1996 BROOKE BOND HOME CUP 32 UNILEVER PLC  
44385 04/06/1996 BROOKE BOND HOME CUP 

CHAI 
30 UNILEVER PLC. A BRITISH COMPANY  

45623 16/04/1997 CALIPPO  (and logo) 30 UNILEVER PLC. 
51149 22/01/2001 DOMESTOS 21 UNILEVER PLC. A BRITISH COMPANY  
54002 10/01/2003 NO STAINS NO LEARNING 3 UNILEVER PLC 
60818 19/03/2007 LUX (and logo) 3 UNILEVER PLC 
60950 11/04/2007 PARAMOUNT 34 REEMSTMA CIGARETTENFABRIKEN GMBH,  
61638 25/07/2007 PUR (and logo) 1 and 5 THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
91093 23/02/2016 N (and logo) 25 C&P SHOE INDUSTRY LIMITED 
92368 24/05/2016 GODRI 5 DOW AGROSCIENCES LLC 
92960 05/07/2016 GIBRALTAR 36 THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF 

AMERICA 
96026 22/02/2017 FEPRO 29 COMPANHIA INDUSTRIAL DA MATOLA S.A.  

 
4.4 Alteration 
 
(111) Mark number: 69662 
(730) Proprietor: BMG HOLDINGS LTD of P.O. Box 18184-00500, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 7 & 12 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘JAPAN’, ‘APPROVED’, 
‘ORIGINAL’, ‘EQUIPMENT’ and the letters ‘O’, ‘E’ and ‘M’ each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
(111) Mark number: 78439 
(730) Proprietor: SPINNERS & SPINNERS LTD. of P.O. Box 46206-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 24 
(750) Address for service:  
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under 

 
BUTTERFLY CHECKS TEXSTYLE 
………………………………………………. 

 
(111) Mark number: 78441 
(730) Proprietor: SPINNERS & SPINNERS LTD of P.O. Box 46206, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class:  
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under 

 
BUTTERFLY MARIDADI TEXSTYLE 

………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 78444 
(730) Proprietor: SPINNERS & SPINNERS LTD of P.O. Box 46206, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 24 
(750) Address for service: 
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(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
 

BUTTERFLY RAIYA TEXSTYLE 
………………………………………………. 

(111) Mark number: 78445 
(730) Proprietor: SPINNERS & SPINNERS LTD of P.O. Box 46206, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 24 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 

  
BUTTERFLY WINNER CHECKS TEX STYLE 

………………………………………………. 
(111) Mark number: 86722 
(730) Proprietor: ULTRAVETIS E.A. LIMITED of P.O. Box 44096-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Class: 5 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘MEDIUM’ and ‘ALTITUDE’ 
and the device of ‘maize cob’ separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
(111) Mark number: 89397 
(730) Proprietor: COMPULYNX LTD of Parklands Centre Point Building 4th Floor, P.O. Box 79013-00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 9, 35 & 42 
(750) Address for service:   
(580) The mark is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘RETAIL’ separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. 

  

 
………………………………………………. 

 4.5 Removal 
 
11806 24/05/1963 CLIFFTON 34 B.A.T. KENYA LIMITED  May 24, 1998 
13127 09/06/1965 STAG (and logo) 5 HARKER STAGG LIMITED June 9, 1986 
25890 24/03/1979 GREASE 3 HEALTH & BEAUTY 

PRODUCTS LTD 
March 24, 1986 

30684 22/12/1982 KONKER 5 CIRRUS SYSTEM, INC.,   December 22, 2003 
32074 30/05/1984 WELLCOVIT 5 THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION 

LIMITED 
May 30, 2005 

35251 23/04/1987 EPHAL 18 AFROLITE INDUSTRIES LTD. April 23, 1994 
35253 28/04/1987 NDEGE  16 NDEGE WHOLESALERS LTD. April 28, 1994 
35263 22/04/1987 FINSTAT 9 F. T. BUSINESS ENTERPRISE 

LTD.,   
April 22, 1994 

35269 28/04/1987 ANTELMIN 5 LAGAP S.A. April 28, 1994 
35279 29/04/1987 MOMO (and logo) 12 MOMO INDUSTRIAL COMPANY April 29, 1994 
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LIMITED 
35305 14/05/1987 BRITISH TELECOM 

(and logo) 
16 BRITISH 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS  
May 14, 1997 

35388 16/06/1987 KENOLA 32 KAZMAIN TRADING COMPANY June 16, 1994 
35389 19/06/1987 KENOLA 30 KAZMAIN TRADING COMPANY June 19, 1994 
35413 25/06/1987 JAZZ 30 SNACK PRODUCTS LIMITED  June 25, 1994 
35414 26/06/1987 NOBLE HOUSE 29 SNACK PRODUCTS LIMITED  June 26, 1994 
35415 26/06/1987 NOBLE HOUSE 30 SNACK PRODUCTS LIMITED  June 26, 1994 
35433 06/07/1987 JARIBU (and logo) 25 BINNY INDUSTRIES LIMITED July 6, 1994 
35434 06/07/1987 Bunny Fashions (and 

logo) 
25 BUNNY INDUSTRIES LTD July 6, 1994 

35435 06/07/1987 UPENDO (and logo) 25 BUNNY INDUSTRIES LTD. July 6, 1994 
35463 07/03/1987 WINNY 3 SUDI CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 

LIMITED 
March 7, 1994 

54130 06/02/2003 ASNA ANTIVENOM 5 HAGEDHI ENTERPRISES LTD February 6, 2013 
56009 26/05/2004 TARA (and logo) 25 & 28 MAYUR'S LIMITED May 26, 2014 
 
4.6 Licence 
 
(111) Mark number: 709 
(540) Mark:   

 
(511) Class: 35 
(730) Proprietor: Brink’s Network, Incorporated of 1801 Bayberry Court, Richmond, Virginia 23226, U.S.A. 
(791) Licensee: Brink’s Kenya Limited of A.C.K. Garden House, 1st Ngong Avenue, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740) Address for correspondence: Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 87473 
(540) Mark:  STAYFREE COMFORT PROMISE 
(511) Class: 5 
(730) Proprietor: Johnson & Johnson (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
New Jersey U.S.A) of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 08933, United States of 
America 
(791) Licensee: Johnson & Johnson (Pty.) Ltd of Rattray Road, Dawn, East London, 5247, South Africa 
(740) Address for correspondence: Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 87474 
(540) Mark:  STARYFREE COMFORT PROTECT PROMISE 
(511) Class: 5 
(730) Proprietor: Johnson & Johnson (a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
New Jersey U.S.A) of One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 08933, United States of 
America 
(791) Licensee: Johnson & Johnson (Pty.) Ltd of Rattray Road, Dawn, East London, 5247, South Africa 
(740) Address for correspondence: Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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4.7 Surrender 
 

(210) Application No: 75593  
(220) Filing date: 18/07/2012 
(511) Class: 3 
(730) Applicant: Pro-line International Inc. of  2525 Armitage Avenue Melrose 
Park Illinois 60160, United States of America  
(740) Address for correspondence: Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. 40111-
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended by partial surrender under 
rule 84 so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
3(Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; deodorants and antiperspirants; hair care 
products; hair lotions, hair waving preparations, shampoos, conditioners, hair 
sprays, hair powder, hair dressings, hair lacquers, hair mousses, hair glazes, hair 
gels, hair moisturisers, hair liquid, hair preservation treatments, hair desiccating 
treatments, hair oils, hair tonic, hair creams, preparations for the bath and/or 
shower; non-medicated toilet preparations; skin care preparations; cosmetics). 

 

 
4.8 Alteration of goods 
 
(111) Mark number: 83471 
(730) Proprietor: RIVERBANK SOLUTIONS LIMITED of Suite A, Silverpool Office Suites, Jabavu Lane 
Hurlingham, Nairobi, Kenya 
(511) Classes: 16, 36 and 39 
(750) Address for service:  Simba & Simba Advocates of P.O. Box 10312-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(580) The list of goods and services is amended so that henceforth it appears as shown here under: 
16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in 
other classes); printers' type; printing blocks), 36(Financial and monetary services of all kinds; funds 
transferring services; verification services included in this class) and 39(Transport; packaging and 
storage of goods; travel arrangement). 

 
4.9 Madrid Applications accepted for registration 
 
The following are the marks whose international registration has been notified to Kenya as a designated 
contracting Party by the International Bureau, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and which 
are governed by the Madrid Agreement and the Madrid Protocol. The prescribed period of twelve (12) 
months and eighteen months (18) respectively for refusal of the marks commences from the notification 
date indicated herein for each mark. 
 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the registration of any of the marks may, 
in accordance with the provisions of rule 11(1) of the Trade Marks (International Registration) Rules 2003, 
file a notice of opposition within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal on form TM. No. 6 (in 
duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh 5, 000/= (Kenyan residents) or US$ 250 (non residents). 
 
The period of filing the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar of Trade Marks as prescribed 
in the Trade Mark Rules. Any request for such extension should be made to the Registrar before the expiry 
of the sixty (60) day statutory period. 
 
All the details of the marks advertised herein are available on WIPO’s website www.wipo.int/romarin 

 
 

(210): 316129 (151): 29/01/2016  
(511): 3 and 5 
(732): F. Trenka chemisch-pharmazeutische Fabrik Ges.m.b.H. of 
Goldeggasse 5 A-1040 Wien, Austria  

EUCARBON  

 

 

http://www.wipo.int/romarin
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(210): 432274 (151): 12/01/2016  
(511): 32 and 33 
(732): TAITTINGER COMPAGNIE COMMERCIALE ET VITICOLE CHAMPENOISE 
of 9 place Saint-Nicaise F-51100 REIMS, France  

TAITTINGER  

 

(210): 671555 (151): 21/12/2015  
(511): 1 and 5 
(732): Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH of Alfred-Nobel-Straße 10 40789 
Monheim am Rhein, Germany  

TELDOR  

 

(210): 699471 (151): 04/12/2015  
(511): 4 
(732): PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY "OIL COMPANY "LUKOIL" of 
Sretensky boulvar 11 RU-101000 MOSKVA, Russian Federation  

  

 
(210): 742020 (151): 19/01/2016  
(511): 12, 16 and 28 
(732): Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft of Petuelring 130 
80809 München, Germany  

X3  

 

(210): 915903 (151): 04/02/2016  
(511): 35 
(732): IMCD Group B.V. of Wilhelminaplein 32 NL-3072 DE Rotterdam, 
Netherlands  

IMCD  

 

(210): 962994 (151): 08/01/2016  
(511): 3, 5 and 10 
(732): Merz Pharma GmbH & Co. KGaA of Eckenheimer Landstrasse 100 
60318 Frankfurt am Main, Germany  

Etermis  

 

(210): 1016749 (151): 08/01/2016  
(511): 3 and 5 
(732): Merz Pharma GmbH & Co. KGaA of Eckenheimer Landstrasse 100 
60318 Frankfurt, Germany  

Belotero  

 

(210): 1018130 (151): 08/01/2016  
(511): 3 and 5 
(732): Merz Pharma GmbH & Co. KGaA of Eckenheimer Landstrasse 100 
60318 Frankfurt, Germany  

Bocouture  

 

(210): 1104940 (151): 11/12/2015  
(511): 33 
(732): PERNOD RICARD PORTUGAL - DISTRIBUIÇÄO, S.A. of Centro 
Empresarial Quinta da Fonte, Rua dos Malhöes, 2 e 2 A, Edifício D. Dinis, 
Piso 3 P-2770-071 PAÇO DE ARCOS, Portugal  

ALDEIA VELHA  

 

(210): 1130464 (151): 29/01/2016  
(511): 3 
(732): Xtreme Tools, International of 15400 N.W. 34th Avenue Miami FL 
33054-2461, United States of America  

 
(210): 1150305 (151): 15/02/2016  
(511): 20 and 24 
(732): Hypnos Limited of Longwick Road, Princess Risborough 
Buckinhamshire HP27 9RS, United Kingdom  

HYPNOS  

 

(210): 1160399 (151): 12/02/2016  
(511): 16 
(732): Kores Holding Zug AG of Baarerstrasse 112 CH-6302 Zug, 
Switzerland  

  

(210): 1172796 (151): 06/01/2016  
(511): 35, 41 and 43 
(732): Swiss International Hotels Service AG of c/o Hotz & Goldmann 
Dorfstrasse 16 CH-6340 Baar, Switzerland  

  

(210): 1174180 (151): 28/12/2015  
(511): 9 
(732): SOURCENEXT CORPORATION of 3-8-21, Toranomon, Minato-ku 
Tokyo 105-0001, Japan  

SOURCENEXT  
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(210): 1192481 (151): 23/06/2015  
(511): 29, 32 and 33 
(732): Yigit Aydogar of Jägerstrasse 73 47166 Duisburg, Germany  

VERSAGE  

 
(210): 1204315 (151): 18/01/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Boehringer Ingelheim International GmbH of 55218 Ingelheim, 
Germany  

BUSCOMINT  

 

(210): 1207696 (151): 06/01/2016  
(511): 35, 41 and 43 
(732): Swiss International Hotels Service AG of c/o Hotz & Goldmann 
Dorfstrasse 16 CH-6340 Baar, Switzerland  

  
(210): 1219879 (151): 27/10/2015  
(511): 28 
(732): Walltopia OOD of 1B Bulgaria Blvd. BG-5570 Letnitsa, Bulgaria  

  

(210): 1224224 (151): 02/12/2015  
(511): 7, 9, 11 and 12 
(732): OPTEX KABUSHIKI KAISHA of 4-7-5, Nionohama, Otsu Shiga, Japan  

  

(210): 1226622 (151): 18/09/2015  
(511): 41 and 43 
(732): Adventure Facility Concepts and Management OOD of 10 Arh. 
Bogdan Tomalevski St., Mladost 4 BG-1715 Sofia, Bulgaria  

  
(210): 1229400 (151): 18/01/2016  
(511): 9 and 12 
(732): Securon Manufacturing Limited of Winchmore Hill, Amersham 
Buckinghamshire HP7 ONZ, United Kingdom  

SECURON  

(210): 1242077 (151): 23/09/2015  
(511): 32 and 33 
(732): BAYADERA MANAGEMENT LIMITED of Karpenisiou, 30, P.C. CY-1660 
Nicosia, Cyprus  

  

(210): 1255771 (151): 04/02/2016  
(511): 35 and 41 
(732): Business Insider, Inc. of 150 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor New York NY 
10011, United States of America  

  
(210): 1260669 (151): 04/02/2016  
(511): 35 and 42 
(732): IMCD Group B.V. of Wilhelminaplein 32 NL-3072 DE Rotterdam, 
Netherlands  

  

(210): 1263973 (151): 22/01/2015  
(511): 16, 41 and 45 
(732): Salans FMC SNR Denton Group (a Swiss Verein) of Seestrasse 473 
CH-8038 Zurich, Switzerland  

  

(210): 1263974 (151): 28/01/2015  
(511): 16, 41 and 45 
(732): Salans FMC SNR Denton Group (a Swiss Verein) of Seestrasse 473 
CH-8038 Zurich, Switzerland  

  

(210): 1268301 (151): 13/08/2015  
(511): 5 and 10 
(732): Bayer Oy of P.O. Box 415 FI-20101 Turku, Finland  

UTEQA  

(210): 1271103 (151): 29/07/2015  
(511): 31 
(732): Pucheng Xian Jia Jia Fu Agricultural and Sodeline Products 
Develpment Co., Ltd. of Shanshui Tang, Xiannan Xincun, Xianyang Town, 
Pucheng County, Nanping City Fujian Province, China  
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(210): 1271529 (151): 21/08/2015  
(511): 6 
(732): Shandong Hengyuan Copper Co., Ltd. of North of Huaihe Road and 
East of Dongwu Road, Dongying District, Dongying City 257100 Shandong 
Province, China  

  
(210): 1271723 (151): 08/06/2015  
(511): 9 
(732): Changzhou Trina Solar Energy Co.,Ltd. of No. 2 Trina Road, Trina 
PV Park, Xinbei District 213031 Changzhou, Jiangsu, China  

  

(210): 1271773 (151): 10/07/2015  
(511): 5, 10, 35, 36, 41 and 44 
(732): NOVARTIS AG of CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland  

NOVARTIS ACCESS  

(210): 1272053 (151): 10/04/2015  
(511): 4, 9, 14, 16, 18, 21, 25, 32, 33, 34, 41 and 43 
(732): MARTELL & Co of Place Edouard Martell F-16100 COGNAC, France  

  
(210): 1272213 (151): 09/09/2015  
(511): 10 
(732): GAMBRO LUNDIA AB of 16 Magistratsvägen P.O. Box 10101 SE-220 
10 Lund, Sweden  

NOVALINE  

(210): 1273143 (151): 26/06/2015  
(511): 21 and 35 
(732): DOMO S.P.A. of Via Del Progresso s.n., Fraz. Calcinelli I-61030 
SALTARA (PU), Italy    
(210): 1273414 (151): 28/05/2015  
(511): 9, 36 and 42 
(732): The Sage Group Plc of North Park Newcastle Upon Tyne NE13 9AA, 
United Kingdom  

SAGE IGNITE  

 

(210): 1273831 (151): 01/12/2015  
(511): 25 
(732): THE YOKOHAMA RUBBER CO., LTD. of 36-11, 5-chome Shimbashi, 
Minato-ku Tokyo 105-8685, Japan  

  

(210): 1274035 (151): 03/03/2015  
(511): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 and 45 
(732): TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA 
MOTOR CORPORATION) of 1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi Aichi-ken 471-8571, 
Japan  

  

(210): 1275093 (151): 08/12/2015  
(511): 30 
(732): Rigo Trading S.A. Société Anonyme of Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, 
Building E L-2633 Sennigerberg, Luxembourg  

Happy Fruttis  

 

(210): 1275556 (151): 09/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): Hyundai Motor Company of 12 Heolleung-ro, Seocho-Gu Seoul 137-
938, Republic of Korea  

GENESIS  

 

(210): 1278869 (151): 16/11/2015  
(511): 9 
(732): HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. of Administration Building 
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen, 
China  

FusionManager  

 

(210): 1280907 (151): 16/07/2015  
(511): 5 
(732): ITALFARMACO, S.A. of C/ San Rafael, N°3 - Polígono Industrial 
Alcobendas E-28108 MADRID, Spain  

REHYDRAMIN  
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(210): 1280994 (151): 13/10/2015  
(511): 3 
(732): Avon Products, Inc. of World Headquarters, 777 Third Avenue New 
York NY 10017, United States of America  

ANEW VITALE 

VISIBLE PERFECTION  

 
(210): 1281021 (151): 30/10/2015  
(511): 9, 38 and 41 
(732): Vice Media Canada Inc of 127 B KING STREET Montreal H3C2P2, 
Canada  

VICELAND  

 

(210): 1281311 (151): 23/06/2015  
(511): 9, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42 and 45 
(732): S.C. TEAMNET INTERNATIONAL S.A. of Str. Mihai Bravu, nr. 10, 
judetul Prahova Ploiesti, Romania  

  

(210): 1281615 (151): 02/11/2015  
(511): 9 and 42 
(732): Oracle International Corporation of 500 Oracle Parkway Redwood 
City CA 94065, United States of America  

PEOPLESOFT  

 

(210): 1281679 (151): 10/11/2015  
(511): 9, 16 and 41 
(732): Constantin Film Verleih GmbH of Feilitzschstraße 6 80802 
München, Germany  

Shadowhunters  

 

(210): 1281995 (151): 12/08/2015  
(511): 34 
(732): CHINA TOBACCO SHANDONG INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. of No. 30 
Jiefang Road, Lixia District, Jinan City 250014 Shandong Province, China  

  
(210): 1283718 (151): 01/01/2000  
(511): 45 
(732): DUMMY of DUMMY, Switzerland  

SULTAN DE-LIGHT  

 
(210): 1283802 (151): 26/10/2015  
(511): 37 and 42 
(732): DLR Holding Company of 6457 Frances Street, Suite 200 Omaha NE 
68106, United States of America  

ELEVATE THE HUMAN 

EXPERIENCE 

THROUGH DESIGN.  
(210): 1283901 (151): 01/12/2015  
(511): 1, 19 and 42 
(732): LafargeHolcim Ltd of Zürcherstrasse 156 CH-8645 Jona, 
Switzerland  

  
(210): 1283989 (151): 24/08/2015  
(511): 5 
(732): Prakash Mansukhlal Ruparelia of C/o Office 12A-03, 13th Floor, 
HDS Tower, Cluster F, Jumeirah Lake Towers Dubai, United Arab Emirates  

RELAXIT  

 

(210): 1284057 (151): 10/12/2015  
(511): 6 
(732): Calumite International, Inc. of 4400 North Federal Highway, Suite 
210 Boca Raton FL 33431, United States of America  

CALUMITE  

 

(210): 1286507 (151): 18/02/2016  
(511): 1, 5, 9, 10 and 41 
(732): Becton, Dickinson and Company of 1 Becton Drive, MC 090 Franklin 
Lakes NJ 07417, United States of America  

  

(210): 1287093 (151): 19/10/2015  
(511): 32 and 33 
(732): Calidris 28 AG (S.A.) of 5, Rue Heienhaff L-1736 Senningerberg, 
Luxembourg  
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(210): 1287147 (151): 20/10/2015  
(511): 34 
(732): CHINA TOBACCO JIANGSU INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. of No. 406-3 
Zhongshan North Road, Nanjing 210011 Jiangsu, China  

  

(210): 1287442 (151): 20/11/2015  
(511): 38 and 41 
(732): Beats Electronics, LLC of 8600 Hayden Place Culver City CA 90232, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1287443 (151): 20/11/2015  
(511): 38 and 41 
(732): Beats Electronics, LLC of 8600 Hayden Place Culver City CA 90232, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1287444 (151): 20/11/2015  
(511): 38 and 41 
(732): Beats Electronics, LLC of 8600 Hayden Place Culver City CA 90232, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1287590 (151): 22/10/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): Weifang Yuelong Rubber Co., Ltd. of Hetou Village, Taitou Town, 
Shouguang City Shandong, China  

  
(210): 1288907 (151): 10/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): SHANDONG ZHENGSHUN WHEEL CO., LTD. of Xishui Industrial Zone, 
Daozhuang, Guangrao County, Dongying City Shangong, China  

  
(210): 1288927 (151): 06/01/2016  
(511): 5 and 44 
(732): ADAMA AGAN LTD of Northern Industrial Zone, P.O.B. 262 77102 
Ashdod, Israel  

  
(210): 1288928 (151): 06/01/2016  
(511): 5 and 44 
(732): ADAMA AGAN LTD of Northern Industrial Zone, P.O.B. 262 77102 
Ashdod, Israel  

  
(210): 1288931 (151): 10/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): JIANGMEN SINO-HONGKONG BAOTIAN MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRIAL 
CO., LTD of No.36 Xingye Road, high tech Industrial Development Zone 
Industrial Jiangmen City, China    
(210): 1288932 (151): 06/01/2016  
(511): 1 and 44 
(732): ADAMA AGAN LTD of Northern Industrial Zone, P.O.B. 262 77102 
Ashdod, Israel  

  
(210): 1288939 (151): 24/07/2015  
(511): 26 
(732): Huaian Yujiaolong Trading Co.,Ltd of No.8 East changjiang road, 
Huaiyin district, Huaian city Jiangsu Province, China  
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(210): 1289020 (151): 21/12/2015  
(511): 33 
(732): IRISH DISTILLERS LIMITED of Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt 
Road - Ballsbridge Dublin 4, Ireland  

  
10): 1289021 (151): 21/12/2015  
(511): 33 
(732): IRISH DISTILLERS LIMITED of Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt 
Road - Ballsbridge Dublin 4, Ireland  

  
(210): 1289022 (151): 21/12/2015  
(511): 33 
(732): IRISH DISTILLERS LIMITED of Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt 
Road - Ballsbridge Dublin 4, Ireland  

  
(210): 1289071 (151): 14/12/2015  
(511): 31 
(732): De Ruiter Intellectual Property B.V. of Meerlandenweg 55 NL-1187 
ZR AMSTELVEEN, Netherlands  

Vuvuzela  

(210): 1289073 (151): 19/01/2016  
(511): 3 
(732): Mavala SA of 2, rue Antoine-Jolivet, CH-1227 Carouge, Switzerland  

MAVALA DOUBLE-

LASH  
(210): 1289097 (151): 28/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): O'GREEN WHEELS GROUP CO., LTD. of Xishui Industrial Zone, 
Guangrao County, Dongying City Shandong, China  

  

(210): 1289110 (151): 17/12/2015  
(511): 3 
(732): L'OREAL of 14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS, France  

PREDICTIVE  

(210): 1289114 (151): 23/10/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): Shandong Longyue Rubber Co., Ltd. of The South of Yalujiang 
Road, Wenzhuang Village, Qinghe Agency of CAO County, Heze City 
Shandong Province, China  

  

(210): 1289194 (151): 29/01/2016  
(511): 10 
(732): Ferring B.V. of Polarisavenue 144 NL-2132 JX Hoofddorp, 
Netherlands  

ZOMAPEN  

(210): 1289197 (151): 09/11/2015  
(511): 34 
(732): Dunhill Tobacco of London Limited of Globe House, 4 Temple Place 
London WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom  

DUNHILL FINE CUT  

(210): 1289243 (151): 05/10/2015  
(511): 9, 16, 35, 36, 38, 42 and 45 
(732): Connolly Corporation of 50 Danbury Road Wilton CT 06897, United 
States of America  

COTIVITI  
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(210): 1289326 (151): 08/09/2015  
(511): 39, 41 and 43 
(732): Thomas Cook Touristik GmbH of Thomas-Cook-Platz 1 61440 
Oberursel, Germany  

  

(210): 1289347 (151): 02/11/2015  
(511): 1, 2, 3, 5, 29 and 30 
(732): Arogla Verpackungs- und Service AG of Dorfstrasse 4 CH-6319 
Allenwinden, Switzerland  

INGREDIS  

 

(210): 1289355 (151): 05/11/2015  
(511): 35, 36 and 39 
(732): ECUHOLD, naamloze vennootschap of Schomhoeveweg 15 B-2030 
ANTWERPEN, Belgium  

ECU WORLDWIDE  

 

(210): 1289359 (151): 26/11/2015  
(511): 35, 41 and 42 
(732): J.P. van der Hulst Beheer B.V. of Noordeinde 144 a NL-2371 CX 
Roelofarendsveen, Netherlands  

FLOWERWATCH  

 

(210): 1289378 (151): 27/10/2015  
(511): 3 
(732): HUGO BOSS Trade Mark Management GmbH & Co. KG of Dieselstr. 
12 72555 Metzingen, Germany  

  
(210): 1289413 (151): 04/01/2016  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of 1 Infinite Loop Cupertino CA 95014, United States of 
America  

PEEK AND POP  

(210): 1289513 (151): 28/01/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 Beerse, 
Belgium  

TRIEZA  

(210): 1289514 (151): 28/01/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 Beerse, 
Belgium  

INVEXTREL  

 

(210): 1289530 (151): 24/12/2015  
(511): 1, 3 and 4 
(732): INOVYN ChlorVinyls Limited of Runcorn Site HQ, South Parade, PO 
Box 9, Runcorn Cheshire WA7 4JE, United Kingdom  

INOVYN  

 

(210): 1289596 (151): 07/01/2016  
(511): 9 
(732): Hengtong Optic-Electric Co., Ltd. of No. 88 of Hengtong Blvd, Qidu 
Town, Wujiang 215002 Jiangsu Province, China  

  
(210): 1289600 (151): 08/09/2015  
(511): 14 
(732): SEVAN BIÇAKCI of Molla Fenari Mahallesi, Gasi Sinanpasa Sokak, 
No: 14/3 Eminönü - Istanbul, Turkey  

  

 
(210): 1289620 (151): 11/01/2016  
(511): 3 
(732): Avon Products, Inc. of World Headquarters, 777 Third Avenue New 
York NY 10017, United States of America  

LASH EXTROVERT  

 

(210): 1289624 (151): 30/09/2015  
(511): 9, 16, 35, 36, 41 and 42 
(732): Educational Testing Service of Rosedale Road Princeton, NJ 08541, 
United States of America  

ETS  
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(210): 1289653 (151): 20/10/2015  
(511): 32 
(732): GREEN COLA LTD of Strati Myrivili 5, Strovolos CY-2046 Nicosia, 
Cyprus  

  
(210): 1289744 (151): 13/10/2015  
(511): 16, 35 and 41 
(732): Messe München GmbH of Am Messesee 2 81829 München, Germany  

  
(210): 1289858 (151): 06/11/2015  
(511): 3, 18, 25 and 35 
(732): DEFACTO PERAKENDE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of Defacto Plaza 
Basin Ekspres, Yolu Atatürk Mah. Bahariye Cad. No:31, Küçükçekmece 
Istanbul, Turkey  

  

 

(210): 1289985 (151): 25/01/2016  
(511): 12 
(732): Techking Tires Limited of 19F, Bldg 2#, Tianbao Int'l Mansion, No. 
61 Haier Rd 266061 Qingdao, China  

  

(210): 1289995 (151): 29/01/2016  
(511): 16 
(732): Neenah Paper, Inc. of 3460 Preston Ridge Road, Suite 600 
Alpharetta GA 30005, United States of America  

LASER-1-OPAQUE  

 

(210): 1290094 (151): 04/01/2016  
(511): 25 
(732): Closet Clothing Co. Ltd of Unit 1, Ground Floor, 36-40 Copperfield 
Road London E3 4RR, United Kingdom  

  
(210): 1290125 (151): 01/02/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Ferring B.V. of Polarisavenue 144 NL-2132 JX Hoofddorp, 
Netherlands  

TESTAVAN  

 

(210): 1290248 (151): 29/12/2015  
(511): 9, 12 and 28 
(732): DJI GmbH of Im Birkenfeld 2 97795 Schondra-Schildeck, Germany  

INSPIRE  

 
(210): 1290317 (151): 07/01/2016  
(511): 21 
(732): YIWU WEILAI COMMODITY CO., LTD of 9-2-402, Jiangdong 
Shangyuan, Jiangdong Jiedao, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province, China  

  

(210): 1290349 (151): 30/03/2015  
(511): 35 
(732): Dun & Bradstreet International, Ltd. of 103 JFK Parkway Short 
Hills, NJ 07078, United States of America  

D&B FATCAIFIER  

 

(210): 1290358 (151): 27/08/2015  
(511): 39 
(732): Etihad Airways of P.O. Box 35566, New Airport Road Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab Emirates  

  

 
(210): 1290403 (151): 03/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): Shenzhen Eben Electronic Digital Technology Co., Ltd. of 1-3F, 1#, 
Que Shan XinErCun Industrial Zone, GaoFeng Community, DaLang Street, 
New LongHua District Shenzhen, China  

  

(210): 1290433 (151): 15/12/2015  
(511): 12, 28 and 41 
(732): SZ DJI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of Suit 613-614, 6F, HKUST SZ IER 
Bldg., No. 9 Yuexing 1st Rd., Hi-Tech Park (South), Nanshan Dist, 
Shenzhen Guangdong, China  

  

(210): 1290443 (151): 21/12/2015  
(511): 1, 17 and 35 
(732): SHANDONG JUSHENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of No.20, North Side 
of No.9 Road, Development Zone, Guangrao County 257300 Dongying City, 
Shandong Province, China  
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(210): 1290460 (151): 28/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): O'Green Wheels Group Co.,Ltd. of Xishui Industrial Zone, Guangrao 
County, Dongying City Shandong, China  

  

 
(210): 1290461 (151): 28/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): O'GREEN WHEELS GROUP CO., LTD. of Xishui Industrial Zone, 
Guangrao County, Dongying City Shandong, China  

  

(210): 1290462 (151): 28/12/2015  
(511): 12 
(732): O'GREEN WHEELS GROUP CO., LTD. of Xishui Industrial Zone, 
Guangrao County, Dongying City Shandong, China  

  

 

(210): 1290476 (151): 30/11/2015  
(511): 5, 29, 30 and 32 
(732): Amorepacific Corporation of 100, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu 
Seoul, Republic of Korea    
(210): 1290552 (151): 04/12/2015  
(511): 29 and 30 
(732): KADOOGLU YAG SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of 4. Organize 
Sanayi Bölgesi, Nolu Cadde No:11 TR-83422 Sehitkamil Gaziantep, Turkey  

  
(210): 1290564 (151): 29/01/2016  
(511): 5 and 10 
(732): Ferring B.V. of Polarisavenue 144 NL-2132 JX Hoofddorp, 
Netherlands  

RECOVELLE  

 

(210): 1290599 (151): 22/01/2016  
(511): 12 
(732): The Hercules Tire & Rubber Company of 16380 U.S. Route 224 
East, Suite 200 Findlay, OH 45840, United States of America  

HERCULES  

 

(210): 1290616 (151): 14/10/2015  
(511): 3 
(732): Joy Creators LLP of 4 Mysore Road, Kolkata 700 026 West Bengal, 
India  

KARIS  

 

(210): 1290632 (151): 23/06/2015  
(511): 38 
(732): Apple Inc. of 1 Infinite Loop Cupertino CA 95014, United States of 
America  

APPLE MUSIC  

 

(210): 1290777 (151): 15/12/2015  
(511): 9, 12 and 28 
(732): DJI GmbH of Im Birkenfeld 2 97795 Schondra-Schildeck, Germany  

MATRICE  

 
(210): 1290790 (151): 26/11/2015  
(511): 43 
(732): BURGERLAB YONETIM GIDA PAZARLAMA TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of 
Esentepe Mah. Büyükdere Cad. 193 Plaza No: 193/5 Sisli/034, Turkey  

  

(210): 1290822 (151): 23/12/2015  
(511): 9, 35, 38 and 42 
(732): BULGARI S.P.A. of Lungotevere Marzio, 11 I-00186 ROMA (RM), Italy  

BVLGARI  

 
(210): 1290893 (151): 24/11/2015  
(511): 9 
(732): Cashmaster International Limited of Innovation Buildings, Fairykirk 
Road Rosyth KY11 2QQ, United Kingdom  

CASHMASTER  

 

(210): 1290936 (151): 28/01/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Merck KGaA of Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt, Germany  

EULADA  

 
(210): 1291044 (151): 12/11/2015  
(511): 18 
(732): GUCCIO GUCCI S.P.A. of Via Tornabuoni, 73/R I-50123 FIRENZE, 
Italy  

GG MARMONT  
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(210): 1291105 (151): 05/02/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Liptis Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. of 110 Red School House Road 
Spring Valley NY 10977, United States of America  

PRINORELAX  

 

(210): 1291178 (151): 30/12/2015  
(511): 6, 7, 9 and 42 
(732): Gilbarco Inc. of 7300 West Friendly Avenue Greensboro NC 27410, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1291219 (151): 28/01/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Merck KGaA of Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt, Germany  

KROMEYA  

 
(210): 1291220 (151): 28/01/2016  
(511): 5 
(732): Merck KGaA of Frankfurter Strasse 250 64293 Darmstadt, Germany  

STIMUFEND  

 
(210): 1291239 (151): 29/01/2016  
(511): 16 
(732): NINGBO BAILE STATIONERY MANUFACTURE CO.,LTD of Fangjia 
Village, Guanhaiwei Town, Cixi City, Ningbo Zhejiang, China  

  

(210): 1291270 (151): 02/10/2015  
(511): 38 
(732): Beats Electronics, LLC of 8600 Hayden Place Culver City CA 90232, 
United States of America  

BEATS 1  

 

(210): 1291413 (151): 09/02/2016  
(511): 35 
(732): Samsonite IP Holdings S.a r.l. of 13-15 Avenue de la Liberté L-1931 
Luxembourg, Luxembourg  

HOUSE OF 

SAMSONITE  

 
(210): 1291461 (151): 18/12/2015  
(511): 16, 36 and 41 
(732): AFS Foundation / AFS Stiftung of Zimmerbergstrasse 13 CH-8800 
Thalwil, Switzerland  

  
(210): 1298527 (151): 09/03/2016  
(511): 16 and 41 
(732): International Road Federation of Fifth Floor, Madison Place, 500 
Montgomery Street Alexandria VA 22314, United States of America  

IRF  

 

 
 

----------------------------------------------------- 
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5.0 General Information 
1. Patent, Utility Models and Industrial Design fees. 
 
The following is a list of various fees payable under the Industrial Property Regulations, 2002 
 
Patents 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 3, 000 150 

Provisional application filing fee 1, 000 50 

Substantive examination request 5, 000 250 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Grant fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 2, 000 300 

 
Utility Models 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 1, 000 50 

Provisional application filing fee 500 50 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 1, 000 50 

 
Industrial Designs 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee 3, 000 150 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 1, 000 50 

Renewal fee (after five years from application date) 10, 000 500 

 
The complete list of fees is available on the Institute website: www.kipi.go.ke. 
 
2. African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) 

ARIPO is a regional body established by African governments to have a central office to among other things, 
process and grant industrial property rights on behalf of member states. ARIPO grants patents, utility 
models and industrial designs on behalf of Kenya. Currently, ARIPO consists of the following 16 member 
states; Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia Sierra Leone, 
Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Kenyan applicants are required by law to first 
file with the Institute before filing with ARIPO. ARIPO secretariat is located in Harare Zimbabwe. 

The complete fee schedule for ARIPO is available on their website http://www.aripo.org. The following are 
the fees an applicant is required to pay immediately on application. 

 Patents Utility Models Industrial Designs 

Filing fee  USD 250   USD 100  USD 50 

Designation fee (multiply with 
no. of designated countries) 

 USD 75   USD 20  USD 10 

Transmission fee  Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 

 
3. Patent Cooperation Treaty 

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international patent protection treaty consisting of over 140 
member states. PCT is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva Switzerland. 
PCT makes it possible for an applicant to seek patent protection for an invention simultaneously in any of 
the selected member states by filing one application. PCT is a filing system and does not grant patents on 
behalf of the member states. Applications must enter national phase in the selected member states. In the 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=37:botswana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=38:gambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=39:ghana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=40:kenya&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=41:lesotho&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=67:liberia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=42:malawi&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=43:mozambique&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=44:namibia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=45:sierra-leone&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=47:sudan&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=48:swaziland&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=49:tanzania&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=50:uganda&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=51:zambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=52:zimbabwe&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/
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national phase, the applicant is required to pay the prescribed national fees in the said member states. 
Further, in some member states, a foreign applicant is required to have a resident agent. The PCT fees as 
of 1st May 2011 are as follows: 

Type of fee Fee Fee waivers 

International filing fee USD 1, 367 or CHF 1330 90% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Search fees 

(only one search 
authority needs to be 
selected by applicant) 

Austria  USD 2, 443  75% waiver for natural a person from 
Kenya 

Australia USD 1, 837 None 

China USD 314 None 

European 
Patent 
office 

USD 2, 443 75% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Sweden USD 2, 443 None 

Transmittal fee Kshs 5000 - 

More information is available on the PCT website www.wipo.int/pct/en  

4. Kenya is a signatory to the following Treaties related to industrial property rights: 

 
No. Treaty Year of accession/ratification  

1. 1
. 
The Lusaka Agreement, establishing the African 
Regional Intellectual Property Organization 

15th February 1978 

2.  The Protocol on Patents and Industrial Designs 
(Harare Protocol)  

24th October 1984 

3.  The Paris Convention for Protection of Industrial 
Property 

14th June, 1965 

4.  The World Intellectual Property Organization 
Convention  

5th October 1971 

5.  Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic 
Symbol 

25th September 1982 

6.  The Patent Cooperation Treaty  8th June 1994 

7.  The Madrid Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Marks 

26th June 1998 

8.  The Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration of 
Marks 

26th June 1998 

9.  The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights Agreement 

1st January 1995 

 
5. Trade Marks Forms and Fees 

The following are some of the prescribed forms and the respective fees under the Trade Marks Rules: 

 

 Description of fee Local Fee 
Kshs 

Foreign Fee 
US$ 

Corresponding 
form 

1. Application fee for an application to 
register a trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3,000 

 
  
200 
150 

 
2 

2. Fee for registration of a trade mark 
under r. 60(1): 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 
 

 
 
2, 000 
1, 500 

 
 
150 
100 

 
- 

http://www.wipo.int/pct/en
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3. Fee for filing a notice of opposition to 
an application to register a trade 
mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
5000 
4000 

 
 
 
250 
200 

6 

4. Fee for filing a counter statement: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
200 
150 

7 

5.  Fee for renewal of a registration of a 
trade mark under r.64(1), 67 or 68 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
 
200 
150 

10 

6.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 71, to register an assignment 
or transmission, for each trade mark 
assigned or transmitted: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
2,000 

 14 

7 Application fee for an application, 
under r. 95, to register a person as a 
registered user of a registered trade 
mark, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5,000 

 
 
 
 
300 
250 

48 

8. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 81(1), 85(2) or 101(2), to 
alter the trade or business address of 
the proprietor or a registered user, 
for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
100 
50 

17 

9.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 82(1) and section 29, 30, 35 
or 36 of the Act, for the making, 
expunging or varying of an entry in 
the register, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
300 
250 

25 

10. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to make a 
correction to the Register for which a 
fee is not otherwise specified, for 
each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
 

19 

11. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to change 
the name or description of the 
proprietor or a registered user: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
 500 

 
 
 
 
100 
 50 

20 

12. Fee for appointing an agent, under r. 
14(2), to act in a proceeding or 
matter before or affecting the 
Registrar 

 
 
1, 000 
 

 
 
50 

1 

13. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 102, for an extension of 
time, other than an extension of time 
prescribed by rule 76: 
 
a. extension not exceeding 30 days  

 
 
 
 
 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
50 

53 
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b. extension exceeding 30 days but 
not exceeding 60 days  
 
c. extension exceeding 60 days  

 
2, 000 
 
3, 000 

 
100 
 
150 

14. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 108, to amend a document 
or drawing or other representation, 
for each trademark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 19 

15. Fee for preliminary advice of the 
Registrar under r. 20(1): 
 for the first class 
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
3, 000 
2, 000 

 27 

 
Notes:  
1. A foreign fee is payable if the person paying the fee or on whose behalf the fee is being paid 

does not reside in Kenya and does not have a principal place of business in Kenya. 
2. All the prescribed forms and the respective fees payable for matters under the Trade Marks Act and 

Rules are available at www.kipi.go.ke 
 
6. The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) 
 
The Nice Classification is established under the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification 
of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, one of the treaties administered by the 
World Intellectual Property Organization. The Nice Classification was established by an Agreement 
concluded at a Diplomatic Conference held in Nice on 15th June 1957. Kenya has not ratified the 
Agreement. However, section 6 of the Trade Marks Act provides that goods and services in respect of which 
registration of a mark is applied for shall be classified in accordance with the Nice Classification. The 
following are the class headings under the Nice Classification:  
 
Nice Classification (10th Edition) 
C L A S S H E A D I N G S 
 
GOODS 
 
Class 1 Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing 
compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry 
 

Class 2 Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; 
colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists 
 

Class 3 Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices  
 

Class 4 Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels 
(including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting 
 

Class 5 Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 
 

Class 6 Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; 
materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; ores 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
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Class 7 Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling 

and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than 
hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines 
 

Class 8 Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors 
 

Class 9 Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating 
machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus 
 

Class 10 Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and 
teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials 
 

Class 11 Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes 

 
Class 12 

 
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water 
 

Class 13 Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks 
 

Class 14 Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included 
in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments 
 

Class 15 Musical instruments 
 

Class 16 Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks 
 

Class 17 Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not 
included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal 
 

Class 18 Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other 
classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery 
 

Class 19 Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and 
bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal 
 

Class 20 Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics 
 

Class 21 Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint 
brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-
worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not 
included in other classes 
 

Class 22 Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other 
classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile 
materials 
 

Class 23 Yarns and threads, for textile use 
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Class 24 Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers 

 
Class 25 Clothing, footwear, headgear 

 
Class 26 Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 

flowers 
 

Class 27 Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall 
hangings (non-textile) 
 

Class 28 Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; 
decorations for Christmas trees 
 

Class 29 Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats 
 

Class 30 Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice 
 

Class 31 Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live 
animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; 
malt 
 

Class 32 Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit 
juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages 
 

Class 33 Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
 

Class 34 Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches 
 
SERVICES 
Class 35 Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions 

 
Class 36 Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs 

 
Class 37 Building construction; repair; installation services 

 
Class 38 Telecommunications 

 
Class 39 Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement 

 
Class 40 Treatment of materials 

 
Class 41 Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities 

 
Class 42 Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 

analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software 
 

Class 43 Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation 
 

Class 44 
 
 
Class 45 

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services 
 
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security 
services for the protection of property and individuals 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
END OF DOCUMENT 

 
 


